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Abstract

We are witnessing an explosion in the amount of available data. Today, businesses and scientific institutions have the opportunity to analyze empirical data at unprecedented scale. For many companies, the analysis of their accumulated data is nowadays a key strategic aspect. Today’s analysis programs consist not only of traditional relational-style queries, but they use increasingly more complex data mining and machine learning algorithms to discover hidden patterns or build predictive models. However, with the increasing data volume and increasingly complex questions that people aim to answer, there is a need for new systems that scale to the data size and to the complexity of the queries.

Relational Database Management Systems have been the work horses of large-scale data analytics for decades. Their key enabling feature was arguably the declarative query language that brought physical schema independence and automatic optimization of queries. However, their fixed data model and closed set of possible operations have rendered them unsuitable for many advanced analytical tasks. This observation made way for a new breed of systems with generic abstractions for data parallel programming, among which the arguably most famous one is MapReduce. While bringing large-scale analytics to new applications, these systems still lack the ability to express complex data mining and machine learning algorithms efficiently, or they specialize on very specific domains and give up applicability to a wide range of other problems. Compared to relational databases, MapReduce and the other parallel programming systems sacrifice the declarative query abstraction and require programmers to implement low-level imperative programs and to manually optimize them.

This thesis discusses techniques that realize several of the key aspects enabling the success of relational databases in the new context of data-parallel programming systems. The techniques are instrumental in building a system for generic and expressive, yet concise, fluent, and declarative analytical programs. Specifically, we present three new methods: First, we provide a programming model that is generic and can deal with complex data models, but retains many declarative aspects of the relational algebra. Programs written against this abstraction can be automatically optimized with similar techniques as relational queries. Second, we present an abstraction for iterative data-parallel algorithms. It supports incremental (delta-based) computations and transparently handles state. We give techniques to make the optimizer iteration-aware and deal with aspects such as loop invariant data. The optimizer can produce execution plans that correspond to well-known hand-optimized versions of such programs. That way, the abstraction subsumes dedicated systems (such as Pregel) and offers competitive performance. Third, we present and discuss techniques to embed the programming abstraction into a functional language. The integration allows for the concise definition of programs and supports the creation of reusable components for libraries or domain-specific languages. We describe how to
integrate the compilation and optimization of the data-parallel programs into a functional language compiler to maximize optimization potential.
Zusammenfassung (German Abstract)


In dieser Dissertation werden verschiedene Techniken vorgestellt, die es ermöglichen etliche der zentralen Eigenschaften von relationalen Datenbanken im Kontext dieser neuen Generation von datenparallelen Analysesystemen zu realisieren. Mithilfe dieser Techniken ist es möglich ein Analysesystem zu beschreiben, dessen Programme gleichzeitig sowohl generisch und ausdrucksstark, als auch prägnant und deklarativen sind. Im einzelnen stellen wir folgende Techniken vor: Erstens, eine Programmierabstraktion die generisch ist und mit komplexen Datenmodellen umgehen kann, aber gleichzeitig viele der deklarativen Eigenschaften der relationalen Algebra erhält. Programme, die gegen dies Abstraktion
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1. Introduction

The last decade has seen an explosion in the amount of available data. With ever falling costs for persistent storage, increasing importance of Internet-based services, and technology trends like smartphones and pervasive sensors, many companies and scientific institutions are sitting on huge piles of raw data. For example, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN produces roughly 15 petabytes per year [38]. Petabyte volumes are also expected to be created by next-generation DNA sequencing technologies [19]. The infrastructure behind Microsoft’s search web-search engine and other web-based services (SCOPE) stores and processes many petabytes and is being enhanced for data in exabyte order [114]. It is a wide-held believe that a number of future scientific breakthroughs will be the result of an efficient and effective analysis of huge amounts of data. In astronomy, the LSST telescope is being set up to repeatedly photograph the entire available sky. The tracking and classification of objects as well as the search for extraordinary occurrences will happen through data analytics [23]. The potential of large scale analytics becomes even bigger when applied across domain boundaries, such as combining scientific data with census-, mobile-, or social-media data. The latter has, for example, been successfully demonstrated in case of detecting unknown pharmaceutical side effects with the help of web data [105].

But also aside from large scientific institutions and the “big players” in industry, data analytics plays and exceedingly important role for many enterprises as a means to optimize logistics, improve the quality of their services, or to better understand their target market [27]. While certain sciences have employed specialized systems for very specific analytical tasks on very specific data (e.g., nucleotide alignments [11] or particle physics [20, 38]), most applications are spread over a wide and heterogeneous spectrum. The analytical queries are very diverse, are posed in an ad-hoc fashion, or evolve quickly over time. Business intelligence/decision support [82], fraud detection [28], or behavior modeling and recommendations [72] are prominent examples of applications for which it is crucial to be able to quickly adapt queries and models to changing settings.

For the longest time, this type of flexible analytics has been carried out by relational database management systems like Oracle [43], IBM DB2 [29], or Teradata. The key to the success of these systems was the algebraic data model and query language the are at the heart of their design. The relational model and algebra [42] create an abstraction between the logical query and all physical execution aspects. Queries are defined in a concise
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and declarative fashion, while a compiler and an optimizer derive an execution plan that
describes an efficient sequence of physical steps to compute the query result. The
compilation takes into account the specific system capabilities (available data structures
and algorithms), the system parameters (such as network-/disk-/CPU speed ratios),
physical storage structures, or characteristics of the data’s statistical distributions.

Despite these facts, the recent trend of large data sets and complex analysis tasks, has
pushed the architecture of the relational database systems, which essentially goes back
to the architecture of the System R prototype, to its limits. The types of challenges
imposed on the systems are often classified through the “Three Vs”:

1. **Volume**: The size of the data is too large to apply the conventional techniques.
   Traditional setups scale only to one or few machines, due to a tight coupling
   between the machines. They aggressively exploit the the available resources, but
   implement no elasticity as required for very large setups. The small setups in
   turn offer not enough storage capacity, bandwidth, memory, or CPU power to
   complete the analysis tasks within a reasonable time. The large volume requires
   new distributed architectures that combine resources of many machines to execute
   analytics in a massively parallel fashion, or novel algorithms that allow to answer
   the analytical questions with fewer passes over the data, or by looking only at
   specific subsamples.

2. **Variety**: The majority of the data to be analyzed came traditionally from trans-
   actional database systems and, as such, was structured and comparatively ho-
   mogeneous. Recently, many new data sources provide input to the analytical
   processes with data in various formats like relational/tabular, hierarchical, text,
   graph-structured, and others. These diverse types of data make it obvious that the
   relational model by itself is too limited to be able to represent the data structures
   and useful operations on top of them. Closely related to “Variety” is also the
   trend to apply increasingly complex analytical tasks for classification or predictive
   modeling with the help of machine learning methods. Such applications include
   often graph- and linear algebra operations and naturally require a larger variety
   of data models, such as matrices or graphs. These tasks, frequently referred to as
   “Deep Analytics” or “Big Analytics”, need support for much more complex
   operations, including iterative/recursive computations.

3. **Velocity**: High production rates of data and requirements for near-time feedback
   require to break with the traditional paradigm of analytical applications, where
   data changes slowly and queries are manifold and may change quickly. Many
   applications like monitoring and intrusion detection have long running queries that

---

1As opposed to "shallow" or "small" analytics which are based on the classical operations such as
filtering, joining, and aggregating.
need to examine data elements as they are produced. While research and industry came up with a series of systems dedicated to data stream analysis\cite{1,17}, many research questions remain, including how to best design the interaction between “batch” and “stream” analytics.

Several companies extended this set of challenges with additional aspects that they deem critical. The most prominent ones are Veracity and Visualization. The aspect of Veracity emphasizes the fact that a large portion of the data comes no longer from trusted and accurate data sources (like for examples centralised transactional database systems), but rather from diverse and noisy sources. Examples include web data (access logs, or social media data, possibly extracted using algorithms with limited accuracy) and data gathered from sensors and sensor networks, where the results typically vary within a certain measurement error margin. The challenge is to correctly handle a combination of accurate and noisy data. The aspect of Visualization stresses the point that any findings from the analytics are only valuable if there are means to illustrate them and use them to adjust processes or implement new processes. Such illustration typically requires appropriate means of visualization, for example for high dimensional distributions or clustering.

This observation has led to plethora of new developments, trying to address one or more of the problems. While all challenges are under active research, many people consider “Volume” mostly solved for example by the new generation of distributed relational database management systems, either focusing on transactions\cite{67} or analytics\cite{96}. The other challenges are much less precisely defined and further away from solution\cite{95}.

One of the arguably most influential architectures addressing simultaneously the “Volume” and “Variety” challenge was MapReduce\cite{44}, as published by Google in 2004. MapReduce builds on runtime building blocks known from parallel databases\cite{45,52}, but defines a generic parallel programming abstraction based on the second-order functions Map and Reduce. The result is that any program that decomposes into a pair or a record-at-a-time Map function\footnote{In correct functional programming terms one would labeled it a flatMap function.} and a group-at-a-time Reduce function can be executed by the MapReduce framework in a highly parallel fashion. MapReduce builds on a distributed file system for storage and a key/value data model where the value types can be arbitrary data structures and are only interpreted by Map and Reduce functions. That way, the framework can work with almost arbitrary data models and can express many operations beyond what relational databases can express. In its underpinnings, the MapReduce framework implements a scalable parallel sort, where the Map function preprocesses data before the sort and the Reduce function processes the grouped data after the sort. The open source MapReduce framework Hadoop\cite{106} has risen to become a very prominent...
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Technology in the field of data analysis and has been the target of countless scientific papers.

The MapReduce abstraction has proven useful for a variety of applications, from search index building and log file analysis [44] to clustering and fuzzy grouping [71, 102]. Through exploiting the flexibility of a file-based key/value data model and the ability to execute quasi arbitrary program code inside the Map and Reduce functions, the applicability of the MapReduce framework can be pushed far beyond what fits the functional model of the map and reduce functions. Hadoop has, for example, served as a basis for SQL- and XQuery-like languages where queries are translated into a sequence of MapReduce programs [26, 85, 99], or as a target runtime for a machine learning library [14]. The ability to act as a runtime for relational queries, for queries over hierarchical data, or algorithms over matrices illustrates that the MapReduce approach does in fact solve some of the problems subsumed under the aspect of data “Variety”.

A series of other systems have been inspired by MapReduce and aim at mitigating its shortcomings, while retaining or even broadening the wide applicability. MapReduceMerge [110] extended the MapReduce pipeline with a configurable binary operator. Cascading [37] offers additional second-order functions and supports connecting them to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Dryad [64], Nephele [103], and Storm [79] offer an even more generic stream programming model. PACT [9, 22] processes DAGs of operators with more semantics than MapReduce and Cascading, while Hyracks [31] supports a complex assembly of programs from operator primitives such as sorting, hashing, or data exchange.

All of these systems have in common that they adopt some form of the principle of data-parallel programming. Analysis programs consist largely or purely of user-defined functions (UDFs), which are applied in parallel on partitioned data. The specific sequence of computation is represented by chaining UDFs together, usually as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), with MapReduce being a very simple special case of a DAG. In the scope of this thesis, we refer to this type of abstraction as “generic data-parallel programming”, to stress that it acts as a flexible general-purpose abstraction, rather than one tailored towards a special class of problems, algorithms, or data structures.

1.1. Problem Definition

The wide range of applications on top of these generic data-parallel programming models and -systems is a testament to the fact that this abstraction is well suited to solve many of the problems associated with data- and operator “Variety”. However, the flexibility comes at a rather high price. Compared to relational databases, these data parallel programming systems offer reduced performance, more verbose and complicated
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programs, as well as harder maintenance and evolution of data formats and queries [76,88]. For complex multi-pass algorithms, for example from the areas of machine learning and graph analysis, these systems exhibit up to an order of magnitude lower performance than specialized systems [77,78]. As a result, general-purpose, relational, and several other specialized systems are commonly used together in today’s analytical pipelines, causing overly complicated implementations, more complex infrastructure maintenance, additional data movement, and resource management deficiencies.

In the scope of this thesis, we will discuss two big aspects which we believe to be the among the most important shortcomings of the current breed of generic data-parallel programming systems. Solving those shortcomings enables systems that offer a query abstraction that is similar in conciseness to that of relational databases and offer performance that is competitive with specialized code and dedicated systems even for many complex graph- and machine learning algorithms. At the same time, the systems retain the original flexibility and wide applicability. The two shortcomings of the state-of-the-art can be summarized as follows:

1. The current systems lack a means to express iterative or recursive computation, including situations where the solutions are incrementally computed. The parallel programs are typically used to express the step function of an iteration (the “contents” of the loop), while the loop itself is constructed around the programs in the form of drivers (external or with tool support by the framework). This solution prohibits the system from performing any form of optimization (such as efficient handling of loop-invariant computations) and causes for many algorithms unnecessary re-computation or data movement.

2. There is no separation between the model against which a queries is written and the physical execution of the queries. In the context of the UDF-centric data-parallel programming systems, one can observe that programmers sacrifice either performance, when they program against higher abstractions and libraries, or they sacrifice generality, when optimizing the data types and operators for very specific contexts and data sets. This follows the general principle in software engineering and programming languages that generic high-level abstractions are typically paid for by reduced runtime performance, because the underlying implementation cannot exploit the various specialized solutions for the different individual cases. In contrast to that, relational databases managed to offer an “abstraction without regret” solution. Their means to achieve this is the strict separation between an algebraically specified declarative query and a runtime execution that is customized for each query and data set by means of an optimizing query compiler.
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Current solutions to these problems fall short on those crucial requirements. To support iterative algorithms, the state-of-the-art systems either specialize on very specific domains and lose their generality, or they only provide tooling that more easily support the external loops around the program. The first approach covers only a fragment of the application spectrum, the later approaches do not achieve competitive performance. The recognition of the “abstraction vs. performance” problem let to the creation of a series of higher-level languages on top of the Hadoop MapReduce system. *Hive* [99], *Pig* [85], and *JAQL* [26] implement languages that are similar to SQL or XQuery. While some of them support more complex data models than relations (such as nested objects, or *list* and *map* data types), they loose the flexibility and generality of MapReduce and other generic data-parallel programming systems. As soon as an operation does not fit the set of provided operators, the programmer needs to resort back to writing UDFs against the MapReduce abstraction. There is a severe impedance mismatch between the data model from the higher-level languages (*relational* or *NF*) and that of the UDFs (*object oriented* or *functional*), requiring intransparent, costly, and error-prone type mapping. In addition to introducing error sources and fragmenting the program, the state-of-the-art way of embedding UDFs breaks the language optimization and impedes runtime efficiency. We also argue that a principled approach must use information from the algebraic part of the query to contextualize the UDF execution, for example through customized data types or pruning of unnecessary fields.

There is an inherent conflict between the goal to make an abstraction declarative or algebraic, and the goal to make it flexible and open to complex operations. However, a higher expressiveness comes not necessarily with a proportional loss of declarativity. An example for this is arguably the MapReduce abstraction, which demonstrated that a highly expressive programming model can support automatic parallelization of the programs. In Figure 1.1 we list more examples of such programming abstractions. The figure shows a qualitative sketch that classifies the abstractions with respect to how declarative and how expressive they are. We label one abstraction as more declarative than another, if programs can express more operations through explicit constructs or primitives offered by the abstraction. Furthermore, the constructs must be transparent to the system and leave the exact runtime realization of their operations to be decided by the system. As an example, an abstraction based on list comprehensions [49] is closely as expressive as MapReduce with arbitrary UDFs (without external drivers and side effects). At the same time, a list comprehension abstraction is much more transparent to

---

3Upon closer examination, these two stated points are related: The first one is in many ways a prerequisite to the second one. A declarative or algebraic abstraction requires that the program describes the operation directly, or the “intent” of an operator, rather than hard-code its exact realization such as in the form of side effects as or an external driver program. An expressive set of primitives is necessary for a program to explicitly state the intent of its operations, at least to the extent as it is relevant to the interplay of operations and thus to the executing system.

4With side effects we refer here to the access of state outside the Map or Reduce function.
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The executing framework. Similarly, the streams abstraction \([64, 103]\) is more transparent to a system than MapReduce with side effects, but in many ways even more flexible.

We argue that a right combination of techniques supports the creation of an abstraction that is extremely flexible and at the same time highly declarative, leading to very efficient query execution. We summarize the research problems addressed in this thesis under the following question:

“How can we create a programming abstraction that has MapReduce-style UDFs as first-class citizens, operates on quasi arbitrary data models, and supports complex iterative/recursive algorithms, but retains at the same time many of the declarative properties of the relational model such that concise query languages and relational-style query optimization are possible?”

Note: In the course of this thesis, we frequently build the chain of arguments and ideas such that we start from a MapReduce-like abstraction level and progress towards something rich and algebraic, like the relational model, while trying to keep the flexibility of MapReduce. We could also have taken the opposite approach and started with the relational model, and relax the operators while trying to retain as many of the algebraic properties as possible. Both choices would arrive at a similar point in the spectrum between the relational model and MapReduce-style abstractions.
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1.2. Contributions of this Thesis

The contributions of this thesis follow the outlined question and problems.

In the first part of this thesis, we discuss the an “abstraction for data parallel programs” that is flexible and retains a comparatively high level of declarativity, leaving choices about execution strategies open to the system. A central aspect is to show how to “integrate iterative computations with data-parallel programming”. We deal with the questions of creating a generic and expressive, yet efficient, abstraction for iterative algorithms. Among these algorithms, we also consider algorithms that exploit incremental and dynamic computation, which is an inherently stateful computation and thus a challenge for parallel systems. The abstraction we present can capture the semantics to support automatic parallelization. We elaborate on methods and techniques to optimize iterative programs, such as detecting loop-invariant computation and the creation of execution strategies that maximize these loop-invariant parts. An implementation into the Stratosphere system [97] shows that our approach can compete with the performance of specialized systems, while not restricting the applicability of the system.

In the second part of this thesis, we discuss the “design and the compile chain of a data-parallel analysis language”. We review the differences in the handling of queries between the UDF-centric data-parallel programming systems and relational databases. Based on these findings, we propose the design of a data-parallel language for analytics that we embed it into the popular Scala language. Our language shares many properties with the relational algebra, supports UDFs as first class citizens and blurs the distinction between referencing a core language operator or specifying a concise UDF. It features a highly flexible functional data model that is algebraic, but allows to represent virtually arbitrary data structures. We describe techniques for a compile chain that analyzes the data model and relevant parts of UDF code to create the input to a relational-style query optimizer and to generate efficient runtime data structures specialized to the specific query. As a result, the language supports very concise analysis programs that transparently mix and match operators with user-defined functions and shows little runtime overhead when compared to very specialized and manually optimized programs.
1.2. Contributions of this Thesis

Parts of this thesis have been published in the following papers and articles:

Conference- and Journal Papers

1. Dominic Battré, Stephan Ewen, Fabian Hueske, Odej Kao, Volker Markl, and Daniel Warneke
   *Nephele/PACTs: A Programming Model and Execution Framework for Web-Scale Analytical Processing*

2. Alexander Alexandrov, Dominic Battré, Stephan Ewen, Max Heimel, Fabian Hueske, Odej Kao, Volker Markl, Erik Nijkamp, Daniel Warneke
   *Massively Parallel Data Analysis with PACTs on Nephele*

3. Alexander Alexandrov, Stephan Ewen, Max Heimel, Fabian Hueske, Odej Kao, Volker Markl, Erik Nijkamp, Daniel Warneke
   *MapReduce and PACT - Comparing Data Parallel Programming Models*

4. Stephan Ewen, Kostas Tzoumas, Moritz Kaufmann, and Volker Markl
   *Spinning Fast Iterative Data Flows*

5. Stephan Ewen, Sebastian Schelter, Kostas Tzoumas, Daniel Warneke, Volker Markl
   *Iterative Parallel Data Processing with Stratosphere: An Inside Look*

6. Alexander Alexandrov, Rico Bergmann, Stephan Ewen, Johann-Christoph Freytag, Fabian Hueske, Arvid Heise, Odej Kao, Marcus Leich, Ulf Leser, Volker Markl, Felix Naumann, Mathias Peters, Astrid Rheinländer, Matthias J. Sax, Sebastian Schelter, Mareike Höger, Kostas Tzoumas, Daniel Warneke
   *The Stratosphere Platform for Big Data Analytics*
   In: VLDB Journal (to appear)
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Books

1. Kai-Uwe Sattler, Wolfgang Lehner (Eds.)
   *Web-Scale Data Management for the Cloud*
   ⇒ Chapter 4 has been mainly authored by this thesis’ principal author.
1.3. Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 - Background: Data-Parallel Programming

In Chapter 2, we review Data-Parallel Programming - a concept that is used by all prominent programming abstraction and systems for large-scale analytical programs. We discuss the MapReduce system both from a programming abstraction and execution model view and contrast it with the stream programming model.

Chapter 3 - The Parallelization Contract Model

In Chapter 3, we review the concept of Parallelization Contracts (PACTs), a generalization of the MapReduce abstraction. We describe PACTs as an abstraction between semantically poor MapReduce-style UDF programming and semantically rich relational queries. PACTs are amendable to many optimizations known from relational databases without giving up the generality of MapReduce and thus form the basis for a seamless combination of UDFs with relational-style operations.

Chapter 4 - An Abstraction for Iterative Algorithms

Chapter 4 introduces concepts and abstractions to specify iterative data flow programs in a transparent way. The abstraction enables programs to express iterative algorithms on the same abstraction as regular relational- or MapReduce style queries, obviating the need to create specialized systems for those tasks. A special focus is put on algorithms that incrementally compute their results and consequently require the maintenance of a state across iterations. Furthermore, we discuss extensions to relational-style optimizers to handle these iterative programs efficiently, by as caching loop-invariant data and pushing computation out of the loop.

Chapter 5 - A Functional Language Frontend

In Chapter 5, we describe the design of query language embedded in a functional programming language. We discuss how the combination of an algebraic data model and relatively simple code analysis techniques allows our system to compile these queries much like a database system compiles relational queries. At the same time, our query language
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retains the expressiveness of MapReduce and seamlessly mixes built-in operations and UDFs without impedance mismatch.

Chapter 6 - Related Systems

While Chapters 3, 4, and 5 discuss related work specific to their individual contributions, Chapter 6 briefly reviews systems that are related in their overall goals and architecture. We contrast these systems with the Stratosphere system, where we implemented the techniques presented in this thesis.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Outlook

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of our contributions. We finally give an outlook into interesting open questions and follow-up research.
2. Background: Data-Parallel Programming

In the introduction, we motivated data-parallel programming as an abstraction to implement parallelizable programs. We have briefly hinted at the strengths of the concept and shortcomings of current systems. In this chapter, we will review the details of data-parallel programming models. We revisit the basic concepts behind data-parallelism and review the programming abstraction and execution model of two well known systems for parallel data analysis.

2.1. Basics of Data-Parallel Programming

Parallel processing is a requirement for the analysis of large data sets. For a few years now, the speed of individual CPU cores has not increased significantly - instead, the number of cores per CPU, the number of hardware thread contexts, and the number of CPUs per machine have been increasing fast. Furthermore, the vast amount of data produced in many scenarios can only be analyzed using the aggregate compute power, memory, and I/O bandwidth of many machines. In order to scale an analysis program to many machines and processor cores, the program must be specified in a way that is inherently parallelizable.

The principle idea behind data parallelism is to parallelize by data elements\(^1\) i.e., to process different data elements (or groups of elements) independently on different machines, or by different CPU cores. To apply an operation to the data set in a data-parallel fashion, multiple instances of the operator execute concurrently and process different sets of data elements. For efficient parallelization across multiple machines, it is important that the different operator instances do not modify any shared data structures. It is consequently important to form the sets of input elements for each operator instance such that they can work independently of each other. The composition of the independent sets is specific to each operation.

\(^1\)In the course of this thesis, we will use the terms *element* (of a data set) and *record* (as a physical structure that holds an element) synonymously.
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**Example**  Consider two operations from different data analysis tasks (Figure 2.1). The first operation takes a collection of web pages and extracts links from these web pages, for example as a preparation to build a graph representation of the web pages. The second operation takes a collection of instantiations from different random variables \((A, B, C, \ldots)\) and computes for each random variable the mean and the variance. The first operation can work independently on each data element (here: web page). While processing a single page, the operation needs no information about any other page. The result of the operation is simply the union of the links created for each individual web page. Such operations are often called “embarrassingly parallel”. In contrast, the second operation cannot work independently on each element (here: instantiation of a random variable). To compute the mean and variance of each random variable, all instantiations of that variable must be processed together. The operation can be executed on a data-parallel fashion under the constraint that instantiations of the same variable are processed by the same instance of the operator.

![Figure 2.1.](image)

**Figure 2.1.:** Examples of Data-Parallelism: (a) Extracting links from individual web pages, (b) Computing descriptors for the distribution of different random variables.

Data parallelism stands in contrast to other models of parallelism that are often used in database systems, such as pipeline parallelism. In the case of pipeline parallelism, multiple operations on the same data elements happen in parallel. Typical implementations of that concept use separate operators for different steps of the processing. While one operator is working on data items, it pipes its results directly to the succeeding operator, who starts processing the data elements immediately. Pipeline parallelism is limited by the number of independent operations that can be performed on a data element. Because this number is typically rather small, it can not form the basis of massively parallel data processing.
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One of the simplest and best-known representatives of data-parallel programming models is MapReduce \cite{Dean04}. It has been suggested by Dean et al. in 2004 as a framework for distributed data processing programs that run on very large clusters of machines. It is designed for programs that process very large amounts of data, such as a web crawl of the entire Internet, or a history of all user interactions with the search engine over years. The paper explains how Google uses MapReduce for various tasks on different types of data, such as the analysis of click log files (with filters, transformations, and aggregations), inverting web graphs (from pages with outgoing links to pages with incoming links), or the computation of word/term histograms to identify topics and term relevance for web sites.

MapReduce implements a simple form of the data parallelism concept outlined in the previous section. It uses a simple key/value data model: All elements processed by MapReduce are represented as a pair of values, where one is designated the key and is used to define relationships between elements. The other element is the value, which can be thought of as payload data that is not interpreted by the MapReduce framework, but only by the specific user-defined functions of an analysis program. MapReduce programs implement two functions, Map and Reduce, consuming and producing key/value pairs as described by the following signatures\footnote{We follow the common notation to use the Kleene Star (*) do denote sequences with of zero or more elements, and the plus (+) to denote sequences of one or more elements.}

\[
\text{Map} : (K, V) \rightarrow (K', V')^* \\
\text{Reduce} : (K', \{V\}) \rightarrow (\tilde{K}, \tilde{V})^*
\]

The Map function takes one key/value pair \((K, V)\) at a time and transforms it, producing zero or more key/value pairs \((K', V')\) with possibly different key and value data types. Between the Map and the Reduce function, the framework groups together all \((K', V')\) pairs that have the same key. The Reduce function is then applied to each such group with key \(K'\) and the set of all values \(V'\) that appeared with that key. The Reduce function in turn produces zero, one, or more key/value pairs \((\tilde{K}, \tilde{V})\), again with potentially different data types.

**Example** Let us illustrate the MapReduce abstraction by the example of a simple program that computes an occurrence histogram of words. Input to the program is a sequence of sentences in the form of key/value pairs where the key is irrelevant and the value is the sentence. The output is a sequence of pairs where the key is the word and the...
value the number of times the word has occurred. Pseudo code for the Map and Reduce functions is given in Listing 2.1. The Map function takes each sentence and tokenizes it into words. It returns each of these words as a pair \((\text{word}, 1)\). Between the application of the Map and Reduce functions, the MapReduce framework groups all pairs with the same word together. The reduce function then sums up the counts \((1)\) for each word to produce the final count.

```
function map(key: Int, value: String) : Sequence[(String, Int)]
{
    words: Array[String] = value.splitAtNonWordCharacters(); // sentence to words
    for (word : String in words) {
        return (word, 1); // return each word with its initial count
    }
}

function reduce(key: String, values: Sequence[Int]) : (String, Int)
{
    count: Int = 0;
    for (num: Int in values) {
        count += cum; // the occurrence count
    }
    return (key, count);
}
```

Listing 2.1: Sample Map and Reduce functions for the Word Histogram example.

To define a complete MapReduce analysis program, the programmer must specify two additional functions. The first one (the reader) produces the initial input data as sequence of \((K;V)\) pairs, while the second one (the writer) consumes the final pairs \((\sim K;\sim V)\). In most cases, the reader simply reads and parses files into key/value pairs and the writer key/value pairs to files. These reader and writer functions are often omitted from program specifications because they are highly reusable and typically created as part of a library once per data format. A common example is a reader that produces as key/value pairs the sentences from text files, setting the key to the offset of the sentence in the file, and the sentence itself as the value.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the processing of a MapReduce program on a logical level. The input is partitioned into several chunks - in the example here one chunk per sentence. Each chuck is independently supplied to an instance of the Map function. The result of the mappers is grouped by the key (the word), before the Reduce function computes the sum of the individual counts. This example illustrates nicely the core idea behind data-parallel programming: Different parts of the data are processed independently by different instances of the program code. The two instances of the Map function can easily process the input sentences in parallel (on different computing cores of a machine or on different machines), because they have no interdependency. After the grouping, the various instances of the Reduce functions can work independently on different sets of groups. The Map and Reduce steps are connected by the intermediate grouping step that is handled by the MapReduce framework. This grouping step reorganizes the data.
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across the individual sets produced by the different instances of the Map function. As a consequence, the task of grouping the data needs to address the challenges of parallel systems, while the implementation of the Map and Reduce functions are shielded from that complexity.

Reduce functions are often used to aggregate data elements. Many of the commonly used aggregation functions (e.g., sum, minimum, maximum, average) are distributive or algebraic [59]. Such functions can compute the aggregate value by computing partial aggregates over parts of the group’s elements, and incrementally combine these partial aggregates until the final aggregate value is computed, effectively forming an aggregation tree. The Reduce function in the above pseudo code fulfills that condition because computing the sum of all single occurrences is an associative operation. In the context of MapReduce, such functions are often called “combinable reduce functions”.

In the above example, the Reduce function performs a simple aggregation, consuming multiple key/value pairs and producing a single pair. However, Reduce functions are not restricted to aggregation functions. The signature of the Reduce function allows it to produce multiple key/value pairs, making it a generic group-at-a-time operation that consumes a group of elements and produces a group of elements (aggregation functions are a special case of such a group-at-a-time operation, where the returned group is of size one). By allowing groups of larger size, Reduce functions can also represent operations that are beyond the expressiveness of aggregation functions, such as filters based on characteristics of the entire group, rather than individual elements.

2.2.1. Parallel Execution of MapReduce Programs

MapReduce is a simple example of a data-parallel system and implements representative architecture followed by many other systems. In this section, we briefly discuss the execution of MapReduce programs as described by Dean et al. in the original paper [44] and implemented by the Hadoop system [106]. The execution of the MapReduce programs is sketched in Figure 2.3. At the beginning of each execution, the input is divided into
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several splits. These splits are each processed by an individual instance of the Map function. The reader function turns the data into a sequence of key/value pairs and the system evaluates the Map function over each pair. The resulting key/value pairs are partitioned on the key (typically using a hash function) into \( r \) partitions, where \( r \) is the number of parallel Reduce instances that will be executed. The partitioning has the effect that all values for one specific key are in the same partition, and through sorting the pairs on the key, all elements with the same key are grouped together. The system performs these operations independently for each instance of the \( m \) Map functions, producing in total \( m \times r \) partitions.

The \( r \) reducers each process one of the \( r \) partitions. For each of them, the system fetches the \( m \) parts that together constitute the respective partition, transferring them across machine boundaries over the network. Since each part is already sorted after the key, the system can create a fully sorted partition by merging the parts the same way as in a multi-way merge join. Having the key/value pairs grouped, the Reduce function is applied once per consecutive sequence of key/value pairs with the same key.

The storage of the input data is transparent to the MapReduce execution system. However, the by far most common case is storing the input as files in a distributed file system. In such a setup, files are chunked into blocks of a certain size (typically 100s of megabytes) that are spread across the machines of a cluster. Each block acts as an input split for a parallel instance of the Map function. By spreading the blocks across different machines, the aggregate I/O bandwidth of all involved machines is available for data reading. Furthermore, the blocks of each file are typically replicated to multiple machines, such that no data is lost when a machine fails.

![Diagram of MapReduce execution](image)

**Figure 2.3.:** The execution of a MapReduce program.

It is in principle arbitrary on which machines the parallel instances of the Map and Reduce functions execute. From a performance perspective, it is beneficial to execute the Map functions at the same locations where the input data is stored. If a Map function runs on the same machine as the input split that it processes, it can access that input
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split locally and does not need to fetch its data over the network. Because data is moved across the network anyways for the Reduce functions, their placement has rather little restrictions.

2.2.2. A Functional Programming View on MapReduce

The MapReduce paradigm is heavily inspired by functional programming. Map and Reduce are second-order functions that apply a first-order function to a sequence of elements. Map applies the first-order function to each element individually and Reduce collapses a number of elements to a single value by always combining two values with the first-order function until all values are combined to one element. In functional programming all functions are side effect free, i.e., they do not depend on state other than their parameters and do not modify any state. The result of a function is solely represented by its return value.

The MapReduce programming model builds on top of that idea. The Map and Reduce functions implemented as part of the program can be thought of as the first-order functions which are applied to the data. The MapReduce framework assumes that the parallel instances of the Map and Reduce functions do not influence each other through side effects. The functions consequently define a scope of data elements that a function may see at a time, and MapReduce uses this limited scope to isolate parallel instances against each other. By choosing between Map or Reduce as the function type, the programmer declares the scope that is required for the particular function is either group-at-a-time or element-at-a-time. Figure 2.4 shows how Map defines every key/value to be independent from all other key/value pairs, and Reduce to define all pairs with the same key to depend on each other.

Figure 2.4.: Illustration of partitioning records into independent sets in Map (left) and Reduce (right). Figure is taken from our previous publication [9].
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2.2.3. Limits of MapReduce

MapReduce is a straightforward abstraction for simple use cases. However, its highly restrictive programming model forces programmers to use many workarounds for any but the simplest programs. MapReduce offers only two primitives Map and Reduce, which are both unary functions. Any operation that works on multiple inputs must be rewritten as one or more unary operations, which is often very hard and frequently inefficient. MapReduce programs must always consist of a Map function, followed by a Reduce function. Many analytical tasks do not map naturally to an element-at-a-time operation (Map), followed by a group-at-a-time operation (Reduce). Such tasks must be rewritten to become one or more MapReduce programs.

The problem that many analytical programs need to be written as a sequence of MapReduce jobs has been somewhat mitigated by programming- and workflow frameworks on top of MapReduce. Examples for such systems are Cascading [37] or Apache Oozie [15]. They offer an abstraction where more than two functions may be composed into a program. These programs are then broken down into a sequence of multiple MapReduce jobs. After each job, data is written to distributed files, which form the input to the next job. Not only is the repeated result writing a costly operation, it also voids any potential of cross-operator optimization. Consider for example the case of a program that contains two Reduce functions \( R_1 : (A, (B, C)) \rightarrow ((A, B), D) \) and \( R_2 : ((A, B), D) \rightarrow ((A, B), E) \). We denote the key by the first element of the data type (\( A \) respectively (\( A; B \))) and the value by the second. Because the first Reduce function operates on data partitioned by \( A \), the second Reduce function could re-use that partitioning, as any partitioning on \( A \) is also a valid partitioning on (\( A; B \)). The second Reduce function would only have to group the key/value pairs differently inside the partitions, which is a much cheaper operation than repartitioning the data. However, partitioning cannot be preserved between MapReduce jobs, because these two jobs are treated independently by the MapReduce framework and exchange data only through the distributed filesystem.

The second problem, the limited set of primitives, becomes obvious when considering typical operations on two inputs, for example something like a relational join. We illustrate the typical MapReduce implementation of a join between two large data sets (\( T \) and \( R \)) in Figure 2.5. In MapReduce, the only way to combine two large data sets is through by defining the input to be the union of their files. The Map function reads splits from both inputs and assigns to each element from the input a lineage tag that marks from which of the two logical inputs the element came. The result of the mapper is a tagged union of elements, which are partitioned on the key. Each partition contains for each key the elements from both inputs. The Reduce function takes the set of key/value pairs for each key, separates the pairs by the lineage tag into two sets corresponding to the two inputs. The join result is formed by building the Cartesian product of between
Figure 2.5.: Realizing a partitioned join in MapReduce. Mappers consume a union of the inputs and add lineage information to each key/value pair. The partitioned result holds per key values from both inputs. The Reducer separates those based on the lineage tag and forms the cross-product of the two sets of values per key.

As seen above, the restriction to unary functions requires clumsy workarounds for certain operations. In addition, the MapReduce framework has no notion that the executed operation works on two separate data sets. MapReduce can consequently not treat the input data sets differently, thereby loosing efficiency. A very common situation in the query plans of relational database management systems is that one input is already partitioned on the join key, and the other one needs partitioning. This type of join, often called directed join, leaves the already partitioned data at its locations and partitions the second set towards the already partitioned data. It is naturally a lot more efficient than the repartitioning of both inputs. Furthermore, not treating the inputs differently prevents the usage of many of the algorithms that adjust the partitioning to improve performance in the presence of data skew. A well known representative of such an algorithms is PRPD (Partial Redistribution & Partial Duplication) [109], as used for example in the Teradata Distributed Relational Database Management System.

2.3. The Stream Programming Model

A well-known and powerful alternative to the MapReduce is the Stream model, implemented in some form or another by the systems Dryad [64, 111], Nephele [103],
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Hyracks [31], and Storm [79]. While all of these systems have different capabilities, they share the stream model as a programming abstraction. Similar to MapReduce, the stream model composes programs from sequential code blocks (henceforth called tasks), each of which is executed in multiple parallel instances that work independently of each other. While in MapReduce these tasks are a Map or a Reduce function, the stream model is even more generic: Tasks consume and produce streams of data elements. Other than that, the computation inside the tasks is not restricted by any constraints. The produced streams of one task are connected with the consumed streams of different tasks forming a directed acyclic data flow, or DAG data flow. A task that produces data elements can choose to which streams (and thus to which consumers) the elements are sent; this flexibility supports the creation of complex data routing logic. In all of the above mentioned systems, the programmer specifies a compact version of the parallel data flow. Program parameters include how many parallel instances to create of each task, the stream connections between the tasks, and how the data produced by a tasks is distributed among the outgoing streams.

Example  Consider an analysis program that takes image files of text articles and produces a text document for each image (say a PDF file) and simultaneously an inverted index to search within these files. The example has first been presented in the context of the Nephele system [103], but works in a similar way for the other systems mentioned in this section as well. Figure 2.6 shows the unparallelized data flow. The program starts with a data source, reading images and forwarding them to a text recognition task. That task in turn converts each image into formatted text. The converted texts are then sent to two different tasks: The first task converts the formatted texts to PDF documents and passes these documents to a writer that stores the PDF documents as files. The second task tokenizes each text into the list of words. The document names and word lists are sent to the successor task that creates an inverted index from these words (occurrence lists).

Figure 2.6.: The example program represented as a data flow of tasks. The annotations to the edges \((x : y)\) describe the behavior of the channels when their source and target tasks are parallelized.

The connection between most tasks have a 1 : 1 pattern, meaning that in the parallelized version, the \(n\)-th parallel instance of a task streams data only to the \(n\)-th parallel instance
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of the respective successor task. The connection between the “Build Word List” and the
“Build Index” task have a $n : m$ pattern, meaning that each of the parallel “Build Word
List” task instances streams data to all of the parallel “Build Index” task instances. That
way, the “Build Word List” task can choose which task to send a word to and realize the
partitioning (all equal words are sent to the same task) that is necessary for the parallel
index building.

The parallelized version of the example data flow is shown in Figure 2.7. Here, each
task is executed in two parallel instances. As outlined in the previous paragraph, the
figure shows how most streams connect corresponding instances of source and target task,
while the “Build Word List” and the “Build Index” tasks connect their parallel instances
pairwise.

Figure 2.7.: The example program as a parallelized data flow of tasks. Solid edges forward
data elements in a piped fashion, dashed edges denote network data exchange.

2.3.1. Parallel Execution and Relationship to MapReduce

The stream programming model explicitly describes the parallelization of its programs
and defines the patterns with which the parallel instances of the tasks exchange data with
one another. Given that these programs are restricted to DAGs, there is always a partial
order which describes what tasks have to be started before what other tasks, thereby
giving explicit scheduling information. In most cases one can co-locate the execution of
parallel tasks connected via 1 : 1 patterns, such that their data exchange does not cross
machine boundaries. The $n : m$ data exchanges require generally that data is shipped
across machine boundaries.

The stream data flow model is much more powerful than MapReduce. It is possible
to view MapReduce as a special case of a DAG data flow, as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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The stream programming model addresses several of the limitations in the MapReduce paradigm: One can explicitly model tasks operating on multiple inputs, compose programs that consist of many tasks, and realize operations inside the tasks that are not easily representable as a Map or Reduce function. At the same time, there are also major drawbacks compared to MapReduce: An abstraction as generic as the stream abstraction requires programmers to implement a significant amount of functionality to achieve even simple tasks. For example, MapReduce offers the frequently needed parallel grouping in the form of the Reducer out of the box. The same functionality in the stream abstraction entails explicitly specifying the data redistribution (partitioning) and the local grouping (for example by sorting and splitting the sorted stream into groups). In addition, the generality of the stream abstraction makes it very hard for the system to reason about the semantics of the individual tasks. In contrast, the MapReduce framework knows that the Map function is a pipelined record-at-a-time operation\(^3\), i.e., resulting key/value pairs are produced before all input pairs are consumed. Similarly, the Reduce function is known to be a blocking group-at-a-time operation. Such knowledge about pipelining and blocking operator behavior is essential for efficient execution and necessary to avoid stream deadlocks (which may occur in non-tree DAGs under various combinations of blocking and pipelining tasks). If the system lacks such knowledge, it cannot automatically detect and resolve such situations. It hence becomes the burden of the programmer to reason about the behavior of his distributed program, to detect and resolve such situations.

\[\text{Reader} \xrightarrow{1:1} \text{Map \\& Combine} \xrightarrow{\text{hash(key)}} \text{Reduce} \xrightarrow{1:1} \text{Writer}\]

\[\text{Reader} \xrightarrow{1:1} \text{Map \\& Combine} \xrightarrow{\text{Reduce}} \text{Writer}\]

\[\text{Reader} \xrightarrow{\text{Map \\& Combine}} \text{Reduce} \xrightarrow{\text{Writer}} \]

Figure 2.8.: The MapReduce pipeline as a special case of a DAG data flow. Unparallelized stream program (top) and parallelized version (bottom).

\(^3\)Popular MapReduce implementations like Hadoop \(^{106}\) allow programmers to break out of the record-at-a-time mode and access many records together. This increases expressiveness while further reducing the ability for the system to reason about the function behavior. We refer to the original MapReduce programming abstraction here.
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2.3.2. Limits of the Stream Model

As discussed in the previous section, the Stream Model is very expressive and powerful, but comes at a price of comparatively high program development effort (which can be somewhat mitigated by libraries). In addition, the individual tasks appear even more like black boxes than MapReduce functions do. These problems are however not relevant if the programs executed by a stream data flow system are created from a more semantically rich abstraction: The stream abstraction acts here only as a lower level interface against which higher-level abstractions create their execution plans. In that case, the semantically richer abstraction can reason about the behavior of the tasks and set up the data flow program accordingly. Examples for this approach include compiling SCOPE [39] to Dryad [64] flows, PACT [22] to Nephele [103] schedules, and compiling AQL [25] to Hyracks programs [31].

The stream abstraction reaches the limits of its expressibility when used to express programs that have complex control flow constraints across tasks. This is especially true for iterative- or recursive algorithms. If the latter are to be expressed as a single data flow program, this program naturally needs to feed back intermediate results from later tasks to earlier tasks, thus forming a cycle in the data flow. Arbitrary cyclic data flows break the clear predecessor/successor relationship between tasks; this relationship is however essential for scheduling. In addition, many iterative algorithms need to make the control flow decisions coordinated across all parallel task instances, which goes beyond the expressiveness of the stream abstraction. We will describe in Chapter 4 how to model generic iterative algorithms and how to extend a stream-based data flow engine for their execution.
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The previous chapter explained data-parallel programming as a generic mechanism to implement parallelizable programs at the example of two well-known abstractions: The MapReduce model (Section 2.2) and the Stream model (Section 2.3). We discussed the principles behind the abstractions, as well as their limitations with respect to expressing advanced algorithms and with respect to separation of programming model and execution, which prevents MapReduce programs to be automatically optimized.

In the following, we describe the Parallelization Contract (PACT) programming model that we, together with our co-authors, conceived and published in [7,9,22]. PACT is a powerful and expressive programming abstraction that lends itself to optimizable data flow specification. The PACT programming model has a similar level of abstraction as MapReduce and can be thought of as a generalization thereof, because MapReduce programs are specific cases of PACT programs. In comparison to MapReduce, PACT offers additional second-order functions, as well as lightweight methods to let the system know about the behavior of the functions, which greatly increases the optimization potential.

In addition to what we published about PACT in previous papers [7,9,22], we discuss how it resembles a small orthogonal set of efficient data-parallel primitives and corresponds to the set operations of the extended relational algebra without record manipulations. One aspect in this chapter is the question what declarative specification means in the context of data-parallel UDFs, and what implications different data models have on the power of the declarative abstraction. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the limits of expressibility and optimizability of programs written against the PACT abstraction.

3.1. Problem Statement

As discussed in the previous chapter, both MapReduce (Section 2.2) and the Stream model (Section 2.3) have significant drawbacks when it comes to expressing analysis programs for more complex problems. MapReduce’s was originally designed for tasks like web-index building, inverting the direction of directed web graphs, or building word histograms to model the relevance of words in documents [44]. Implementing an operation as common as a join in MapReduce requires the programmer to bend the programming
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model by creating a tagged union of the inputs to realize the join in the reduce function (cf. Section 2.2.3). Not only is this a sign that the programming model is somehow unsuitable for the operation, but it also hides from the system the fact that there are two distinct inputs and prevents the system from applying different operations to the two inputs. Apart from requiring awkward programming, this shortcoming is often a cause of low performance [88].

The stream model is more generic, but at the same time complex to program, because the framework itself only routes data elements between different parallel instances of code blocks (tasks). Systems based on the stream model abstraction (e.g., Dryad or Nephele) typically exhibiting better performance for analysis tasks than MapReduce [64, 103], but are also more complex to program. Both MapReduce and the stream programming model have in common that they often require the programmer to make decisions that are dependent on dynamic parameters, like the degree of parallelism, or the sizes of input data sets, or the distribution of certain values in the input data. As a result, the programs are tailored towards a specific scenario and need to be manually adjusted if the parameters change. In contrast, the field of relational databases has long recognized that the automatic optimization of relational analysis programs (stated as SQL queries) is crucial. Different execution plans for the same query can outperform each other by orders of magnitude in different situations [58, 94].

In the following, we list what we believe are the major shortcomings of MapReduce and the stream model with respect to ease of programming and potential for optimization. The list defines a series of desiderata for a programming model that is easy to program and lends itself to optimization.

- In MapReduce, the primitives Map and Reduce alone are too constrained to express many data processing tasks both naturally and efficiently. The single primitive of the stream abstraction (the sequential code block that consumes and produces streams) is too generic for easy program composition and exposes no characteristics of the executed code. A suitable abstraction must expose similar characteristics of the tasks as the functional view on MapReduce (for example pipelined record-at-a-time versus group-at-a-time operations), while allowing flexible program composition as in the stream model.

- Both programming models tie their programs to fixed execution strategies. They imperatively specify exactly how to execute the program by hard-coding steps or explicitly describing how data is routed between parallel instances. Optimizable programs need a declarative specification of “what” a specific operation should do with its data, not “how” exactly to execute this operation [94]. The later allows the system to pick an efficient implementation from a predefined set of execution strategies. In order to achieve that, the system considers characteristics of the
input data (e.g. size, distributions), the operation itself, and the interaction with previous and succeeding operators. The later part is crucial for the re-usability of functions in different scenarios.

- Both abstractions make no assumptions about the behavior of the functions that are executed inside the tasks. In MapReduce, the type of the function (Map or Reduce) may give a certain indication about characteristics of the functions, which are not available in the stream model. The dependencies between the data produced by an operation with respect to the consumed data is crucial to exploit optimization potential.

- The key/value data model of MapReduce, and the arbitrary data model of the stream abstraction complicate the writing of programs and prevent reasoning about relationships between fields or attributes across different functions or tasks. A data model with more fields being transparently visible to the system (rather than only a single key fields in the Key/value data model) increases the optimization potential.

### 3.2. The PACT Programming Model

The “Parallelization Contract” programming model (PACT) can be thought of as an extension, or a generalization, of MapReduce. Its core is the idea to retain the level of abstraction of MapReduce, but to separate the specification of the program’s logical operations from the details of the execution. The PACT model offers a larger set of primitives (in the form of further second-order functions) and high flexibility in composing them into programs. At the same time, it adopts the functional interpretation of MapReduce: Programs consist of blocks of code (user-defined functions) that process independent partitions of the data in parallel. Each user-defined function is used together with a specific second-order function (such as Map or Reduce), which specifies rules how to build the independent partitions. In the context of PACT, these rules are called contracts, hence the name Parallelization Contract model. We commonly use the term function to refer to a user-defined function with its according second-order function. We call functions with a map second-order function “Map function”, and so on, because the type of second-order function is the most important property of a function.

---

1The terminology in this chapter is slightly different from the terminology in the original paper that introduced PACT. The changes reflect the feedback we got with respect to making the concepts easier to understand. The most notable difference between the terminologies is that in this thesis, we use the term PACT only as the name of the overall programming model. We use the terms user-defined function (UDF) to describe sequential units of user-defined code, and the term second-order function for the rules (contracts) to build the independent partitions of the data and to apply the functions on the data.
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The functions are assembled into programs by connecting them to a DAG of functions. PACT uses a compiler and optimizer to take the specified program and devise an efficient execution plan that builds correct independent partitions of each function. The principle follows the idea of database query compilers that translate SQL queries to query execution plans. Introducing a compiler and optimizer has the advantage that the compiler can choose execution algorithms that create independent partitions that are suitable for multiple functions at the same time. Through this reuse of independent partitions, the program execution can become much more efficient. Furthermore, the compiler can examine the data characteristics to find an efficient way to build the partitions the specific environment.

PACT programs are not fully declarative (unlike SQL queries), because they contain imperative implementations of the user-defined functions. However, the contracts of the second-order functions are declarative: They state requirements for the independent partitions, rather than defining by which algorithm and data movement strategy the partitions are formed. In a large number of use cases, the user-defined functions perform rather simple operations on the partitions of data. Consequently, the contracts that describe requirements on how form the data partitions provide the most important information with respect to finding an efficient way to execute the program. The definition of PACT's set of second-order functions follows the principle to expose maximal information with a small set of simple primitives. We use the following rational to arrive at a small, orthogonal, and automatically optimizable set of second-order functions, which form the programming model's primitives:

A complete set of second-order functions must contain at least a record-at-a-time function, a group-at-a-time function, and operators to combine different inputs. To combine multiple inputs, the programming model requires in the most generic case simply a bag union operator. If we assume that records retain their lineage (the information from which original data set they came), we can express any further binary operators as group-at-a-time function over the unioned data set. We argue that a Cartesian product operator is crucial as well, because the only way to produce Cartesian product using a union is with a group-at-a-time operation over a single set that containing the entire result of the union - a technique that is by definition non parallelizable.

The Map and Reduce functions, as suggested by Dean et al. in the original MapReduce paper [44] represent generic record-at-a-time, respectively group-at-a-time functions. With Union and Cross (Cartesian Product), we have the core set of orthogonal second-order functions. In fact, applications on top of MapReduce implement all their operations through combinations of these for functions.

\[\text{Cf. the implementation of a join in MapReduce in Section 2.2.3. While MapReduce has no explicit Cartesian product operator, one can emulate it using utilities like the distributed cache.}\]
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These four primitives constitute a minimal set of parallelizable functions that allow programmers to express most operations. However, following PACT’s central requirement to specify constraints transparently, it is imperative to express binary operations as such to allow the system to treat the two inputs differently:

- We add a binary group-at-a-time operation (CoGroup) that groups each input according to a key (similar as Reduce) and joins groups with equivalent keys. CoGroup can be thought of as the transparent version of the reducer on a tagged union input.

- Following the same line of arguments, we introduce a binary record-at-a-time operation (Match) that does not associate all elements pairwise, but only those with matching keys.

Figure 2.4 and Figure 3.1 illustrate how the second-order functions Map, Reduce, Cross, Match, and CoGroup define their data partitions from the input data set(s). A formal definition of these rules can be found in our previous publication [22]. Note that both Reduce and CoGroup can work as a unary-, respectively binary-, operation over the entire input, if the key is specified to be null.

Compared to the operators in the relational algebra, the Map function subsumes selection (σ) and projection without duplicate elimination. Since the Map function can produce multiple elements from a single record, it also subsumes the unnesting operation of the Non-First-Normal-Form (NF2) algebra. Projection with duplicate elimination (π) is expressible through Reduce. Both sets of primitives contain Cartesian product (×) and union (∪). Using the PACT primitives, relational set intersection (∩) and set difference (∖) can be represented through CoGroup. One can express aggregations (as defined in the extended relational algebra) through a Reduce function. Joins (×) and semi joins (×, ⊂) are a natural fit for the Match operation - in fact, Match can be represented through a join followed by a Map over each joining pair of records. Anti-joins (⊃, ⊄) can be represented through CoGroup by checking if the joining set is empty.
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These apparent analogies between PACT and the relational algebra lead to a different view on the PACT primitives: They resemble relaxed versions of the relational algebra operators. The PACT primitives only specify the actual set operations (e.g., grouping, associating) without describing the exact record manipulations (e.g., concatenation, elimination, aggregation, field manipulations). This naturally allows the PACT compiler and optimizer to treat the PACT primitives in a very similar way as the relational database optimizer treats relational operators. In that sense, PACT programs can be thought of as small sequential building blocks that are assembled into a program using declarative rules (expressed through the second-order functions) on how to pass data between the building blocks. In [22], we have outlined the implementation of a System R style optimizer [94] for PACT programs. The paper describes which interesting properties each second-order function generates, and which candidate algorithms and operations (such as partitioning exchange, replication, sorting, hashing) each second-order function instantiates. We distinguish between ship strategies that reorganize partitions across machines or compute cores, and local strategies that organize data within a partition to form the final independent subsets. We adopted and extended the set of possible operations and algorithms that are known from parallel databases systems [45,109]:

- **Map** is a trivial second-order function, treating every record independently. It requires no special runtime strategies.

- **Reduce** processes data grouped on a key. It requires the data to be partitioned on that key across machines. By default, a hash partitioning scheme is used [52], but range partitioning may be chosen in cases where the result is consumed by an operator that requires range partitioned data. Within each machine, the data is grouped through sorting. If the Reduce function is combinable (i.e., it implements an associative aggregation function), a running hash grouping and aggregation may be chosen as well (cf. [53]).

- **Cross** has as candidate ship strategies the different variants of the “(a)symmetric fragment and replicate” algorithm, of which fully replicating (broadcasting) one input data set is a special case. Possible local strategies include nested-loops join and block-nested-loops join. For both, the optimizer decides which input to make the outer- and which the inner side.

- The ship strategy for **Match** is chosen from partitioning the inputs (partitioned join), or replicating one of them (broadcast join). Local strategies include hybrid hash join (with choice of build side) and sort-merge join.

- **CoGroup** requires a partitioning similar to Reduce (hash- or range based). Locally, CoGroup uses a variant or the sort-merge join strategy that merges groups instead of records.
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The first version of the Stratosphere system [97] implemented the PACT programming model as described here and in [22]. As stated before, the System used a classical System-R style optimizer [94] with partitioning and order as interesting properties. The distributed runtime that executed the query plans produced by the optimizer was the Nephele streaming system [103] (cf. Figure 3.2). The latest version of the Stratosphere system (at the time of writing this thesis) uses an optimizer that works with a generalization of the concept of interesting properties [58]. Very similar techniques have been published in the context of the SCOPE system’s optimizer [114, 115]. In Chapter 4 we discuss extensions of these techniques.

![Figure 3.2.: High level view of a PACT program being translated to a parallel data flow, which is then turned into a schedule for the Nephele streaming system.](image)

3.2.1. Implications of the Data Model

We have seen that the PACT model uses declarative rules (defined by the second-order functions) to define how the data should be organized in order to correctly apply the user-defined functions on the individual partitions in parallel. These declarative rules leave degrees of freedom for the optimizer, because there are often several alternative strategies and algorithms that fulfill them. This section discusses the influence that the data model has on the optimization across second-order functions.

The data model does not constrain the degrees of freedom that the optimizer has when choosing between strategies for each individual function, but does influences the potential for optimization across individual functions. MapReduce, as well as the original version of the PACT programming model build on top of a key/value data model. The key has the special role to describe which records belong together into one group, or which ones should be associated between inputs. The value is to the MapReduce- or PACT framework simply a payload and is only interpreted by the user-defined function. The key that is relevant to the next function is set by its preceding function - this design effectively moves some fragment of the logic of each function into its predecessor function(s), namely the logic that selects the part of the data record that is relevant for the data preparation of the successor.
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For optimization across functions, the relationship between the rules of succeeding functions is of great importance. It allows the optimizer to extend its search space and consider solutions where one data reorganization builds partitions that are suitable for multiple functions at the same time. Recall the example from Section 2.2.3 where the second reducer can reuse the partitioning of the first reducer. The relationship between the functions’ partitioning rules depends on the relationship between the keys of the two functions. However, the information about the relationship between the keys is hidden in the code of the first reduce function, in the logic that produces the result key from the input key/value pairs. To expose that information to the system, we suggested to add lightweight annotations called “Output Contracts” to the functions that declare relationships between the key passed to a function invocation and the keys produced by this invocation. Examples for such output contracts are “Same-Key”, “Super-Key”, or “Sub-Key”, depending on whether the produced key is exactly the same, has a super-set of fields, or a subset of fields.

Even with such explicit knowledge, the key/value data model’s characteristic of having a single key field to expose the relevant parts of the records are fundamentally limiting the optimization potential across operators. We illustrate that at the example of a simple program that processes the data in the manner of the following query, inspired by the TPC-H decision support benchmark [100]:

```
1 SELECT l_orderkey, o_shippriority, sum(l_extendedprice)
2 FROM orders, lineitem
3 WHERE l_orderkey = o_orderkey
4 AND o_custkey IN [X]
5 AND o_orderdate > [Y]
6 GROUP BY l_orderkey, o_shippriority;
```

Listing 3.1: A relational select/project/join/aggregate query in the style of the TPC-H Query 3 [100], expressed in SQL.

A PACT program resembling this query would typically use a Map over each input to filter and/or project the tuples. A Match function implements the join and a Reduce function the successive aggregation. The Match function is annotated with a Super-Key output contract, because it is invoked with the key o_orderkey and produces a the composite key (o_orderkey, o_shippriority). A typical execution plan is for this query, as created by the original implementation of the Stratosphere system [22] is shown in Figure 3.3. To build the pairs of matching elements for the Match, the system partitions the inputs on the key (similar to a partitioned join in a parallel database [52]) and sorts the inputs. The matching itself happens by merging the two sorted inputs. Note that the data is not repartitioned after the Match function. Instead, the Reduce function may reuse the partitioning (because it operates on a super key of the partitioning key), but it must still re-establish the necessary grouping within partitions, here realized through a
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The execution plan can be further improved if the data model is not key/value pairs, but tuples, like in relational databases. In the context of such a tuple data model, Match and Reduce functions are parametrized to interpret one or more fields of the tuple as the key. Figure 3.4 shows the above example rewritten for that data model. Match takes the first field from both its inputs as the key, and the Reduce function takes the first two fields as the key. The relationship between keys is directly expressed in these parametrization. Rather than needing an output contract that provides information about how the user code changes the key, all the system needs to know is whether fields are changed by the function. With this information, the optimizer can improve the plan and eliminate an additional operation. Because the fields that the Reducer uses for grouping are already visible to the system before the Match function, the optimizer can sort the records after the first two fields and use this order for both the Match on the first field and the grouping on the first two fields. This simple example illustrates the effect of the data model on cross-operator optimization potential. Note that the data model described here does not imply that the system is restricted to flat data types. It simply means that there are more addressable fields in one element than a key and a value. The fields that are not referred to by functions as key contributing fields may still have arbitrary data types that are only interpreted by the user-defined function implementation. The key/value data model is in fact a special case of this data model with exactly two fields. To distinguish this data model from the transparent and flat tuple data model used by relational database systems, we refer to it as the record data model.

A fitting analogy to how the data model affects the optimization potential is the opti-
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mization of code blocks in programming language compilers. These compilers typically perform a data flow analysis of the variables within and between code blocks, for example to eliminate unnecessary accesses, detect constants, or reorder statements and blocks. We mentioned earlier how PACT programs can be thought of as sequential blocks of code that are connected together. In the key value model, the system has notion of a single variable (the key) across these blocks, whose contents is altered inside the blocks in a non transparent way. In the record model, the system has notion of multiple variables (the fields) which are transparently accessed. If they remain constant, the system can perform cross-block optimization. In fact, the highest optimization potential exists, if all fields are never overwritten, but every modification creates a new (logical) field in the record. This resembles the program representation of static-single-assignment [10], which has been widely recognized as a highly effective representation for program analysis and optimization. This treatment of record fields in a static-single-assignment fashion is equivalent to the global schema discussed by Hueske et al. for optimization of UDF data flows [63].

In addition to inhibiting optimization potential, the key/value data model is also detrimental for the re-usability of functions, for examples as part of libraries. Each function contains part of the logic of its successor hardwired in its implementation. This ties a function strongly to its context in the program. In contrast, the record model makes each function independent from its predecessor and successor. The specification of the fields that act as the key is part of the program specific parametrization of a function. Different function contexts in different usages of the function have a different record schema, which would require a polymorphic function signature to make the same function implementation work in these various contexts. Accordingly, Stratosphere’s PACT abstraction adopted a model of variable-length and dynamically-typed sparse tuples. This allows for an increased re-usability of the function code, but is paid for by runtime schema interpretation and runtime reflection on the specific data types - both of which result

---

Figure 3.4.: The execution plan for a PACT program imitating the query from Listing 3.1 using a record data model. The Match is here shown with additional schema data that describes how input and output fields relate.
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often in significant overhead during program execution. From the system design point, there is a conflict between the two goals to not strongly bind to the function’s context for code reusability and optimizability, and to strongly bind to it for runtime efficiency. The conflict is solved in relational databases through the separation of query specification and the execution by means of a compiler and code generation. In Chapter 5, we outline an equivalent solution for an object-functional programming language.

3.2.2. Mixing PACT and the Relational Model

Even though the original version of PACT described a UDF-only programming model, it is naturally possible to combine the second-order functions and relational operators. The second-order functions can be used to realize parallelizable UDFs inside relational database management systems, in a similar fashion as AsterData uses MapReduce-style UDFs in their database [51]. Similarly, one could add relational operations to the PACT model as special cases and specific implementations of the user-defined functions. The same way as the here described set of PACT primitives relates to the relational algebra, one can devise new types of second-order functions from extended database operators. Examples of such additional functions are top-k operators and a sliding window version of Reduce that works similar as sliding-window aggregates in SQL.

The biggest problem when mixing relational operations with PACT’s functions is to bridge between the data models. While relational operations are defined on flat tuples, the records produced by the PACT functions may have arbitrary types representing nested and recursive structures. This is a classical example of the impedance mismatch between databases and user-defined logic (here in UDFs rather than in the database client). One could place a restriction on the inputs and output data types of the user-defined functions, allowing them only to use a compatible flat data model. In fact, this is how interactions between UDFs and operations happen in the “Language-on-top-of-MapReduce” solutions Hive [99] and Pig [85]. However, this requires UDFs to translate their data structures, if possible, and it voids the opportunity to use relational operations in the settings where the data types have complex structures. Current data-parallel systems with high-level operators are consequently used in two separate modes: Running queries on a simple data model with high-level operators, or implementing low level programs that may use complex data structures. We will present an elegant solution that mitigates this problem almost entirely in Chapter 5.

Given that all relational operations are expressible as variants of the here discussed second-order functions, we will use the names of the second-order functions in the example throughout this thesis. That way, we show how the described techniques are applicable to generic data parallel programming. Naturally, all techniques described in
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this thesis work therefore especially in the context of relational database management systems.

3.2.3. Limits of PACT’s Expressiveness

The PACT abstraction is very expressive. In a previous publication [9], we have discussed its applicability to several domains. Beyond being applicable to all problems that MapReduce can handle, we have shown that it can elegantly express programs from many domains without workarounds that make the implementations more difficult and that reduce optimization potential. Examples are parallel programs realizing relational queries and XQueries (including text data types), clustering functions, finding triangles and squares in community graphs, and step functions for graph analysis.

However, there are some crucial classes of algorithms that the here presented version of PACT is not applicable to. Examples are algorithms based on parallel graph traversal (graph path problems like distances or centrality), multi-pass clustering algorithms (like K-Means), optimization algorithms based on gradient descend, regression algorithms, or the low-rank factorization of matrices. A common characteristic of all of these algorithms is that they are iterative or recursive in nature and make multiple passes over the input data and/or a partial intermediate solution. The common workaround for these algorithms is to write a PACT (or MapReduce) program that evaluates the iterative or recursive step function once. A driver program invokes that program multiple times, each time setting the output of the previous program as the input of the next invocation. This solution has several major problems, ranging from performance to optimizability and fragmentation of program logic. We discuss these problems in detail in Chapter 4 and offer an elegant and novel solution.

Many operations that repeatedly occur as part of data analytics problems are expressible through PACTs, but require multiple functions used together. For example the multiplication of two matrices, represented either cell-wise (typical for sparse matrices) or as row or column vectors, consists of a Match- and a Reduce function together. Re-usability of such operations, for example in libraries, goes beyond the re-usability of individual functions. Rather than implementing dedicated primitives for these operations on the programming model level, we abstract the into composite functions, using an elegant way described in Chapter 5.

3.3. Related Work

The PACT programming model incorporates concepts and ideas from MapReduce, the Stream Programming Model, and Relational Databases. In the following, we will discuss
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similarities and differences between PACT and these techniques, as well as other data-parallel programming models.

PACT is a generalization of MapReduce [44]. It builds on second-order functions that can be automatically parallelized. There are however crucial differences between MapReduce and PACT: First, we add additional second-order functions that fit many problems which are not naturally expressible as a Map or Reduce function. Second, in current MapReduce implementations [44,106], the programming model and the execution model are tightly coupled – each job is executed with a static plan that follows the steps map/combine/shuffle/sort/reduce. In contrast, PACT separates the programming model and the execution and uses a compiler to generate the execution plan from the program. For several of the new second-order functions, multiple parallelization strategies are available. Third, MapReduce loses all semantic information from the application, except the information that a function is either a Map or a Reduce. PACT preserves more semantic information through both a larger set of second-order functions and through the lightweight mechanism of code annotations. Last, PACT builds on a record data model that better supports optimization across operators than MapReduce’s key/value data model.

An extension to MapReduce with an additional function called Merge has been suggested in [110]. Merge is similar to our CoGroup function, but closely tied to the execution model. The programmer must define explicitly which partitions are processed at which instances. The work focuses only on joins and how to realize different local join algorithms (Hash-Join/Merge-Join) rather than different parallel join strategies (re-partitioning, asymmetric-fragment-and-replicate, etc.).

PACT programs resemble DAG data flows, similar to programs in Dryad [64] and Nephele [103]. While the DAG data flows from the stream abstraction in Dryad and Nephele do not expose any semantics of the executed functions or tasks, the PACT model exposes the set operations through the different second-order functions. Systems like Dryad and Nephele are suitable execution engines for the execution plan created from compiling and optimizing PACT programs. Stratosphere uses Nephele to execute compiled PACT programs.

The Cascading framework [37] offers a DAG data flow abstraction with more primitives than MapReduce. Some of the additional primitives are similar to those in PACT, for example CoGroup. There are, however, two fundamental differences: First, the primitives in Cascading are for programming convenience (like special templates of Map or Reduce functions), while in PACT the primitives are an orthogonal set of data-parallel operations. Second, Cascading breaks its programs down into a series of MapReduce program, following a fix mapping of primitives to Map or Reduce. In contrast, PACT uses an optimizer to determine the execution plan for a program. In different programs, the same primitive may result in different runtime operators.
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Similar to Cascading, Spark defines flexible programs with a larger set of function primitives. Spark does not perform any optimization on the program data flow, but executes each primitive with a specific runtime strategy. Similar to PACT (and in contrast to Cascading), Spark does not use MapReduce to execute its program, but comes with its own distributed execution engine.

PACT is largely inspired by relational database techniques. PACT primitives are similar to relational set operations, the runtime strategies are well known parallel database systems like Gamma \cite{Gamma} and Grace \cite{Grace}, and the optimizer inherits its basic principal from the System-R \cite{System-R} and the Volcano \cite{Volcano} optimizers. PACT can be thought of as a data-model free variant of relational systems - the primitives describe set operations without record manipulations. This idea allows the PACT abstraction to be used in a larger variety of use cases. The PACT optimizer can also deal with various types of higher level languages, as long as its primitives map to similar set operations.

SCOPE \cite{SCOPE} and DryadLINQ \cite{DryadLINQ} are similar to our approach, as they compile declarative or more abstract programs to a parallel data flow for Dryad. The first one generates the parallel data flow from an SQL query, the second one from a .NET program. Both restrict the programmer to their specific data model and set of operations (relational, resp. LINQ). They optimize the parallelization in a domain specific way during the compilation. Our system differentiates itself from them by being more generic. It can parallelize and optimize the execution independently of a particular domain by the virtue of the PACT abstraction.

Related techniques for the optimization of parallelism beyond parallel databases are found in the languages that are put on top of MapReduce. Pig \cite{Pig} \cite{Pig),
operations and leaving the exact record manipulations to user-defined functions. PACT programs are optimizable with relational-style techniques. With respect to parallelization, PACT uses second-order functions to abstract one or more distributed communication patterns. The runtime is independent of the programming abstraction. In our system, we use the Nephele engine that is able to execute arbitrary acyclic data flows.

We believe that PACT is a sweet spot between the relational model and MapReduce. Similar to MapReduce, it has a rather generic level of abstraction that fits complex data processing tasks. At the same time, it captures a reasonable amount of semantics, which can be used to compile and optimize the program, producing an efficient data flow. We have successfully demonstrated that PACT programs, compiled to Nephele data flows, exhibit very good performance, compared to MapReduce and other systems. A summary of these performance experiments can be found in §.
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4. An Abstraction for Iterative Algorithms

The previous chapter presented the Parallelization Contract (PACT) programming model as an abstraction for parallelizable analysis programs. This chapter presents techniques to incorporate iterative algorithms in an efficient way. We present solutions to the specification of iterative data flows which maintain state across iterations, as well as optimization techniques for these iterative data flows.

The works presented in this chapter have been published in [48] (VLDB 2012) and presented as a demonstration [47] (SIGMOD 2013).

4.1. Introduction

Parallel data flow systems are an increasingly popular solution for analyzing large data volumes. They offer a simple programming abstraction based on directed acyclic graphs, and relieve the programmer from dealing with the complicated tasks of scheduling computation, transferring intermediate results, and dealing with failures. Most importantly, they allow data flow programs to be distributed across large numbers of machines, which is imperative when dealing with today’s data volumes. Besides parallel databases [45,52], MapReduce [44] is the best known representative, popular for its applicability beyond relational data and relational queries. Several other systems, like Dryad [64], Hyracks [31], and Stratosphere [22], follow that trend and push the paradigm further, eliminating many shortcomings of MapReduce.

While data flow systems were originally built for tasks like indexing, filtering, transforming, or aggregating data, their simple interface and powerful abstraction have made them popular for other kinds of applications, like machine learning [14] or graph analysis [70]. Many of these algorithms are of iterative or recursive nature, repeating some computation until a condition is fulfilled. Naturally, these tasks pose a challenge to data flow systems, as the flow of data is no longer acyclic.

During the last years, a number of solutions to specify and execute iterative algorithms as data flows have appeared. MapReduce extensions like Twister [46] or HaLoop [34], and frameworks like Spark [112] are able to efficiently execute a certain class of iterative algorithms. However, many machine learning and graph algorithms still perform poorly, due to those systems’ inability to exploit the (sparse) computational dependencies present
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in these tasks [77]. We refer to the recomputed state as the partial solution of the iteration, and henceforth distinguish between two different kinds of iterations:

- **Bulk Iterations**: Each iteration computes a completely new partial solution from the previous iteration’s result, optionally using additional data sets that remain constant in the course of the iteration. Prominent examples are machine learning algorithms like Batch Gradient Descent [104] and Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent [116], many clustering algorithms (such as K-Means), and the well known PageRank algorithm\(^1\).

- **Incremental Iterations**: Each iteration’s result differs only partially from the result of the previous iteration. Sparse computational dependencies exist between the elements in the partial solution: an update on one element has a direct impact only on a small number of other elements, such that different parts of the solution may converge at different speeds. An example is the Connected Components algorithm, where a change in a vertex’s component membership directly influences only the membership of its neighbors. Further algorithms in this category are many graph algorithms where nodes propagate changes to neighbors, such as shortest paths, belief propagation, and finding densely connected sub-components. For certain algorithms, the updates can be applied asynchronously, eliminating the synchronization barrier between iterations.

Existing iterative data flow systems support bulk iterations, because those iterations resemble the systems’ batch processing mode: the algorithms fully consume the previous iteration’s result and compute a completely new result. In contrast, incrementally iterative algorithms evolve the result by changing or adding some data points, instead of fully recomputing it in a batch. This implies updating a mutable state that is carried to the next iteration. Since existing data flow systems execute incremental iterations as if they were bulk iterative, they are drastically outperformed by specialized systems [77,78].

Existing data flow systems are therefore practically inefficient for many iterative algorithms. The systems are, however, still required for other typical analysis and transformation tasks. Hence, many data processing pipelines span multiple different systems, using workflow frameworks to orchestrate the various steps. Training a model over a large data corpus frequently requires a data flow (like MapReduce) for preprocessing the data (e.g., for joining different sources and normalization), a specialized system for the training algorithm, followed by another data flow for postprocessing (such as applying the model to assess its quality) [104].

\(^1\)We refer to the original batch version of the PageRank algorithm. An incremental version of the algorithm exists [69].
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We argue that the integration of iterations with data flows, rather than the creation of specialized systems, is important for several reasons: first, an integrated approach enables many analytical pipelines to be expressed in a unified fashion, eliminating the need for an orchestration framework. Second, data flows have been long known to lend themselves well to optimization, not only in database systems, but also when using more flexible programming models \cite{22,63}. Third, data flows seem to be a well adopted abstraction for distributed algorithms, as shown by their increased popularity in the database and machine learning community \cite{14,104}.

The contributions of this chapter are the following:

- We discuss how to integrate bulk iterations in a parallel data flow system, as well as the consequences for the optimizer and execution engine (Section 4.3).
- We discuss an incremental iteration abstraction using worksets. The abstraction integrates well with the data flow programming paradigm, can exploit the inherent computational dependencies between data elements, allowing for very efficient execution of many graph and machine learning algorithms (Section 4.4).
- We implement bulk and incremental iterations in the Stratosphere system, and integrate iterative processing with Stratosphere’s optimizer and execution engine.
- We present a case study, comparing the performance of graph algorithms in a state-of-the-art batch processing system, a dedicated graph analysis system, and our own Stratosphere data flow system that supports both bulk and incremental iterations. Our experimental results indicate that incremental iterations are competitive with the specialized system, outperforming both the batch system and Stratosphere’s own bulk iterations by up to two orders of magnitude. At the same time, Stratosphere outperforms the specialized system for bulk iterations (Section 4.5).
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4.2. Iterative Computations

This section recapitulates the fundamentals of iterations and different representations that lend themselves to optimized execution.

4.2.1. Fixpoint Iterations

An iteration is, in its most general form, a computation that repeatedly evaluates a function $f$ on a partial solution $s$ until a certain termination criterion $t$ is met:

\[
\text{while } \neg t(s, f(s)) \text{ do } \\
\hspace{1em} s = f(s)
\]

A specific class of iterations are fixpoint computations, which apply the step function until the partial solution no longer changes:

\[
\text{while } s \neq f(s) \text{ do } \\
\hspace{1em} s = f(s)
\]

For continuous domains, the termination criterion typically checks whether a certain error threshold has been achieved, rather than exact equality: $t(s, f(s)) \equiv (|s - f(s)| \leq \epsilon)$.

Fixpoint iterations compute the Kleene chain of partial solutions $(s, f(s), f^2(s), \ldots, f^i(s))$, and terminate when $f^k(s) = f^{k+1}(s)$ for some $k > 0$. The value $k$ is the number of iterations needed to reach the fixpoint $f^k(s)$. Denote $s_i = f^i(s)$. Fixpoint iterations are guaranteed to converge if it is possible to define a complete partial order (CPO) for the data type of $s$, with a bottom element $\perp$. Furthermore, the step function $f$ must guarantee the production of a successor to $s$ when applied: $\forall s : f(s) \succeq s$. The existence of a supremum and the guaranteed progress towards the supremum result in eventual termination.

Example: Connected Components. Assume an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$. We wish to partition the vertex set $V$ into maximal subsets $V_i \subseteq V$ such that all vertices in the same subset are mutually reachable. We compute a solution as a mapping $s : V \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$, which assigns to each vertex a unique number (called component ID) representing the connected component the vertex belongs to: $\forall v \in V_i, w \in V_j : s(v) = s(w) \Leftrightarrow i = j$. Algorithm FIXPOINT-CC in Table 4.1 shows pseudocode of the pure fixpoint implementation of the Connected Components algorithm. The algorithm takes as input the set of vertices $V$ and a neighborhood mapping $N : V \rightarrow V^*$, which assigns to each vertex the set of its immediate neighbors: $\forall x, v \in V : x \in N(v) \Leftrightarrow (v, x) \in E \lor (x, v) \in E$. The mapping
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### Iteration Template

1. function *Fixpoint*\( (f, s) \)
2. while \( s \prec f(s) \) do
3. \( s = f(s) \)

### Connected Components

1. function *Fixpoint-CC*\( (V, N) \)
2. while \( (\exists v, x \in V | x \in N(v) \land s(x) < s(v)) \) do
3. \( m = \min\{s(x) | x \in N(v)\} \)
4. \( s(v) = \min\{m, s(v)\} \)

1. function *Incr*\( (\delta, u, s, w) \)
2. while \( w \neq \emptyset \) do
3. \( w' = \delta(s, w) \)
4. \( s = u(s, w) \)
5. \( w = w' \)

1. function *Incr-CC*\( (V, N) \)
2. while \( w \neq \emptyset \) do
3. \( w' = \emptyset \)
4. for \( (x, c) \in w \) do
5. \( w' = w' \cup \{(z, c)\} \)
6. for \( (x, c) \in w \) do
7. if \( c < s(x) \) then
8. \( s(x) = c \)
9. \( w = w' \)

1. function *Micro*\( (\delta, u, s, w) \)
2. while \( w \neq \emptyset \) do
3. \( d = \text{arb}(w) \)
4. \( s = u(s, d) \)
5. \( w = w \cup \delta(s, d) \)

1. function *Micro-CC*\( (V, N) \)
2. while \( w \neq \emptyset \) do
3. \( (d, c) = \text{arb}(w) \)
4. if \( c < s(d) \) then
5. \( s(d) = c \)
6. for \( (z \in N(d)) \) do
7. \( w = w \cup \{(z, c)\} \)

### Table 4.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration Template</th>
<th>Connected Components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. function <em>Fixpoint</em>( (f, s) )</td>
<td>1. function <em>Fixpoint-CC</em>( (V, N) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. while ( s \prec f(s) ) do</td>
<td>2. while ( (\exists v, x \in V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ( s = f(s) )</td>
<td>3. ( m = \min{s(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ( s(v) = \min{m, s(v)} )</td>
<td>5. ( s(v) = \min{m, s(v)} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1.: Classes of iterations and the corresponding implementations of the Connected Components algorithm. The \texttt{arb} function selects and removes an arbitrary element from a set.

\( s \) is the partial solution and is iteratively improved. Initially, \( s(v) \) is a unique natural number for each vertex \( v \) (we can simply number the vertices from 1 to \( |V| \) in any order). Line 2 of the algorithm corresponds to the termination condition \( s \prec f(s) \), and lines 3-5 correspond to the partial solution update \( s \leftarrow f(s) \): For each vertex, its component ID is set to the minimal component ID of itself and all its neighbors. Like all algorithms in the second column of Table 4.1, *Fixpoint-CC* returns \( s \) as the result of the iteration.

The CPO over \( s \) is defined by comparing the component IDs assigned to vertices: \( s \succeq s' \iff \forall v \in V : s(v) \leq s'(v) \). A simple supremum is the mapping that assigns zero to all vertices.
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4.2.2. Incremental Iterations & Microsteps

For many fixpoint algorithms, the partial solution $s$ is a set of data points and the algorithms do not fully recompute $s_{i+1}$ from $s_i$, but rather update $s_i$ by adding or updating some of its data points. Frequently, the change to a data point in one iteration affects only few other data points in the next iteration. For example, in most algorithms that operate on graphs, changing a vertex immediately affects its neighbors only. This pattern is often referred to as sparse computational dependencies [77,78].

To support such algorithms efficiently, we can express an iteration using two distinct functions $u$ and $\delta$, instead of a single step function $f$. Algorithm Incr of Table 4.1 provides pseudocode for this iteration scheme. The $\delta$ function computes the working set $w = \delta(s, f(s))$, which is conceptually the set of (candidate) updates that, when applied to $s$, produce the next partial solution. The function $u$ combines $w$ with $s$ to build the next partial solution: $f(s) = u(s, w)$. Because the evaluation of $f(s)$ is what we seek to avoid, we vary this pattern to evaluate $\delta$ on $s_i$ and $w_i$ to compute the next working set $w_{i+1}$.

The function $u$ is typically efficient when $w$ contains only candidate updates relevant to the current iteration. Consequently, this form of incremental iterations is of particular interest, if a $\delta$ function exists that is both effective, in that it adds only relevant candidate updates to $w$, and efficient, in that it does not require the evaluation of $f(s)$. Incremental iterations are similar to workset algorithms used in optimizing compilers when performing data flow analysis [68]. To the best of our knowledge, no formal characterization of the class of functions whose fixpoint computation is amenable to such an optimization exists. It is known that minimal fixpoints of all distributive functions $f : T \rightarrow T : f(A \lor B) = f(A) \lor f(B)$, where $T$ is a semilattice with a meet operator $\land$, can be executed in an incremental fashion [36].

Example: Connected Components. Algorithm Incr-CC in Table 4.1 shows pseudocode for the incremental implementation of the Connected Components algorithm. The working set $w$ contains in each step the new candidate component IDs for a set of vertices. Initially, $w$ consists of all pairs $(v, c)$ where $c$ is the component ID of a neighbor of $v$. For each vertex that gets a new component ID, $\delta$ adds this ID as a candidate for all of the vertex’s neighbors (lines 4-7). The function $u$ updates the partial solution in lines 8-10 of the algorithm. For each element of the working set, it replaces the vertex’s component ID by a candidate component ID, if the latter is lower. This representation implicitly exploits the computational dependencies present in the algorithm: a vertex’s component can only change if one of its neighbors’ components changed in the previous iteration. In the algorithm, a new candidate component is only in the working set for exactly those vertices.
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In practice, one can frequently obtain an effective and efficient $\delta$ function by decomposing the iterations into a series of microsteps, and eliminating the supersteps. A microstep removes a single element $d$ from $w$ and uses it to update $s$ and $w$, effectively interleaving the updates of the partial solution and the working set. Microstep iterations lead to a modified chain of solutions $(s \preceq p_{0,1} \preceq \ldots \preceq p_{0,n} \preceq f(s) \preceq p_{1,1} \preceq \ldots \preceq p_{1,n} \preceq f^2(s), \ldots)$, where $p_{i,j}$ is the partial solution in iteration $i$ after combining the $j$-th element from $w$. The changes introduced by the element $d$ are directly reflected in the partial solution after the microstep. Algorithm MICRO of Table 4.1 shows the structure of a microstep iteration. The iteration state $s$ and the working set $w$ are both incrementally updated by looking at one element $d \in w$ at a time. Similar to superstep iterations, microstep iterations are guaranteed to converge, if each individual update to the partial solution leads to a successor state in the CPO. Note that this is a stricter condition than for incremental iterations, where all updates together need to produce a successor state.

**Example: Connected Components.** Consider the pseudocode for the Connected Components algorithm shown in Algorithm MICRO-CC of Table 4.1. Inside each iteration, instead of performing two loops to update the state and the working set, these are simultaneously updated in one loop over the elements of the working set.

Note that in parallel setups, this last form of fixpoint iterations is amenable to asynchronous execution. The conformance of microsteps to the CPO can therefore enable fine-grained parallelism where individual element updates take effect in parallel, and no synchronization is required to coordinate the iterations/supersteps across parallel instances.

4.2.3. Performance Implications

The efficiency of bulk and incremental iterations may differ significantly. We illustrate this using the example of the Connected Components algorithm. In the bulk iteration algorithm, each vertex takes in each iteration the minimum component ID (cid) of itself and all its neighbors. Consequently, the number of accesses to the vertex state and the

![Figure 4.1.: Sample graph for the Connected Components.](image)
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![Figure 4.2.: The effective work the Connected Components algorithm performs on the FOAF subgraph.](image)

neighbor set is constant across all iterations. For the incremental (and microstep) variant of the algorithm, the cost of an iteration depends on the size of its working set.

Consider the sample graph from Figure 4.1. The numbers inside the vertices denote the vertex ID (\(vid\)), and the number next to a vertex denotes its current component ID (\(cid\)). The figure shows how the assigned \(cid\) values change for each vertex over the three iterations. We can see that all except the vertex with \(vid = 4\) reach their final \(cid\) in one step. For most vertices, all their neighbors reach their final \(cid\) in the first step as well. Those vertices need not be re-inspected. Their state cannot possibly change, since none of their neighbors’ state did.

The incremental variant of the Connected Components algorithm reflects that by accessing only vertices, for which the working set contains new candidate \(cid\)s. That way, the algorithm focuses on “hot” portions of the graph, which still undergo changes, while “cold” portions are not accessed. The magnitude of this effect for a larger graph is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The graph is a small subset of the Friend-of-a-Friend network derived from a Billion-Triple-Challenge Web-Crawl and contains 1.2 million vertices and 7 million edges. The figure shows how the number of accesses and modifications to elements of the vertex states \(s\) (left y axis), as well as the number of records added to the working set (right y axis) vary across iterations. We see that the work performed in later iterations is significantly lower than the work in the first iterations, and that the actual progress (number of changed vertices) closely follows the size of the working set.
4.3. Bulk Iterations

This section describes the integration of bulk iterations into parallel data flows. Bulk iterations recompute the entire partial solution in each iteration.

4.3.1. Data Flow Embedding

We represent this general form of iterations as a special construct that is embedded in the data flow like a regular operator. An iteration is a higher-order operator defined as a tuple \((G, I, O, T)\). \(G\) is a data flow that represents the step function \(f : S \rightarrow S\), \(S\) being the data type of the partial solution. The partial solution corresponds to the pair \((I, O)\), where \(I\) is an edge that provides the latest partial solution as input to \(G\). \(O\) is the output of \(G\), representing the next partial solution.\(^2\) In each but the first iteration, the previous iteration’s \(O\) becomes the next iteration’s \(I\). The iteration is embedded into a data flow by connecting the operator providing the initial version of the partial solution \(I\) to the operator consuming the result of the last iteration to \(O\). \(T\), finally, denotes the termination criterion for the iteration. \(T\) is an operator integrated into \(G\) and is similar to a data sink in that it has only a single input and no output. It contains a Boolean function that consumes the input and returns a flag indicating whether to trigger a successive iteration. Instead of a termination criterion, the number of iterations \(n\) may be statically defined. The iteration then is represented as a tuple \((G, I, O, n)\).

Example: PageRank. The PageRank algorithm\(^86\) finds the fixpoint \(p = A \times p\), where \(p\) is the rank vector and \(A\) is the left stochastic matrix describing the probabilities \(p_{i,j}\) of going from page \(j\) to page \(i\). We represent the rank vector as a set of tuples \((pid, r)\), where \(pid\) is the row index (and a unique identifier for the page), and \(r\) is the rank. The sparse stochastic matrix \(A\) is represented as a set of tuples \((tid, pid, p)\), where \(tid\) is the row index (the unique identifier of the target page), \(pid\) is the column index (the unique identifier of the source page), and \(p\) is the transition probability. This representation does not include the tuples with \(p = 0.0\). In each iteration the algorithm first joins the vector and the matrix tuple sets on \(pid\), returning for each match \((tid, k = r \times p)\). Second, all values are grouped by \(tid\), which becomes the \(pid\) for the result vector, and all \(k\) are summed up to form the new rank \(r\). Figure 4.3 shows the algorithm as an iterative data flow. The big dashed box represents the iteration construct. Here, the data flow \(G\) comprises the rightmost Match operator (which joins the vector and the matrix), the Reduce operator (which groups and recomputes the rank), the data source \(A\), and their connecting edges. The termination criterion \(T\) uses another Match operator between the new and old rank data sets. The operator emits a record if a page’s rank changed more.

\(^2\)The concept extends straightforwardly to multiple data sets and hence multiple pairs \((I, O)\). For ease of exposition, we present the unary case in our examples.
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![Diagram of PageRank as an iterative data flow.](image)

Figure 4.3.: PageRank as an iterative data flow.

than a threshold $\epsilon$.

All nodes and edges in $G$ on the path from $I$ to $O$ and from $I$ to $T$ process different data during each iteration. We call that path the *dynamic data path*. In contrast, all nodes and edges that belong to the *constant data path* process data that is constant across all iterations. In Figure 4.3, the dynamic data path consists of the solid edges and the Match and Reduce operators. The constant data path includes data source $A$ and the edge connecting $A$ to the Match operator. Note that data sources defined in $G$ are always on the constant data path.

### 4.3.2. Execution

Executing an iterative data flow is possible by *unrolling the loop* or via *feedback channels*. When executing by unrolling, we roll out the iterations lazily: a new instance of $G$ is created whenever $O$ receives the first record and $T$ has signaled that another iteration is needed. The new instance of $G$ is concatenated to the current data flow by connecting the existing unconnected $O$ to the new $I$. During an iteration, $O$ may receive records before $T$ has consumed all records, depending on which operators in $G$ materialize their intermediate result. The PageRank example in Figure 4.3 describes such a case, as the Reduce operator emits records simultaneously to $O$ and the Match that is input to $T$. Here, an extra pipeline breaker (a materializing “dam”) must be added to $O$, preventing the next iteration from receiving records before the decision whether to have that iteration was made. In some cases, the operator succeeding $I$ materializes its corresponding input (e.g. in a sort buffer or hash table). In that case, this specific materialization point serves as the dam and no extra dam is needed.
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The feedback-channel based execution reuses $G$ in each iteration. Each operator in $G$ is reset after producing its last record. Similar as in the “unrolling” execution, the feedback edge materializes an iteration’s result if $O$ receives records before $T$ decides upon a new iteration. Furthermore, if the dynamic data path contains less than two materializing operators, the feedback channel must also dam the data flow to prevent the operators from participating in two iterations simultaneously. For PageRank in Figure 4.3, the feedback channel needs an additional dam if either the Reduce is pipelined or the right hand side Match pipelines its input $I$.

For all massively parallel systems, resilience to machine failures is necessary to ensure progress and completion of complex data flows spanning many machines. Iterative data flows may log intermediate results for recovery just as non-iterative data flows, following their normal materialization strategies. In Stratosphere, for example, the Nephele execution engine judiciously picks operators whose output is materialized for recovery, trading the cost of creating the log against the potential cost of having to recompute the data. When executing with feedback channels, a new version of the log needs to be created for every logged iteration.

4.3.3. Optimization

Many data flow systems optimize data flow programs before executing them [22, 25, 45]. The optimization process typically creates an execution plan that describes the actual execution strategy for the degrees-of-freedom in the program. Such degrees-of-freedom comprise operator order, shipping strategies (partitioning, broadcasting) and local strategies (e.g., hashing vs. sorting operator implementations, as well as inner and outer role).

The optimizer may choose a plan for the iteration’s data flow $G$ following the techniques for non-iterative data flows [58, 94]. Note that in the general case, a different plan may be optimal for every iteration, if the size of the partial solution varies. The number of iterations is often not known a priori, or it is hard to get a good estimate for the size of the partial solution in later iteration steps. It is therefore hard for cost-based optimizers to estimate the cost of the entire iterative program. In our implementation in Stratosphere, we resort to a simple heuristic and let the optimizer pick the plan that has the least cost for the first iteration. For programs where the result size is rather constant across all iterations, that plan should be close to the best plan. To avoid re-executing the constant path’s operators during every iteration, we include a heuristic that caches the intermediate result at the operator where the constant path meets the dynamic path. The caches are in-memory and gradually spilled in the presence of memory pressure. The cache stores the records not necessarily as an unordered collection, but possibly as a hash table, or $B^+$-Tree, depending on the execution strategy of the operator at the data flow.
Figure 4.4 shows two different execution plans for the PageRank algorithm, as chosen by Stratosphere’s optimizer depending on the sizes of $p$ and $A$. The gray shaded boxes describe the optimizer’s choices for execution strategies. It is noteworthy that the two plans resemble two prominent implementations of PageRank in Hadoop MapReduce [106]. The left variant, as implemented by Mahout [14] and optimized for smaller models, replicates the rank vector and creates a hash table for it. This variant avoids to repeatedly ship the transition matrix by caching it in partitioned and sorted form, such that grouping happens directly on the join result without additional partitioning/sorting. The right hand side variant, which is close to the PageRank implementation in Pegasus [70], joins a partitioned vector with the transition matrix and re-partitions for the aggregation. The transition matrix is here cached as the join’s hash table. While in MapReduce, different implementations exist to efficiently handle different problem sizes, a data flow system with an optimizer, such as Stratosphere, can derive the efficient execution strategy automatically, allowing one implementation to fit both cases.
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Many optimizers in data flow systems follow the Volcano approach \cite{58}, generating Interesting Properties (IPs) while they enumerate execution plan alternatives. Interesting Properties are used during plan pruning to recognize plans in which early operators can be more expensive, but produce data in a format that helps later operators to be executed more efficiently. For finding the optimal plan for $G$ across multiple iterations, the IPs propagated down from $O$ depend through the feedback on the IPs created for $I$, which themselves depend on those from $O$. In general, for an edge $e$ that is input to operator $P$, its interesting properties are $\text{IP}_e = \text{IP}_{P,e} \cup \text{AP}_e$, where $\text{IP}_{P,e}$ are the IPs that $P$ creates for that edge and $\text{AP}_e \subseteq \bigcup_{f \succ e} \text{IP}_f$ are the inherited properties, where $f \succ e$, if edge $f$ is a successor to edge $e$ in the DAG $G$. Note that $\text{IP}_{P,e}$ only depends on the possible execution strategies for $P$. A Match creates for example “partitioning” or “replication” as IPs for both edges. Which IPs are inherited depends on which properties could be preserved through the possible execution strategies of $P$ and the user code executed inside the operators.\footnote{Reference \cite{22} describes OutputContracts to determine how the user code behaves with respect to data properties.} The formula can be expanded to $\text{IP}_e \subseteq \bigcup_{f \succ e, P \in G} \text{IP}_{P,f}$. In the iterative setting, all edges on the dynamic data path are successors to all other edges, so an edge’s interesting properties depend on all operators on the dynamic data path. To gather all relevant IPs for each edge, the optimization performs two top down traversals over $G$, feeding the IPs from the first traversal back from $I$ to $O$ for the second traversal.

In contrast to the methods originally described in \cite{58}, we interpret the interesting properties of an edge additionally as a hint to create a plan candidate that establishes those properties at that edge. The left hand plan in Figure 4.4 is the result of that procedure: the edge connecting $A$ and the Match operator has an interesting property for partitioning and sorting, generated by the Reduce operator. The plan candidate that applies partitioning and sorting at that point is actually very cheap in the end, because the expensive partitioning and sorting occur early on the constant data path.

4.4. Incremental Iterations

In this section we discuss how to integrate incremental iterations, as described in Section 4.2, into data flows.

4.4.1. Data Flow Embedding

An incremental iteration can be expressed using the bulk iterations introduced in Section 4.3, where the partial solution consists of two data sets: The solution set ($S$) and
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the workset \((W)\). The a step functions combines \(u\) and \(\delta\), reading both data sets and
computing a new version of \(S\) and \(W\). However, recall that the primary motivation
for incremental iterations is to avoid creating a completely new version of the partial
solution, but to apply point updates instead. The updated partial solution should be
implicitly carried to the next iteration.

In imperative programming, updating the partial solution is achievable by modifying the
statement \(S = u(S, W)\) to \(u(S, W)\), i.e., passing a reference to the state \((S)\) of the
partial solution and modifying that shared state. Data flow programs (like functional
programs) require that the operators/functions are side effect free\(^4\). We work around
this obstacle by modifying the update function from \(S = u(S, W)\) to \(D = u(S, W)\). The
delta set \(D\) contains all records that will be added to the partial solution and the new
versions of the records that should be replaced in the partial solution. The solution set
\(S\) is treated as a set of records \(s\), where each \(s \in S\) is uniquely identified by a key \(k(s)\).
The delta set is combined with the solution set as \(S = S \cup D\). The \(\cup\) operator denotes a
set union that, when finding two records from \(S\) and \(D\) with the same key, chooses the
record from \(D\): \(S \cup D = D \cup \{ s \in S : \exists d \in D | k(d) = k(s) \}\)

We hence express an update of a record in the partial solution through the replacement
of that record. The incremental iterations algorithm becomes

\[
\text{function } \text{Incr}\left(\delta, u, S, W\right) \\
\text{while } W \neq \emptyset \text{ do} \\
\quad D \leftarrow u(S, W) \\
\quad W \leftarrow \delta(D, S, W) \\
\quad S = S \cup D \\
\]

Because the update function \(u\) and the working set function \(\delta\) frequently share operations,
we combine them both to a single function \(\Delta\), for ease of programmability: \((D_{i+1}, W_{i+1}) = \Delta(S_i, W_i)\)

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Example: Connected Components.} The example follows the algorithm \text{Incr-CC} in Table 4.1. The solution set \(S\) is a set of pairs \((vid, cid)\), which represents the mapping
from vertex \((vid)\) to component ID \((cid)\). The \(vid\) acts as the key that uniquely identifies
a record in \(S\). The working set \(W\) contains pairs \((vid, cid)\). Each pair in \(W\) is a candidate
component ID \(cid\) for vertex \(vid\). Figure 4.5 shows the algorithm as an incrementally
iterative data flow. The box as a whole represents the iteration operator, containing the
data flow for \(\Delta\) that computes \(W_{i+1}\) and \(D_{i+1}\) from \(W_i\) and \(S_i\). We compute \(D\) through
an InnerCoGroup\(^5\) operator that uses \(vid\) as key. The InnerCoGroup calls its UDF for
\end{itemize}

\(^4\)An intransparent side effect would void the possibility of automatic parallelization, which is one of the
main reasons to use data flow programming for large scale analytics.

\(^5\)The InnerCoGroup is like a CoGroup, except that, much like an inner join, it drops groups where the
key does not exist on both sides.
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Figure 4.5.: The Connected Components algorithm as an Incremental Iteration.

Each vid individually, providing the current cid for the vertex from the input S, and all candidate cids from W. Among the candidates, it selects the minimal cid and, if that cid is smaller than the operators current cid, it returns a pair (vid, cid) with that new cid. When D is combined with S, each record in D replaces the record with the same vid in S, thereby effectively updating the associated cid for a vid.

The next working set $W_{i+1}$ is computed through a single Match operator that takes the delta set $D$ and joins it with the data source $N$ that represents the neighborhood mapping. $N$ contains the graph’s edges as $(vid_1, vid_2)$ pairs. The Match joins $D$ and $N$ via $vid = vid_1$ and returns for each match a pair $(vid_2, cid)$. Each returned pair represents the changed vertex’s new cid as a candidate cid for its neighboring vertex vid_2.

In fact, the iterative data flow of Figure 4.5 can serve as a template for implementing a wide range of graph algorithms as incremental iterations. Every algorithm that can be expressed via a message-passing interface [13,78] can also be expressed as an incremental iteration. $S(vid, state)$ represents the graph states, and $W(tid, vid, msg)$ represents the messages sent from vertex vid to vertex tid. In each superstep, $\Delta$ combines the current state $S$ and messages $W$, it produces the changed states $D$, and creates the new set of messages using $D$ and possibly the graph topology table $N$.

By computing a delta set instead of the next partial solution, we can achieve that the iteration returns fewer records when fewer changes need to be made to the partial solution (cf. later iterations in Figure 4.2). The solution set $S$ is here a persistent state across the iterations, saving the cost of copying the unchanged records to the next iteration.

---

6We assume an undirected graph here, such that $N$ contains for every edge $(vid_1, vid_2)$ also the symmetric $(vid_2, vid_1)$ pair.
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Merging the small $D$ with $S$ is highly efficient if $S$ is indexed by the key that identifies the records.

To generalize the aforementioned example, we represent an Incremental Iteration as a complex data flow operator, defined as a tuple $(\Delta, S_0, W_0)$. Let $S$ denote the solution set. $S$ is a set of records $s$ that are identified by a key $k(s)$. In iteration $i$, $S$ holds the $i$-th partial solution $S_i$. The initial version of $S$ is $S_0$, which is input to the iteration. After the incremental iteration has converged, $S$ holds the iteration’s result. Let $W_i$ denote the working set for iteration $i$. The initial working set $W_0$ is input to the iteration.

The step function $\Delta$ computes in iteration $i$ the delta set $D_{i+1}$ with all new and changed records for $S_{i+1}$, as well as the working set $W_{i+1}$ for the next iteration: $(D_{i+1}, W_{i+1}) = \Delta(S_i, W_i)$. $\Delta$ is expressed as a data flow in the same way as $G$ expresses the step function $f$ for bulk iterations (Section 4.3). Since $\Delta$ must return two data sets, it is necessarily a non-tree DAG. After $\Delta$ is evaluated for iteration $i$, $D_{i+1}$ is combined with $S_i$ using the modified union operator $\bigcup$, producing the next partial solution $S_{i+1}$. That implies that any accesses to $S$ during the computation of $D_{i+1}$ and $W_{i+1}$ read the state of $S_i$. The iteration terminates once the computed working set is empty.

Because the delta set $D$ is the result of a data flow operator, it is naturally an unordered bag of records, rather than a set. $D$ may hence contain multiple different records that are identified by the same key, and would replace the same record in the current partial solution. The exact result of $S \cup D$ is then undefined. In practice, many update functions create records such that only one record with the same key can exist in $D$. That is, for example, the case in the Connected Components algorithm, because the InnerCoGroup operator joins the each record in the partial solution exactly once on the key that indexes it (the $vid$), and the UDF does not modify that field. Hence, each $vid$ appears at most once in the operators result. But since that is not necessarily the case in general, we allow the optional definition of a comparator for the data type of $S$. Whenever a record in $S$ is to be replaced by a record in $D$, the comparator establishes an order among the two records. The larger one will be reflected in $S$, and the smaller one is discarded. The usage of a comparator naturally reflects the strategy to establish an order among two states before and after a point update, as done in the definition of the CPO for $S$. Selecting the larger element represents the record leading to a successor state. Because the record from $D$ is dropped if it is the smaller one, $D$ reflects only the records that contributed to the new partial solution.

4.4.2. Microstep Iterations

Section 4.2 discussed microstep iterations as a special case of incremental iterations. Recall that a microstep iteration is characterized by the fact that it takes a single element
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$d$ from the working set, and updates both the partial solution and the working set. Note
that this implies that the partial solution already reflects the modification when the next
$d$ is processed.

We represent microsteps iterations through the same abstraction as incremental iterations.
In our implementation, an incremental iteration may be executed in microsteps rather
than supersteps, if it meets the following constraints: first, the step function $\Delta$ must
consist solely of record-at-a-time operations (e.g., Map, Match, Cross, ...), such that each
record is processed individually\(^7\). For the same reason, binary operators in $\Delta$ may have
at most one input on the dynamic data path, otherwise their semantics are ill defined.
Consequently, the dynamic data path may not have branches, i.e. each operator may
have only one immediate successor, with the exception of the output that connects to $D$.
Note that this implies that $W_{i+1}$ may depend on $W_i$ only through $d$, which is consistent
with the definition of microstep iterations in Table 4.1, line 5.

Finally, for microstep iterations, we need to assure that each time $\Delta$ is invoked, the
partial solution reflects a consistent state, reflecting all updates made by prior invocations
of $\Delta$. In a parallel system with multiple instances of $\Delta$ active at the same time, we
encounter the classic transactional consistency problem, where guaranteeing a consistent
up-to-date partial solution requires in the general case fine grained distributed locking
of the elements in $S$ (or their keys). We can avoid the locking, when an update of a
record in $S$ affects only the same partition of $S$ that created the updated record. This is
true, when the data flow between $S$ and $D$ does not cross partition boundaries, which is
easily inferable from $\Delta$. The sufficient conditions are that the key field containing $k(s)$
is constant across the path between $S$ and $D$, and that all operations on that path are
either key-less (e.g. Map or Cross) or use $k(s)$ as the key (for example in the case of the
Match).

The Connected Components example above becomes amenable to microstep execution, if
we replace InnerCoGroup operator by the record-at-a-time Match operator. Since its
UDF keeps the key field constant, all records in $D$ will replace records in $S$ in the local
partition.

4.4.3. Runtime & Optimization

The principal execution scheme for incremental iterations follows the bulk iteration
scheme using feedback channels (Section 4.3.2). The techniques described for the partial
solution in bulk iterations are used for the working set in the context of incremental

\(^7\)For group- or set-at-a-time operations, supersteps are required to define the scope of the sets. Cf.
systems for stream analytics, where windows or other reference frames are required to define set
operations.
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iterations. The dynamic and constant data path distinction applies directly to the \( \Delta \) data flow in incremental iterations. The optimization, including caching static data and the modified handling of interesting properties happens the same way.

We extend those techniques to efficiently handle the persistent partial solution. To facilitate efficient access and updates to the partial solution, we store \( S \) partitioned by its key across all nodes. Each node stores its partition of \( S \) in a primary index structure, organized by the key. It is a typical pattern that the records from \( S \) are joined (or otherwise associated) by an operator \( o \) using the identifying key as the join key. In this case, we merge the \( S \) index into \( o \), creating a stateful operator that uses the \( S \) index for its operation. The exact type of index is in this case determined by the execution strategy of \( o \). For example, if \( o \) is a join operator and the optimizer chooses to execute that join with a hash strategy, then \( S \) will be stored in an updateable hash table. In contrast, if the optimizer picks a sort-based join strategy, \( S \) is stored in a sorted index (B\(^+\)-Tree). That way, both accesses to \( S \) by the \( o \) and record additions to \( S \) happen through the same index.

In the general case, we cache the records in the delta set \( D \) until the end of the superstep and afterwards merge them with \( S \), to guarantee a consistent view of \( S \) during the superstep. Under certain conditions, the records can be directly merged with \( S \), because we can guarantee that they will not be accessed in the same superstep again. Those conditions are equivalent to the conditions that guarantee updates to the partial solution to be local.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the resulting execution strategy for the Connected Components algorithm, as derived by the optimizer. The working set \( W \) is cached in queues, partitioned by \( vid \) for the subsequent Match with \( S \). \( S \) is stored in a partitioned hash table using \( vid \) as the key. When the Match between \( W \) and \( S \) returns a record, the plan writes the record back to the hash table. Simultaneously, it passes the record to the second Match function, which creates the new \((vid, cid)\) pairs for \( W \). Note that the second Match uses the same key as the first Match, so it is not necessary to repartition the records by the join key. The contents of the data source \( N \) is cached in a partitioned way as a hash table, such that \( \Delta \) becomes pipelined and local. The plan partitions \( \Delta \)'s result (the new working set) and adds the records to the corresponding queues.

If an iteration is amenable to execution in microsteps, the difference between superstep and microstep execution manifests itself only in the behavior of the queues that store \( W \): for an asynchronous microstep iteration, they behave like regular non-blocking queues, passing records through in a FIFO fashion. In the presence of supersteps, the queues buffer all records that are added to them, but do not yet return them, as those added records are destined for the next iteration’s working set. When all queues have returned all records for the current iteration, the superstep ends. The queues are then signaled to switch their buffers in a synchronized step, making the records added in the last
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To evaluate the practical benefit of incremental iterations, we compare three systems that support iterations in different ways: Stratosphere [22], Spark [112], and Giraph [13].

Stratosphere supports both bulk and incremental iterations, which were implemented as described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The implementation uses the feedback-channel based execution strategy.

Spark is a parallel data flow system implemented in Scala and centered around the concept of Resilient Distributed Data Sets (RDDs). RDDs are partitioned intermediate results cached in memory. Spark queries may contain operations like Join, Group, or
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CoGroup and apply user defined functions on the operators results. The system accepts iterative programs, which create and consume RDDs in a loop. Because RDDs are cached in memory and the data flow is created lazily when an RDD is needed, Spark’s model is well suited for bulk iterative algorithms.

Giraph is an implementation of Google’s Pregel [78] and hence a variant of Bulk Synchronous Parallel processing adopted for graph analysis. The model is explicitly designed to exploit sparse computational dependencies in graphs. A program consists in its core of a vertex update function. The function computes its update based on messages it receives from other vertices, and sends out messages to other vertices in turn. Because the function has only a local view of one vertex, the algorithms have to be expressed by means of localizing the updates. Pregel is thus a special case of incremental iterations - the vertices represent the partial solution state and the messages form the working set.

All of the above systems run in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM), making their runtimes easy to compare. We ran our experiments on a small cluster of four machines. Each machine was equipped each with 2 Intel Xeon E5530 CPUs (4 cores, 8 hardware contexts) and 48 GB RAM. The machines’ disk arrays read 500 MB/sec, according to hdparm. We started the JVMs with 38 GB heap size, leaving 10 GB to operating system, distributed filesystem caches and other JVM memory pools, such as for native buffers for network I/O. The cluster has consequently 32 cores, 64 threads and an aggregate Java heap size of 152 GB.

We use four different graphs as data sets, which we obtained from the University of Milan’s Web Data Set Repository [87]: the link graph from the English Wikipedia and the Webbase web crawl from 2001 are typical web graphs. The Hollywood graph, linking Actors that appeared in the same movie, and the Twitter follower graph are representatives of social network graphs. The latter are typically more densely connected. Table 4.2 shows the graphs’ basic properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DataSet</th>
<th>Vertices</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Avg. Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia-EN</td>
<td>16,513,969</td>
<td>219,505,928</td>
<td>13.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webbase</td>
<td>115,657,290</td>
<td>1,736,677,821</td>
<td>15.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood</td>
<td>1,985,306</td>
<td>228,985,632</td>
<td>115.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>41,652,230</td>
<td>1,468,365,182</td>
<td>35.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.: Data Set Properties
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4.5.1. Full Iterations

We first establish a base line among the three systems using the bulk iterative PageRank algorithm, as described in Section 4.3. For Giraph and Spark, we used the algorithm implementations that were included with the system as example algorithms. Giraph’s algorithm follows the example in Pregel [78], and Spark’s implementation follows Pegasas [70]. For Stratosphere, we executed both strategies from Figure 4.4. The partitioning plan (Figure 4.4 (b) ) is equivalent to the Spark implementation. The broadcasting plan (Figure 4.4 (a) ) is cheaper by network cost, because it computes the new ranks locally.

We run PageRank for 20 iterations. Even though computational dependencies do exist in the graphs, the algorithm operates in batches, updating each vertex every time. Consequently, we expect all systems to have roughly equal runtime for PageRank because all iterations do the same work: they create records for each edge propagating the current rank of a vertex to its neighbors. These records are pre-aggregated (cf. Combiners in MapReduce and Pregel) and are then sent over the network to the node containing the neighbor vertex. An exception is, as mentioned, Stratosphere’s broadcasting strategy.

![Figure 4.7.: Total execution times for the PageRank algorithm.](image)

Figure 4.7 shows the results for the PageRank algorithm on the three systems on different data sets. As expected, the runtime of the algorithm is similar in Spark, Giraph, and Stratosphere for the small Wikipedia data set. We were unable to use Spark and Giraph with the large data sets, because the number of messages created exceeds the heap size on each node. At the time of conducting the experiments, Spark and Giraph lacked the feature to spill messages in the presence of memory pressure. For the large Webbase graph, we see that Stratosphere’s broadcasting strategy degrades. Due to a limitation in the hash join algorithm, the hash table containing the broadcasted rank vector is currently built by a single thread on each machine, introducing a critical serial code path.
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Figure 4.8.: Execution times of the individual iterations for the PageRank algorithm on the Wikipedia data set.

It is interesting to examine the time each iteration takes in the different systems. Figure 4.8 breaks down the execution time for the PageRank algorithm on the Wikipedia data set. For Stratosphere, we examine the partitioning strategy, because it performs the same work as the two other systems. The iteration times are rather constant in Stratosphere and Giraph. The first iteration is longer, because it includes for Stratosphere the execution of the constant data path, and for Giraph the partitioning and setup of the vertex states. The iteration times in Spark vary quite heavily due to garbage collection problems. Spark uses new objects for all messages, creating a substantial garbage collection overhead. In contrast, Stratosphere’s PACT runtime stores records in serialized form to reduce memory consumption and object allocation overhead. The runtime algorithms are optimized for operation on serialized data. The Giraph implementation is also hand tuned to avoid creating objects where possible, removing pressure from the garbage collector.

4.5.2. Incremental Iterations

While we expected the systems to perform similarly for bulk iterative algorithms, we expect a big performance difference for incrementally iterative algorithms. The magnitude of the difference should depend on the sparsity of the computational dependencies: the sparser the dependencies are, the more speedup we expect through incremental iterations, as compared to bulk iterations.

To verify our expectations, we ran the different versions of the Connected Components algorithm on the three systems. For directed graphs, we interpreted the links as undirected.

\footnote{The iteration times for Spark were averaged from multiple runs of the algorithm. Inside a single run, the variance is even greater.}
thus finding weakly Connected Components. We ran the bulk iterative algorithm from Section 4.2 on Spark and Stratosphere and an the incrementally iterative version on Stratosphere and Giraph.

We have two Stratosphere implementations for the incrementally iterative algorithm, resembling the examples in Section 4.4: one uses a Match operator for the update function, the other one a CoGroup. Recall that the Match variant corresponds to a microstep iteration and takes each element from the working set individually, potentially updating the partial solution and producing new working set elements. The CoGroup variant represents a batch incremental iteration. It groups all working set elements relevant to one entry of the partial solution, such that each such entry is updated only once. The grouping of the working set does, however, incur some additional cost. We consequently expect the microstep variant to be faster on the sparse graphs, where the number of redundant candidates in the working set is smaller. For denser graphs, we expect the batch incremental algorithm to eventually be the faster variant, as the cost of grouping the working set elements is amortized by the saved cost due to fewer accesses to the partial solution.

Figure 4.9.: Total execution times for the Connected Components algorithm.

Figure 4.9 shows the execution times for the Connected Components algorithm. We were again unable to run the algorithm on Giraph and Spark for the Twitter and Webbase data set, as the systems ran out of memory.

For the Wikipedia graph, the algorithms took 14 iterations to converge. The speedup of incremental iterations compared to bulk iterations in Stratosphere is roughly a factor of 2. Giraph also clearly outperforms the bulk iterations in Spark and Stratosphere.

For the Hollywood data set, the gain though incremental iterations is less, because the vertex connections, and consequently the computational dependencies, are more dense. In contrast to the runtimes on the Wikipedia graph, the batch incremental algorithm is
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here roughly 30% faster than the microstep algorithm. As discussed before, this is due
to the graph’s density, which results for the microstep algorithm in many more accesses
to the partial solution, while the batch incremental algorithm only groups a larger set.

For the Twitter data set, where the algorithms takes 14 iterations to converge, we see
a tremendous gain through incremental iterations. They are in Stratosphere roughly
5.3 times faster than the bulk iterations. The performance gain is high, because a large
subset of the vertices finds its final component ID within the first four iterations. The
remaining 10 iterations change less than 5% of the elements in the partial solution.

For the Webbase graph, the figure shows the algorithm runtimes for the first 20 iterations.
Because the largest component in the graph has a huge diameter, the algorithms require
744 iterations to fully converge. Already in the first 20 iterations, in which the majority
of the actual component ID changes happen, the incrementally iterative algorithms are
3 times as fast as their bulk iterative counterparts. For the entire 744 iterations, the
incremental algorithms take 37 minutes, which is only a few minutes longer than for the
first 20 iterations. In contrast, the extrapolated runtime for the bulk iterative algorithm to
converge on the whole graph is roughly 47 hours. The comparison yields a speedup factor
of 75. By the time the incremental algorithms converge on the entire graph, the bulk
iterative algorithm has just finished its 10th iteration. Figure 4.10 shows the execution
time and the number of working set elements per iteration for the Webbase graph. The
execution time does not drop below 1 second, which is a lower bound currently imposed
by the distributed synchronization which works with heartbeat messages that have a
certain delay.

![Figure 4.10.: Execution time and working set elements for Connected Components in the
Webbase graph on Stratosphere.](image)

In Figure 4.11 we examine the iteration runtimes for the various algorithms processing
the Wikipedia graph. To assess the benefit from sharing the partial solution state across
iterations, we added an additional iteration variant that simulates an incremental iteration
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Figure 4.11.: Execution times of the individual iterations for the Connected Components algorithm.

on top of Spark’s non-incremental runtime. This simulated variant adds a Boolean flag to the each entry in the partial solution. The flag indicates whether the component id decreased in the last iteration. If it did not, then no messages are sent to the neighbors, but only to the vertex itself, in order to carry the current component id mapping to the next iteration. This simulated variant exploits computational dependencies, but needs to explicitly copy unchanged state.

We see that the bulk iterations in Stratosphere and Spark have a constant iteration time (modulo the variance introduced by garbage collection in Spark). In contrast, the incrementally iterative algorithms in Stratosphere and Giraph converge towards a very low iteration time after 4 iterations. They exploit the sparse computational dependencies and do not touch the already converged parts of the partial solution in later iterations. Giraph’s iteration times are the lowest after 5 iterations, because it currently uses a more efficient way to synchronize iterations than Stratosphere. The simulated incremental algorithm on Spark (“Spark Sim. Incr.”) decreases in iteration time as well, but sustains at a much higher level, because of the cost for copying the unchanged records in the partial solution.

We finally look at how the number of created candidate component identifiers (messages, respectively working set elements), influence the runtime of bulk iterative and incrementally iterative algorithms. Figure 4.12 shows for the Wikipedia data set the time per iteration and the number of messages (working set elements). By the overlapping curves, we see that for the bulk iterative algorithm and the batch incremental algorithm (CoGroup), the runtime is almost a linear function of number of candidate component identifiers, in both cases with the same slope. For the microstep iterative algorithm (Match), a similar relationship exists but with a much lower slope. Because in the microstep variant, the update function is much cheaper than for the batch incremental variant, it can process in equal time much larger working sets containing many more
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![Graph showing correlation between execution time and exchanged messages for the Wikipedia graph on Stratosphere.]

Figure 4.12.: Correlation between the execution time and the exchanged messages for the Wikipedia graph on Stratosphere.

redundant candidate component identifiers.

We have seen that Stratosphere, as a general iterative data flow system, can outperform specialized analysis systems for bulk iterative algorithms. At the same time, the incremental iterations speed up algorithms that exploit sparse computational dependencies. They touch in each iteration only the elements in the partial solution that potentially require modification, thereby greatly outperforming full iterations.

4.6. Related Work

In this section, we first relate our work to recursive query evaluation, which is the most prominent alternative to iterative queries. Subsequently, we relate our work to other systems for parallel data analysis.

4.6.1. Relationship to Recursive Queries

In programming languages, the equally expressive alternative to iteration is recursion. There has been a wealth of research addressing recursion in the context of Datalog and the relational model [21]. The query processing line of that research focused largely on top-down versus bottom-up evaluation techniques and suitable optimizations, like predicate pushdown [24]. The incremental iteration techniques presented here bear similarity to the semi-naive evaluation technique. More recently, Afrati et al. [5] and Bu et al. [33] discuss how to compile recursive Datalog queries to data flows. Both evaluate the recursion bottom up. The approach of [5] uses stateful operators for the datalog rules, while [33] discusses a more comprehensive approach including optimization of the
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created data flow. Our incremental iterations offer a similarly expressive abstraction. All examples from [5,33] are expressible as incremental iterations. In fact, following the arguments from Afanasiev et al. [4] and Bu et al. [33], it becomes clear that one can express stratified (or XY-stratified) Datalog programs as incremental iterations with supersteps. For programs without negation and aggregation, the supersteps can be omitted. Since recursion in relational databases has much stricter conditions than in Datalog, the proposed incremental evaluation is applicable to relational DBMSs. Early work in that direction includes delta iterations [60]. We build on a similar abstraction, but additionally focus on aspects relevant to parallel execution.

Both Datalog queries (and recursive relational queries) may only add rule derivations (respectively tuples) to the partial solution. There is no synchronization barrier defined, so this model naturally lends itself to asynchronous execution. For algorithms that require supersteps, Bu et al. [33] express synchronization barriers by introducing a temporal variable that tracks the supersteps and using aggregation predicates to access the latest superstep’s state. Because this leads easily to a complicated set of rules, they use this technique to specify domain specific programming models rather than to specify queries directly. A distinguishing aspect in our approach is the fact that incremental iterations can actually update the state of the partial solution, allowing the iterations to compute non-inflationary fixpoints (cf. [4]). This obliterates the need to filter the state for the latest version and naturally leads to a semi-naïve flavor of evaluation, resulting in simple queries.

In contrast to the work of [33], we do not distinguish between global- and local model training, but leave the decision to replicate or broadcast the model to the data flow optimizer. Instead, we distinguish between iterations that recompute the partial solution or incrementally evolve it, because that has a direct impact on how the programmer has to specify the algorithm.

4.6.2. Other Iterative Analytical Systems

HaLoop [34] and Twister [46] are MapReduce [44] extensions for iterative queries. They provide looping constructs and support caching of loop-invariant data for the special case of a MapReduce data flow. In contrast, our technique addresses more general data flows. The optimization techniques presented in Section 4.3.3 subsume their special-case optimization. The Spark data flow system [112] supports resilient distributed data sets (RDD). With loop constructs in its Scala front-end, it supports full iterations. Neither of the systems addresses incremental iterations or considers data flow optimization.

Pregel [78] is a graph processing adoption of bulk synchronous parallel processing [101]. Programs directly model a graph, where vertices hold state and send messages to other
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vertices along the edges. By receiving messages, vertices update their state. Pregel is able to exploit sparse computational dependencies by having a mutable state and the choice whether to update it and propagate changes in an iteration. The incremental iterations proposed in this chapter permit equally efficient programs, with respect to the number of times the state of a vertex is inspected, and the number of messages (in our case records) sent. It is straightforward to implement Pregel on top of Stratosphere’s iterative abstraction: the partial solution holds the state of the vertices, the workset holds the messages. The step function \( \Delta \) updates the vertex state from the messages in the working set and creates new update messages. Since \( \Delta \) may be a complex parallel data flow in itself, it allows for writing even more complex algorithms easier. The adaptive version of PageRank \([69]\) for example, can be expressed as an incremental iteration, while it is hard to express it on top of Pregel. The reason for that is that Pregel combines vertex activation with messaging, while incremental iterations support programs that separate these aspects. In addition, incremental iterations have well defined conditions when they allow for (asynchronous) microstep execution, and offer a data flow abstraction, thus integrating naturally with parallel data flow systems.

GraphLab \([77]\) is a framework for parallel machine learning, where programs model a graph expressing the computational dependencies. The abstraction is distributed shared memory: nodes exchange data by reading neighboring nodes’ state. GraphLab has configurable consistency levels and update schedulers, making it a powerful, but low level abstraction. Most GraphLab algorithms can be implemented as incremental iterations by using the working set to hold the IDs of scheduled vertices and accessing neighboring states though a join with the partial solution.

ScalOps \([104]\) is a domain specific language for big data analytics and machine learning. It provides a simple language interface with integrated support for iterations. ScalOps programs are compiled to optimized Hyracks \([31]\) data flows. At the time of writing this chapter, the system aspects of executing ScalOps on top of Hyracks have not been published.

Ciel \([81]\) is a data flow execution engine that supports very fine grained task dependencies and runtime task scheduling suitable for iterations and recursions. Ciel does not offer a direct data flow abstraction to iterations or recursions; instead, the task dependencies are generated from queries in a specialized domain specific language. Ciel cannot share state across iterations, but the runtime task scheduling allows to somewhat mimic that, although at the cost of creating very many tasks.
4.7. Conclusions and Outlook

We have shown a general approach to iterations in data flows. For algorithms with sparse computational dependencies, we argued that their exploitation is crucial, as it leads to a huge speedup. To exploit computational dependencies in data flow systems, we suggested an abstraction for incremental iterations. Incremental iterations are general and suit many iterative algorithms. We presented optimization and execution strategies that allow a data flow system to execute the incremental iterations efficiently, touching only the state that needs to be modified to arrive at the iteration’s result.

Incremental iterations subsume several specialized analysis models, such as the Pregel model, both in expressibility and efficiency. In fact, all algorithms that are naturally expressible in Pregel’s programming model, can be expressed as incremental iterations without a performance hit. Furthermore, incremental iterations allow for (asynchronous) microstep execution under well defined conditions.

In the case study with our prototypical implementation of incremental iterations in the Stratosphere system, we have shown that an implementation of incremental iterations allows a parallel data flow system to compete with specialized systems for algorithms that are a sweet spot of those systems. At the same time, Stratosphere maintains a general data flow abstraction, thus reducing the number of systems required for large scale analytics.

In future work we want to explore how far compiler techniques can automatically transform algorithms stated as fully iterative algorithms into incremental algorithms. A powerful method to exploit algorithmic properties for fault tolerance has been demonstrated with Stratosphere in [93]. As future work, we plan to investigate these optimistic techniques can work in symbiosis with traditional techniques (checkpointing).
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5. A Functional Language Frontend

The previous chapters described a principled programming model for data parallel programs based on second-order functions. They discussed the basic programming abstraction, the data model, the set of primitives, and how they are amendable to automatic optimization. It is possible to expose this programming abstraction directly in an API; in fact, the PACT programming abstraction in early versions of the Stratosphere system embeds this model into a Java library in a straightforward fashion.

However, we have seen that it is very challenging to write concise and reusable programs against such an API. There is a rather tight coupling between the algorithm’s logic and the contextual aspects of its implementation. Programmers must be very disciplined to create components that are both efficient and reusable; in some cases the two goals are contradicting. Programs tend to become cluttered with what we call “formal noise”: code that is necessary for the execution but has little to do with the algorithm’s intent. Examples of formal noise are code that wraps variables and data structures into special system supported data types, or mapping variables to the framework’s data model (records or key/value pairs). Formal noise severely impedes readability and conciseness. Finally, we observed that a minimal set of primitives in the API is helpful for understanding the programming abstraction, but for efficient execution, the runtime that executes the program needs a larger set of more specialized primitives.

Some of these problems can clearly be mitigated by a good design of the API, which defines how the primitives are instantiated and composed into programs. By choosing an expressive language and designing the API appropriately, one delegates some of the problems to the language compiler, using for example mechanisms like operator overloading. Other problems require additional techniques, like schema generation and code generation.

This chapter discusses techniques to solve the above mentioned problems. We discuss the design of a functional language frontend called Sky, realized as a domain-specific language in Scala. Sky extends the PACT abstraction and consists of a library and a plug-in to the Scala compiler. The compiler plug-in realizes the mapping between an algebraic subset of Scala’s data model and the record-oriented data model in PACT, and generates the glue code required for the distributed runtime to handle the user data types. This allows programs to work with Scala’s regular data types, thus significantly reducing the formal noise of the programs. At the same time, the PACT compiler
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and optimizer still get a record data model view of the programs and can optimize them. The Sky library defines an API based on the PACT primitives, using functional constructs to simplify their expression. The functional constructs decouple the function implementation from contextual aspects, making it concise and reusable. To ensure efficient execution, the library infers the program-wide schema information, giving the optimizer maximum latitude in exploiting the space of possible execution plans. The result is a language frontend, where programs are concise like high-level queries, but retain the full expressiveness and flexibility of general-purpose data parallel programs.

5.1. Problem Statement

The concepts and techniques described in the previous chapters have been embedded in a Java API as the PACT Programming Model for the Stratosphere system. Programs written against the PACT API can be optimized extensively and have been shown to yield high performance parallel execution \[8, 22, 48, 63\]. However, these programs are at the same time very verbose and tend to be hard to write. An algorithm has to be broken up into several classes (typically one per function) to facilitate code-, data-, and parameter shipping as required for distributed execution. Furthermore, the programmer has to map the function’s individual input variables and data structures to record fields in a consistent manner across all user-defined functions: If a function expects an input variable at a certain position in the record, the predecessor function must make sure to write the variable to that specific position.

This results in a disconnect between the serial and parallel formulation of an algorithm. Consider a sample program that computes a simple word histogram (the number of occurrences per distinct word) over a textual data source. The given task is very simple: The program first splits its input lines into lower case words, then groups the result by word and counts the elements in each group. The program is shown in Listing 5.1 using a functional pseudo code syntax resembling the Scala language. The sample code defines the program using second-order functions, which makes it very comparable to the conceptual structure of a corresponding PACT program. However, the actual PACT program implementing the same functionality (Listing 5.2) requires 44 non-empty lines of code. It also appears fragmented and code lines that implement actual parts of the algorithm are interrupted by glue code that is required for the interaction between the user code and the parallel system. We refer to the sum of these additional code lines and programmatic constructs as the formal noise.

The effect is even more apparent in more complex programs. Listings B.3 and B.4 (in the Appendix) give the implementation of a relational analysis program, in functional code, respectively the PACT Java API. In addition to the type of formal noise in the word
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Listing 5.1: The actual work performed by the WordCount program, in functional pseudo-code. The expression `\W+` denotes the regular expression pattern for whitespace characters, defining to split words at spaces, tabulators, and line breaks. For an overview of the Scala syntax, please refer to Appendix A.

```scala
val input = Datasource(...)  
val words = input.flatMap { _ toLowerCase split("\W+" ) } map { w => (w,1) }  
val counts = words groupBy { _._1 } aggregate ( sum, _._2 )
```

Listing 5.2: The word histogram program expressed through the Java PACT API.

```java
public class TokenizeLine extends MapUDF {
  public void map(PactRecord record, Collector<PactRecord> collector) {
    PactString pLine = record.getField(0, PactString.class);
    String line = pLine.getValue();
    for (String word : line.split(" ")) {
      PactString s = new PactString(word);
      PactInteger one = new PactInteger(1);
      collector.collect(new PactRecord(s, one));
    }
  }
}

public class CountWords extends ReduceUDF {
  public void reduce(Iterator<PactRecord> r, Collector<PactRecord> c) {
    PactRecord element = null;
    int sum = 0;
    while (r.hasNext()) {
      element = r.next();
      PactInteger i = element.getField(1, PactInteger.class);
      sum += i.getValue();
    }
    element.setField(1, new PactInteger(sum));
    c.collect(element);
  }
}

public class WordCount implements PlanAssembler {
  public Plan getPlan(String... args) {
    FileSource source = new FileSource(TextInput.class, "file://...");
    MapContract mapper = MapContract.builder(TokenizeLine.class)
      .input(source).build();
    ReduceContract reducer = ReduceContract.builder(CountWords.class)
      .key(PactString.class, 0)
      .input(mapper).build();
    FileSink out = new FileSink(RecordOutput.class, output);  
    out.setInput(reducer);  
    RecordOutput.configureRecordFormat(out)  
      .field(PactString.class, 0)  
      .field(PactInteger.class, 1);  
    return new Plan(out);
  }
}
```

Authorized histogram program, this example has an explicit mapping of each UDF’s tuple schema to the physical fields of the records exchanged by the UDFs. Programmers effectively need
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to design the physical runtime schema when implementing the programs and need tailor functions specific to that physical schema. We refer to this characteristic as physical schema dependence of a program implementation.

A part of the verbosity and clutter that constitutes the formal noise is due to the fundamental mismatch between Java’s object-oriented paradigm and the functional nature of the underlying PACT programming model. This has been recognized by the authors of Flume Java [41], a fluent Java API for MapReduce programs. A functional language, or a language supporting certain functional programming concepts (lambdas/function literals, functions as data types), alleviates most of those aspects. Other problems, like the necessity for glue code and the physical schema dependence are more fundamental. In particular, the later significantly impedes the creation of reusable components and the fluidity of the development of programs.

Similar observations have let to a plethora of higher-level languages created on top of data-parallel programming systems. Prominent examples are Hive [99], Pig [85], JAQL [26], Meteor [62], and AQL [25]. All of these languages build on the relational algebra (or extensions thereof) and give up the generality of generic data-parallel programming model: Hive is essentially a subset of SQL, Pig adds sets and maps as opaque data types, JAQL, Meteor, and AQL implement a version of the relational model with nesting, thereby being comparable to XQuery, or a subset thereof. For programs that require operations beyond the language’s closed set of operators, the programmer must resort back to the lower-level parallel programming API (MapReduce, PACT, . . . ), or at least use UDFs to realize functionality beyond the built-in operators.

The types of UDFs supported by the above mentioned languages range from scalar functions or custom aggregation functions to generic parallel functions that implement complex behavior. The latter are built using the underlying system’s parallel programming building blocks (Map and Reduce in the case of Hive, Pig, JAQL, and the PACT primitives in the case of Meteor). Since the parallel UDFs contain imperative code in a second-order functional corset, there is a grave impedance mismatch between the higher-level language and its UDFs. This becomes obvious when examining the way that the user-defined code is embedded into these higher level languages and the way user code accesses data produced by a query. Listings 5.3 and 5.4 show the syntax for embedding a MapReduce program into a Pig query, respectively Hive query. This problem is, however, the same across all higher level languages: Mixing and matching higher-level languages and user-defined functions causes fragmentation, paradigm switches within a program, and introduces glue code to bridge between the data model of the higher-level language and that of the programming language.

1In fact, Hive positions itself as a SQL engine, whereas the design of AQL and JAQL is based on XQuery without some of the confusing semantics introduced by XQuery, such as document order.
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Listing 5.3: Example for embedding a user-defined code into the Pig language [85].

Listing 5.4: Example for embedding a user-defined code into the Hive query language [99].

An exception are programming languages designed as an extension of an algebraic language for the specific purpose of implementing UDFs for that language. An example is SQL with the PL/SQL extension, which results in smoother mixing and matching of higher-level language operations with user-defined functions. The drawback here is that the UDF language is a custom language, which naturally restricts the usage of libraries and other components from other general-purpose programming languages.

As a consequence of this discussion, we suggest that a language frontend that supports concise parallel programs and seamlessly integrates with a higher level language must meet the following requirements:

- The composition of data analysis programs or queries should follow the same paradigm as the underlying parallel programming model to avoid mismatches between the programming paradigms.

- The parallel programs should state their essential functionality and contain little formal noise. This noise is measured as extra statements or lines of code that have nothing to do with the algorithm’s core intent.

- There must be an abstraction between the logical data layout in the user-defined functions and the physical layout in the runtime. That way, functions can be implemented independently of the context set by their predecessor functions and the context expected by their successor functions.

- Built-in operations and user-defined functions should be treated the same way. When built-in operations appear as a special case of user-code (with specialized execution strategies and rich semantics), they mix seamlessly.
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- The previous point implies that the higher level language and the user-defined functions should share a common data model.

In this chapter, we will outline an approach for a language frontend that satisfies the above mentioned requirements. We show how it leads in fact to concise and fluent programs that retain the generality of a data parallel programming API, while being optimizable and compact. The language uses the same mechanism to compose algebraic operations with user-defined functions, allowing to mix and match them seamlessly. The remainder of this section dissects the PACT programs and analyzes the causes of the above-mentioned problems and the following sections outline the design and implementation of the language frontend.

5.2. Analyzing the Sources of Programming Overheads

This section examines the sources of the above-mentioned problems by dissecting a PACT program and analyzing the compilation process. We first give a discussion of the sources of formal noise, followed by a discussion about the mechanisms causing the physical data model dependence. For each problem source, we discuss techniques to alleviate the problem.

5.2.1. Sources of Formal Noise

Several factors contribute to the formal noise present in PACT programs. They occur in each of the individual parts of a PACT program: Data type definitions, function definition, function parametrization, and data flow composition. In the following, we will examine formal noise in each of the parts and make suggestions for how to eliminate it.

PACT programs have special requirements for the data types that are used. Data types are moved between machines or memory pools frequently in the course of the distributed execution. This requires the types to support highly efficient serialization and deserialization, with low computational cost and a compact serialized representation. The built-in serialization mechanism in Java does not fulfill these requirements, forcing PACT programs to use special data types that implement their own serialization and deserialization routines. The PACT API offers such wrapping data types for the basic data types typically found in languages like Java, C# or the C/C++ language family, plus template classes for the implementation of strongly typed list, map, and set collection types. Using rich wrapper types instead of the languages built-in primitives requires as the bare minimum the extra instantiation of these types, or the setting of their values (cf. Listing 5.2, lines 8 and 9). In addition, it frequently comprises the definition of these types.
While the record data model allows multiple primitive- and collection types to be passed between functions, it is often desirable to create composite types as encapsulation units. These composite types inherit from the same abstract data type as all primitive types and must supply extra functions for serialization and deserialization. Data types acting as keys in functions like Match or Reduce must additionally support efficient and effective ordered comparisons and hash code computation. Efficient runtime algorithms often require even further utility functions, for example the creation of normalized key prefixes [57]. Listing 5.5 shows the code for a two dimensional point data type, implemented to be usable as a key and supporting efficient sorting operations. It is obvious that this definition comes with an enormous amount of formal noise, compared to the simple encapsulation of two integers that the data type does.

```
1 public class Point implements NormalizableKey {
2   public int x, y;
3
4   public void write(DataOutput out) throws IOException {
5       out.writeInt(x);
6       out.writeInt(y);
7   }
8
9   public void read(DataInput in) throws IOException {
10      x = in.readInt();
11      y = in.readInt();
12   }
13
14   public int compareTo(Point o) {
15       return x - o.x == 0 ? y - o.y : x - o.x;
16   }
17
18   public int hashCode() {
19       return x ^ y;
20   }
21
22   public boolean equals(Object obj) {
23       if (obj.getClass() == Point.class) {
24           Point o = (Point) obj;
25           return o.x == x & o.y == y;
26       } else
27               return false;
28   }
29
30   public int getMaxNormalizedKeyLen() {
31       return 8;
32   }
33
34   public void writeNormalizedKey(byte[] target, int offset, int len) {
35       target[offset++] = (byte) ((x >>> 24) - Byte.MIN_VALUE);
36       for (int i = 2; len > 1 && i >= 0; i--, len--) {
37           target[offset++] = (byte) ((x >>> (3 - i)) & 0xff);
38       }
39       if (len > 1) {
40           target[offset++] = (byte) ((y >>> 24) - Byte.MIN_VALUE);
41           for (int i = 2; len > 2 && i >= 0; i--, len--) {
42               target[offset++] = (byte) ((y >>> (3 - i)) & 0xff);
43           }
44       }
45   }
46 }
47```

Listing 5.5: A data type for a two dimensional point, as implemented for the Java PACT API.
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The formal noise introduced by custom data types is fortunately relatively easy to alleviate. It is possible to generate all serialization code, as well as code for further utility functions. For primitive types and arrays of primitive types, this code readily exists. Composite types, such as classes (possibly nested) recursively invoke the serialization functions of their individual components. The same is possible for the utility functions for key data types, such as hashing and the creation of normalized key byte strings. A richer type system in the programming language or API library helps to reduce the need for composite types in the first place.

The definition of a user-function in the Java PACT API requires implementing a dedicated class that inherits the specific abstract function signature. When shipping and loading external code into a program (such as a user-defined function into the distributed runtime), the entry point for the code must be given as a function pointer. The only way to provide a function pointer in Java is implicitly through the method look-up table of classes, requiring programmers to implement a dedicated class for a user-defined function. The syntax overhead induced by this mechanism is solely attributed to the particular programming language. It disappears in programming languages that support compact references to functions, such as raw function pointers, or functions as data types.

Additional formal noise in the implementation of user-defined functions is introduced by the mapping between the API’s data model and the local variables. The PACT API features a data model of schema free records (tuples) with an arbitrary number of fields. The first part of a UDF typically assigns the contents of the relevant record fields to local variables (possibly unwrapping the actual types from the rich wrapping data types), while the last part frequently builds the result record(s) from the modified variables. This is visible for example in Listing 5.2 in lines 4, 23, and 26, and in the example Listing 3.4 lines 15-17.

The necessity for such a mapping in the UDF stems from a mismatch between the programming languages type system and the data model of the parallel programming API. The mismatch can theoretically be mitigated by using an unrestricted data model with arbitrary data types. The key/value pair model implemented by MapReduce does essentially that: The value is an arbitrary data type, and the key is an explicit field for grouping. However, as Section 3.2.1 showed, such an overly simplified data model severely limits the potential for optimization. There is consequently a conflict between the need for a somewhat constrained data model for the optimization, and a very free data model for a concise function implementation. A way to overcome that problem is to define a very rich data model that contains enough constructs to have a very generic “feel”, and let the system map it to the constrained data model before the optimization.

There are no hard measures for how suitable a specific data model is. We argue here that it is more suitable, if it leads to fewer user-defined data types and less extra code for wrapping function variables with special system-supported types. This typically correlates with how many constructs of the...
This approach would combine the benefits of a very rich data model with the potential to optimize the programs. However, it leaves several non-obvious questions, like the design of the rich data model, and, most importantly, how to specify subsets of fields to be used as keys.

The function parametrization introduces extra syntactic overhead. Functions may only be defined as methods of “stateless” classes: The class must declare a default constructor and, if they are nested classes, cannot access instance state provided by their lexical environment. Any parameters must be explicitly read from a configuration object that is passed to the class after the instantiation. This effect can be observed in the program in Listing B.4 Parameters are read from the configuration (lines 4-11) into which they are written in lines 68-69.

The described mechanism for function parametrization ensures that the size of the shipped code and parameters is minimal: Built-in serialization mechanisms for objects (Java) or advanced mechanisms to serialize functions including the variables in the function closures (Scala) often serialize a lot more than actually required (such as transient fields that were not marked as such). In fact, the size of a serialized parametrized function can easily be in the order of many megabytes or more, depending on the scope of the function’s closure. Given that using built-in serialization of stateful objects or closures eliminates all of the overhead code required for parametrization, these mechanisms are a reasonable choice, in combination with a “safety net” that catch cases where the size of a closure has grown beyond what can be efficiently handled.

The final factor contributing to the formal noise is the data flow composition. It defines the data sources and sinks, and describes which function results are passed as inputs to other functions. Defining the data flow composition separately from the function implementation causes program fragmentation. In the word histogram example in Listing 5.2, the first 29 lines state the function definition, whereas the following 21 lines define the data flow. A more fluent design of the PACT API could allow for a more concise data flow definition, but does not solve the fragmentation problem: Even the simplest functions that are not intended as reusable units, are not defined where they are used. The general limitation of imperative languages that do not support functions as literals and a paradigm mismatch with the functional nature of the PACT programming API. Using a language that supports function literals solves this fragmentation.

Minor formal noise is often introduced by assigning an explicit name for the second-order functions in the data flow, in order to identify it during monitoring or debugging. Outside of specialized APIs, such naming happens implicitly by the choice of variable names. Reusing the variable names rather than explicit names eliminates additional overhead code from the data flow composition.

---

programming languages type system the data model is able to represent directly.
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5.2.2. Sources of Physical Data Model Dependence

Physical data model dependence refers to the fact that a program implementation, specifically the implementation of its user-defined functions, must be conscious of the physical data layout used by the runtime system during the execution of the algorithm. In MapReduce for example, the physical data model is key/value pairs and a function is specialized to its specific key and value data types. It is cumbersome and often impossible to write generic reusable units against that abstraction. In non-trivial programs, a large portion of the functions require a dedicated extra data type. PACT’s record data model was designed to allow for optimization and reuse of functional units. Its record data model can be thought of as dynamically typed variable-length tuples. However, a function is still dependent on the physical model as it is responsible for knowing the data type and physical position of each field it accesses.

Listing 5.4 illustrates the problem of physical data model dependence prominently. The implementer must design the physical execution schema during the implementation. As a bare minimum, this requires to set up the field positions consistently across all functions, meaning that all functions must agree to which position in the tuple what variable goes. While logical addressing with names is theoretically possible, it has shown to have a very high overhead at runtime to resolve these logical look-ups. For optimizations that change the structure of the program (reordering operations), the functions have to be implemented with a physical schema that works in multiple contexts. For that, a function must not only coordinate its field positions with its predecessors, but also with a large portion (possibly all) of the other functions as well, in order to avoid collisions on the physical fields. This requirement makes the creation or reusable components that still allow for automatic optimization virtually impossible in practice.

The root cause for the problem of physical data model dependence lies naturally in the fact that there is no distinction between logical and physical access to the data model. In typical higher-level languages with a fixed data model and a closed set of operators, all accesses to the data are logical. The compiler has a holistic view of all accesses and logical schemata and devises a physical layout for the data that is passed between operators/functions. Figure 5.1 shows a simplified version of a compile chain in a typical database management system. After the queries are parsed and checked (for valid semantics), they are optimized and finally translated into executable code. Before the code generation happens, the optimizer has a holistic view of the entire query and devises a physical schemata for each operator (or pipeline) that is specific to its context.

In contrast to that, the compile chain of a typical UDF data flow system (such as Stratosphere [22, 63], Cascading [37] for Hadoop [106], or Dryad [64, 111]) is given in...
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Figure 5.1.: Typical compile chain of a Relational Database Management System.

Figure 5.2. The most obvious distinction is that there are two different compilers involved: The compiler of the UDF programming language and the data flow compiler. The UDF language compiler translates each UDF individually into executable code. The successive data flow compiler optimizes the data flow with a holistic view of the program and translates it into an executable parallel schedule. The code generation happens here before the data flow optimization phase and can consequently not exploit the knowledge from a holistic view of the data flow program. Systems that apply heavy optimizations to the data flow are more affected by this than systems that perform only minor optimizations.

Figure 5.2.: Compile chain of for PACT programs in Stratosphere.

Moving the entire UDF code generation phase after the optimizer is infeasible for several practical reasons (e.g., libraries, incremental compilers), but it is also not necessary. It suffices to move the generation of certain the parts of the code after the optimizer; specifically the parts that require information about the physical runtime data layout, such as field accesses and compositions of new records. In this approach, the data flow optimization can use holistic logical information to devise specialized physical data layouts and create or adjust the UDF code accordingly. There are several ways to effectively do that, ranging from parameterizable indirection layers to pre-compiling and rewriting parts of the executable function code. We will discuss these approaches in the later sections of this chapter.
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5.3. Choosing a Host Language

The support for the above described features constitutes the minimal requirements for a host language. Further requirements originate from technical challenges to implement the compile chain and host the use cases, as well as from social factors that influence adoptability. From a technical perspective, a strong JVM support is highly desirable; it enables easier integration with the existing Stratosphere stack and allows seamless integration with the wealth of existing libraries available for that platform. In addition, our design requires a “hook” into the language compiler to integrate the mapping from the language's data model to the logical tuple model, together with the translation for field selector functions to numeric indexes, and the generation of serialization code. Fortunately, many modern compilers feature extensible designs and provide an officially supported method of integration. Our approach requires a compiler with a modular architecture where the hook can be inserted between the well-defined phases. In particular, our technique requires access to a valid abstract syntax tree (AST) of the program, after type-checking is complete, but before code optimizations have been performed.

There are various methods to hook into the compiler. Some compilers offer ways to statically register plug-ins, to be executed between specific phases. More advanced compilers have the ability to lift parts of the compile-time AST to runtime data structures, allowing a program to manipulate some portion of itself and trigger code generation at runtime on demand. Microsoft’s implementation of .NET expression trees follows this technique and is used to power the Language Integrated Query (LINQ) feature. Some compilers expose their functionality through a compile-time meta-programming mechanism. Scala’s macros define a mechanism that transparently loads and executes special functions at compile time, passing them the AST of the functions at whose definition site the macro is registered. All these techniques represent working hooks into the compile time to analyze the user-defined functions.

Besides these technical requirements, various social factors make some languages better candidates than others. While this quality is less tangible than concrete technical benefits, some reasonable assumptions can be made. It is always desirable to choose a language with an active user community in the target audience. Furthermore, the skill set of the target audience, most importantly the programming paradigms that they are familiar with, is a crucial factor. Choosing a pure functional language yields a low entry barrier for functional programmers. However, for the class of developers that are primarily accustomed to object-oriented programming, a pure functional language may be a serious obstacle. The relatively constrained syntax for the data flow composition with function literals is most likely easy to adopt. Still, eliminating object-oriented and imperative concepts from the implementation of the user-defined functions may be a stopper for many programmers. We argue that a hybrid language, supporting both functional and
imperative concepts, reaches a broader group of developers. It supports the requirements to host the programming API and gives the programmer a free choice of concepts and paradigms for the implementation of the user-defined functions. The downside is that hybrid languages are more difficult to analyze than pure functional languages, to a large extent due to their support for mutable state. For a proof-of-concept implementation of a parallel programming frontend, a pure functional language would be a good choice. An implementation that targets programmers beyond programming language- and system experts may be more successful in reaching its target audience when adopting a hybrid language. We argue that the target audience adoption is the more important factor to consider at this point, because as a social factor, is inherently hard (if at all possible) to influence. The technical problem of a more complicated code analysis, on the other hand, can be mitigated by a more elaborate analysis algorithm [50].

We choose Scala as a host language for our language frontend, as it meets the above mentioned requirements very well. While the design and implementation of our language frontend uses a number of Scala’s advanced features extensively (for example implicit parameters and conversions, pattern matching, mix-in-composition, and serialization of closures), the presented techniques are not specific to Scala and could be implemented in other expressive languages as well. An additional advantage of the Scala language is its compact syntax and powerful type inference. These mechanisms allow programs to appear extremely concise and reminiscent of higher-level languages (like SQL or Pig), rather than flexible data parallel programs. A possible drawback of Scala is that its flexibility sometimes overwhelms new programmers with choices. The ability to state most constructs both in a functional fashion as well as in an object-oriented way frequently confuses Scala newcomers. However, we believe that the advantages outweigh the drawbacks by far. We use the Scala language syntax for all further code examples. Appendix A gives a brief introduction to all Scala language constructs necessary to understand the examples used in this chapter.

A possible alternative to Scala would be the F# language from Microsoft’s .NET framework. F# has powerful language features that are competitive to those of Scala. The choice towards Scala was ultimately based on its ability to seamlessly inter-operate with Java, which is important because both the Stratosphere framework is written in Java, and the ecosystem of analytics libraries in Java is, to the extend of our assessment, more mature.

5.4. The Sky Language Architecture

We build the Sky language following the hybrid functional-relational paradigm [55]. This paradigm composes queries as functional programs whose logical data flow is described via...
monadic comprehension. It has been widely recognized that this technique leads to natural query language embeddings \cite{98} and it is used in some form or another by frameworks like LINQ \cite{89}, Ferry \cite{54}, Data-parallel Haskell \cite{40}, and other data-parallel languages like Spark \cite{112} or Scalding \cite{92}. The different frameworks span a wide spectrum, from strictly algebraic frameworks (such as Ferry) to non-algebraic frameworks (for example Spark). The totally algebraic implementations expose strong semantics of a query and can consequently be optimized automatically, but they require programs to strictly adhere to their paradigm. While they are excellent candidates for optimizer engines, they are somewhat hard to program against and do not interact well with imperative code and libraries, thus being somewhat limited in their applicability as data-parallel programming APIs. The non algebraic frameworks use the idea of monadic comprehension for a fluent data flow composition, but feature a very loosely defined data model. They accept almost arbitrary first-order functions, which they treat as black boxes, and consequently expose little semantic information about the program. This approach makes them flexible and easy to program, but wastes much optimization potential. We present our design as a sweet spot between these two extremes: Our data model is highly flexible, but algebraic. Functions are treated as black boxes, except for their accesses to the data model’s types. Combined with a shallow code analysis of the functions, our approach can perform heavy optimization of the data flow, while being as flexible and generic as the non-algebraic frameworks.

Sky’s design follows from the requirements and basic approaches stated in the previous sections. The cornerstones of that design are as follows:

- A fluent and natural embedding of the program definition into a functional language, using Monad comprehensions.
- A very flexible, yet well-defined algebraic data model. The model is internally mapped to logical tuples with a mix of transparent and back box types.
- All field addressing happens through field selector functions. These functions appear as natural constructs of the programming language, but are analyzed and translated into logical field references. Because functional languages allow for the specification of selector functions through concise literals, they appear lightweight like logical field references in higher-level declarative languages.
- A compile chain that generates the glue code, such as code for serialization/deserialization. This glue code is required to use the data structures in user-defined functions with the distributed execution engine. The code generation is split between phases before and after the data flow optimizer, to allow for the generation of efficient physical record layouts.
- A mechanism that uses operator overloading and place holder functions to model built-in operators (e.g., joins or aggregations) as special cases of UDFs. This allows
the system to exploit the rich compile time semantics and the runtime efficiency of built-in operators in a seamless mix with user-defined functions.

While several of the individual features have been presented before, we believe that this work uses them in a unique combination to achieve a powerful programming abstraction. Some parts of this design, specifically the API design, the data model, and parts of the compile chain, have been published in a master thesis supervised by the author [61]. In this section, we summarize the results of that work and elaborate on further aspects in later sections.

Listing 5.6: A sample program in Sky, computing the Connected Components of a graph using a workset iteration. The algorithm propagates the component membership of a vertex iteratively to its neighbors [70].

5.4.1. Defining the Data Flow

As stated in the previous section, we construct the data flow of a program in Sky following the paradigm of Monad comprehension. An abstract distributed collection type (here called DataStream) represents in-flight data. The in-flight data is initially created from data sources and is transformed using second-order functions. The result is similar to a data flow graph, where nodes are intermediate results and edges are transformations on the data. Line 7 of Listing 5.6 gives an example for the application of a second-order function: The data set “edges” (loaded in Line 4 from a file) is transformed using

\[ \text{neighbors} = ws \text{ join } \text{undirectedEdges} \text{ on } \{ \_._1 \} \text{ isEqualTo } \{ \_._1 \} \]

\[ \text{map } \{ (w, e) \Rightarrow e._2 \rightarrow w._2 \} \]

\[ \text{val min } = \text{neighbors} \text{ groupBy } \{ \text{case } (\_._1) \Rightarrow \_._1 \} \text{ combine } \{ \text{cs } \Rightarrow \text{ cs minBy } \{ \_._2 \} \} \]

\[ // \text{ updated solution elements } == \text{ new workset} \]

\[ \text{val sl} = \text{min} \text{ join } s \text{ on } \{ \_._1 \} \text{ isEqualTo } \{ \_._1 \} \text{ flatMap } \{ (n, s) \Rightarrow \}

\[ \text{if } (n._2 < s._2) \text{ then Some(n) else None } \}

\]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>map</td>
<td>$x \text{ map } f$</td>
<td>1 : 1 record-wise transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ flatMap } f$</td>
<td>1 : 0..n record-wise transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduce</td>
<td>$x \text{ aggregate } f$</td>
<td>global distributive aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ groupBy } k \text{ aggregate } f$</td>
<td>distributive aggregation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ groupBy } k \text{ reduce } f$</td>
<td>generic set-wise operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ groupBy } k \text{ combine } f_1 \text{ reduce } f_2$</td>
<td>generic combinable set-wise operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross</td>
<td>$x \text{ cross } y \text{ map } f$</td>
<td>1 : 1 operation over cross product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ cross } y \text{ flatMap } f$</td>
<td>1 : 0..n operation over cross product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>join</td>
<td>$x \text{ join } y \text{ on } k_x \text{ isEqualTo } k_y \text{ map } f$</td>
<td>1 : 1 operation over join result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ join } y \text{ on } k_x \text{ isEqualTo } k_y \text{ flatMap } f$</td>
<td>1 : 0..n operation over join result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cogroup</td>
<td>$x \text{ cogroup } y \text{ on } k_x \text{ isEqualTo } k_y \text{ map } f$</td>
<td>(m,n) : 1 binary set operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x \text{ cogroup } y \text{ on } k_x \text{ isEqualTo } k_y \text{ flatMap } f$</td>
<td>(m,n) : 0..p binary set operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union</td>
<td>$x \text{ union } y$</td>
<td>bag union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>$h \text{ iterate } (s = x, n = int)$</td>
<td>bulk iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$h \text{ iterate } (s = x, n = int, conv = ...)$</td>
<td>bulk iteration with convergence check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$h \text{ iterate } (s = x \text{ distinctBy } k, ws = y)$</td>
<td>incremental iteration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1.: Operator Syntax Reference. Variables $x$ and $y$ represent inputs, $k$ represents a key selector, $f$ a user-defined function.

a “flatMap” operation. The actual transformation (the first-order function) applied by the second-order function “flatMap” is stated in the curly braces. The result of that transformation is assigned to the variable “undirectedEdges”. We interpret the DataStream distributed collection type as a bag data type, i.e., there are no properties such as order or uniqueness explicitly represented. This choice is reasonable, because it gives the optimizer the degrees of freedom to make context-dependent choices to create, exploit, and preserve such properties.

User-defined functions appear as parameters to these second-order functions. They can be passed as function literals (closures) or as a references to a function definition. UDFs receive data as regular types from the language’s type system for record-at-a-time operations, or as traversable sequences (iterators) of these for set-at-a-time operations. Closures close around the scope of all variables that they reference outside their own definition, allowing them to use these variables for parametrization of the code (e.g., values for predicates in Listing B.3 Lines 7-8). For cases where higher-order functions have more parameters than just the UDF (like match or set operations that require a specification of the keys) we use function chaining to create a fluent interface, as shown in Lines 14 or 19 of Listing 5.6. The complete grammar of API is shown in Table 5.1.
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5.4.2. The Data Model

During its life cycle, a program will have three different data models. Programs are written against the language data model. This data model is designed to match the programming paradigm of the language in which user-defined functions are implemented. It supports primitive types, tuples, list and arrays, classes, and the (recursive) nesting of these. UDFs can follow a natural programming style, free of extra code and constructs to map the algorithm’s data structures to the constrained data model of the optimizer or runtime. At the same time, the language data model is algebraic, which allows the compiler to analyze it and map it to a logical tuple data model, which is used by the optimizer. This tuple data model is flat, i.e., there are no nested structures. In the process of mapping the language data model to the logical tuple model, certain fields of the data structures in the language data model become individual fields in the logical tuple. We refer to those as addressable fields. Other fields in the tuples may contain entire nested structures as uninterpreted binary objects. The later is for example applied to structures with a variable nesting depth (such as recursive types). We will discuss the mechanism for flattening and the rules for addressability in the following paragraphs. Addressable fields may act as keys for certain operators, like Reduce, Join, or CoGroup. They are consequently the fields for which the optimizer tracks the data properties. After determining the best execution plan, the optimizer computes for each operator a physical record layout from the logical tuple model. The physical record layout is optimized for runtime efficiency and corresponds to a sequence of bytes in a buffer, where fields are accessed either through a fix offset in the byte sequence, or through an offset read from the record header. We choose to operate on buffers containing binary representations of the records, rather than operating directly on the language data model’s objects at runtime for several reasons: Records are frequently exchanged between nodes over the network, consequently requiring them to be serialized anyways in many cases. In addition, buffer oriented execution allows to transparently move data between disk and memory or between memory from different processes, such as for storing or checkpointing data using shared memory. Finally, the binary representation is frequently a lot more compact than the object representation.

The separation between the logical tuple model in the optimizer and physical record model in the runtime follows the classical relational database design. By means

---

5A typical 64bit JVM implementation adds to each object a header of 2 pointers (of which one is compressed, 12 bytes total) and pads the object to have a size which is a multiple of 8 bytes. Consider the example of a tuple containing 4 fields (integers or floating point numbers with 4 bytes each), having a net memory requirement of 16 bytes. A generic object oriented representation of that tuple has would consequently require up to 64 bytes for the 4 objects representing the fields, plus 32 bytes for an array object holding the pointers to those objects. The memory overhead is hence more than 80%. A single custom code-generated object for the record still consumes 32 bytes - an overhead of 50%.

---
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of programming against the algebraic language data model, which is mapped by the compiler to the logical tuple data model, we alleviate the impedance mismatch problem, which otherwise occurs when general purpose programming languages interact with declarative languages, such as in UDF embedding (cf. Listing 5.3). Because UDFs and language operators are defined in the same manner against the language data model, they mix seamlessly. In the remainder of this section, we summarize the type system of the language data model and how the individual types are mapped to the logical tuple model. A discussion with more examples can be found in [61].

The elementary data types of the language data model are the same primitive types that occur in common imperative programming languages, including 1-, 2-, 4-, and 8 byte signed integers, single- and double precision floating point numbers, boolean values, characters and character strings. All primitive types are mapped to a single field in the tuple model and can be addressed and used as keys for operators. The data model also supports arrays and lists of primitive types. Because arrays and lists may contain a variable number of elements, the entire array (or list) is mapped to a single field in the tuple model. As such, the array (or list) is addressable as a whole in the logical tuple model, but its contained elements are not. Consequently, elements of arrays or list may cannot be used in a key.

Composite types are supported in the form of classes. We differentiate two ways of supporting classes and inheritance hierarchies, which correspond to the functional notion of product types and summation types.

Product types encapsulate one or more data types in one type, similar to a struct in C, or a class in C++ or Java. In our case, the product type corresponds simply to regular classes. This includes tuples as a special case. Each member variable of the class is mapped to a logical tuple recursively (if they are composite types themselves) and then all these logical tuples are concatenated to create the flattened version of the class. Because there is a fixed and a priori known number of fields, each field is transparently addressable in the logical tuple. An exception are recursive types, where a type contains itself as a member. Since recursion leads to a variable number of fields in the flattened model, we store the flattened recursive member in a black box record in a single field of the logical tuple. No fields in the recursion are addressable, however, all fields in the logical tuple representation of the top-most (non recursed) type instance are. For a similar reason, the mapping will only include members defined in the declared type class. If a subclass is supplied at runtime, our data model will ignore all but the fields from the declared type. In the current implementation, we restricted the product types to Scala’s case classes, because the compiler generates constructors, getter-, and setter methods automatically. There is no principle reason that prevents us from supporting other classes as well and dynamically add the necessary constructor, getter-, and setter methods.
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**Summation types** are the functional counterpart of object-oriented class hierarchies. If a program uses types that relate to each other in an inheritance hierarchy, the complete type hierarchy must be known at compile time. We flatten each class individually, similar to the product types. Where classes have a common ancestor, the commonly inherited members are mapped to the same fields in the logical tuple. The total number of fields occupied in the logical tuple is the maximum number of fields required by any type at the bottom of the inheritance hierarchy. As such, the handling of these types is similar to the *union* type structure in C. An extra tag field is always used to identify which concrete type is currently stored in the logical tuple. Even though all fields in each subtype are addressable in the logical tuple, we can safely address only the ones defined in the super-most type, as all other fields are not guaranteed to be present in every record at runtime.

Note that it is easily possible to relax the summation type condition that all classes of the hierarchy must be known in advance. It is possible to track the different encountered classes and assign tags dynamically. On the first encounter of a new type, the serialization would need to include the class name and the new type tag. Later encounters treat this type as described for the summation types above. The serialization library Kryo uses this mechanism. In addition to defining new tags, we need to reserve additional fields at the end of the logical tuple for the additional fields of the subtype. The fields of a single type are here in general not laid out consecutively in the logical tuple.

Our model defines also a way to include arbitrary data types. The programmer must here explicitly specify the mapping to a flat tuple, the code for serialization/deserialization, and optionally operations like hashing/comparisons, etc.

**5.4.3. Field Selector Functions**

The field selector functions are Sky’s means of referencing fields in the data structures. Such references occur for example when defining the key for a set operation like Reduce, or specifying the field for an aggregation. A field selector is essentially a function that returns a subset of the fields from a data type. During compile time, these functions are analyzed and transformed into the references to corresponding fields in the logical tuple. The function may return a single value (primitive type or composite type), or a tuple of types. Examples of field selector functions are in Lines 14 and 16 of Listing 5.6 (Page 87), where they are used to describe the join keys respectively the grouping key: The statement “._1” accesses the first element (1) of the supplied argument (the data type to be joined). Similarly, the statement “case(to,._) = to” refers to the first field of a 2-tuple, using Scala’s concise pattern matching syntax. In the simple example of

---

6Scala supports the concept of abstract sealed types, declaring that a type may only be extended in the same compilation unit. That way, all possible subtypes are known at compile time.
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![Diagram of the PACT API compile chain](image)

Figure 5.3.: The extended compile chain of the PACT API. The grayed boxed depict the additional steps.

Listing 5.6: All field selector functions select the first element of a tuple using equivalent and interchangeable Scala syntax (anonymous parameters in Line 14, pattern matching in line 16).

While field selectors are regular Scala functions\(^7\), there are certain restrictions that apply, such that they must be function literals and can close around variables in an enclosing scope (i.e., they may not be parametrized). They may select only fields that are addressable in the logical tuple model, as defined in the previous section. If the function returns a composite type, all fields in the logical tuple representation of this type must be addressable. Finally, to guarantee that the functions are deterministic to analyze, they may not be recursive. In fact, our current implementation restricts them to cascading member field selections and pattern matching. A formal grammar is given in [61]. Key selectors are a special case of field selector functions. In addition to the above described conditions, all fields in the selection must be usable as keys. For composite types that means that they contain either no members, or all of there members are usable as keys. This definition is applied recursively.

### 5.4.4. The Compile Chain

The separation between the algebraic language data model, the optimizer’s logical tuple model, and the physical runtime data layout requires additional steps during the program compilation. There are two data model transformations, the first from the language data model to the flat logical tuple model, and the second from the logical tuple model to the physical runtime layout. Together, these two transformations are reflected in the generated code that, at runtime, turns the physical records into the language data

\(^7\)Note that Scala supports the uniform access pattern, where read access to public class member and calling parameter-less functions appear equivalent.
In summary, the compile chain consists of the following major steps:

1. Parsing and type, performed by the language compiler.

2. Mapping the UDF parameter and return data types to the logical tuple model and analyzing the UDF code. This step has a local view of one UDF at a time.

3. Generate the glue code for serialization/deserialization/comparison of the data types. Taking the information from the first step, the glue code is composed from templates, but information about final positions in the runtime layout is filled with placeholders.

4. Global schema generation. Before the data flow is submitted to the PACT compiler a logical global schema is created from all the local (per UDF) logical tuple mappings as input to the PACT optimizer. This schema generation ensures that maximum reordering potential exists.

5. Data flow optimization. The PACT optimizer picks physical execution strategies and potentially reorders operators.

6. Schema and glue code finalization. After the final data flow is known, this phase prunes away unnecessary fields for each operator and computes a compact local schema for each UDF’s input(s). This schema information is used to finalize the serialization/deserialization code, replacing the placeholders with the actual fields offsets in the binary data layout.

The first transformation, which maps the language data model to the logical tuple model, happens in the Scala compiler (we discuss various ways to hook into the compiler in Section 5.5). Our mechanism operates on the program’s abstract syntax tree (AST) and must consequently run after the type checking phase and before the (byte) code generation. The first additional step, the data type mapping, analyzes the data types of the UDFs’ input (the parameters) and the return types and creates a flattened tuple layout for them, following the mapping rules described in Section 5.4.2. Because each UDF is analyzed individually, the result of this phase is a set of logical tuple layouts with a local mapping of types in the language data model to fields in the tuple, i.e., each individual flattened schema starts numbering its fields at zero. The data type mapping step also analyzes the field selectors. Given the mapping for the UDF input data types, all accesses to the data types’ fields described by the field selectors are replaced with the indexes from this mapping.

Consider the example program given in Listing 5.7. The data types consumed and produced by the UDFs are the three case classes defined in Lines 20-22. In this simple example
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```scala
class Relational(ordersInput: String, lineItemsInput: String, ordersOutput: String) {
  val lineItems: DataStream[LineItem] = null
  val orders: DataStream[Order] = null
  val output: DataSink[OrderWithLineitem] = CSVDataSink(_.order.id,
                                                       _.order.shipPrio,
                                                       _.lineitem.price)

  val joined = orders join lineItems on { _.id } isEqualTo { _.id } map {
    (o, li) => OrderWithLineitem(o, li) }

  val filtered = joined filter { o =>
    o.order.status == 'F' &&
    o.order.date.substring(0, 4).toInt > 1993 &&
    o.order.prio.startsWith("5") }

  val result = filtered groupBy { o =>
    (o.order.id, o.order.shipPrio) }
  aggregate (sum, _.lineitem.price);
}
```

Listing 5.7: A sample Scala program using the Sky API, realizing a simple relational query (join, filter, aggregation).

Here, we can think of case classes tuples with named fields. The Order and LineItem data types are simply flattened into a 5- and 2-tuple, while the OrderWithLineitem class is flattened into a 7-tuple (first the fields from the nested Order type, then the fields from the nested LineItem type. The field selectors used to describe the join keys in Line 9 are both translated to value 0, as they access the first field in the class. The field selector in Line 16, which defines the grouping key for the aggregation, is translated to values 0, 1, and the selector in Line 17, defining the field to aggregate, is translated to the position 6.

The analysis of the UDFs for the additional properties (accessed and modified fields) is a complex topic in itself and is discussed later in Section 5.5. For now, we assume that after this first step, we know for each function which fields in its parameters are accessed and which ones are returned unmodified. In the example in Listing 5.7, the UDF in line 10 accesses all fields (as it creates a new object containing the entire objects passed as parameters), while the UDF in lines 13-15 accesses only fields 1, 2, and 3. Essentially all UDFs preserve all fields of their parameters (the filter returns the entire object unmodified, if it passes the filter, the join only concatenates the fields), except for the aggregation UDF, which changes the extendedPrice field.

---

8 In fact, Scala’s tuples are case classes where the fields are simply named _1 .. _n.
9 For testing and simulation purposes, we support manual semantic assertions declaring the accessed and modified fields through statements like:

```scala
filtered observes { o => (o.order.status, o.order.year, o.order.orderPriority) }
joined.right preserves { li => li.extendedPrice } as { pi =>
  pi.lineitem.extendedPrice
}
```
As a second step in the language compiler, we **generate the glue code** that transforms the binary records into the Scala objects and vice versa. This generated code wraps the Scala UDF and is invoked by the system whenever the UDF should be invoked. Recall that the data type mapping and the glue code generation happen independently for one UDF at a time. Because the final binary data layout cannot be known at this time (for example due to later reordering in the optimizer), the generated glue code is missing some information, like final offsets and whether fields are actually present (or pruned). Listing 5.8 shows conceptual code for the de-serializer of the `Order` data type as consumed by the `join` UDF in Listing 5.7. The class parameters `offX` denote the offsets where the records start in the buffers, the flags `pX` whether the fields are present.

Variable length fields (like Strings) are addressed indirectly: their offsets refer to the position in the header where the actual offset is found (cf. [53], Chapter 13).

```
1 class Deserializer(off1: Int, off2: Int, off3: Int, off4: Int, off5: Int,
2   p1: Boolean, p2: Boolean, p3: Boolean, p4: Boolean, p5: Boolean) {
3   def deserialize(b: Buffer, offset: Int, len: Int): Order = {
4     val id = if (p1) b.readInt(offset + off1) else null
5     val status = if (p2) b.readStringIndirect(offset + off2) else null
6     val date = if (p3) b.readStringIndirect(offset + off3) else null
7     val prio = if (p4) b.readStringIndirect(offset + off4) else null
8     val shipPrio = if (p5) b.readStringIndirect(offset + off5) else null
9     return new Order(id, status, date, prio, shipPrio)
10   }
11 }
```

Listing 5.8: Sample code of a parametrized deserializer.

The remaining steps take place in the PACT compiler. Once the program is submitted to the system for execution, the PACT compiler first instantiates the program assembler function to obtain a description of the data flow. After the instantiation of the data flow, we traverse the data flow in source-to-sink order to create the **global schema**. This global schema contains a field for every field produced by a data source and thus is similar to a de-normalized relational schema, resulting from joining all inputs (base relations). In addition, it contains a field for every additional field and every new version of a field created by a UDF or operator, following the idea of **static single assignment** code [10]. An example for a global schema for the program in Listing 5.7 is shown in Figure 5.4(a): Fields 0 and 1 represent the input fields from the `LineItems` source, and fields 2 to 6 those from the `Orders` source. The result of the join is fields 0 to 6, because all fields are kept constant; the same is true for the filter function. The aggregation operation adds field 7 for the aggregated `price`. One can think of the global schema to assign each field at every position in the data flow a unique name, except for the cases where we know that the field is a copy from a predecessor in the data flow.

The global schema generated by this step provides the input to the later analysis for pruning unused fields. In addition, the **static single assignment** (SSA) [10] nature of
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the schema meets the exact conditions described by Hueske et al. [63] to detect cases where UDFs may be reordered: To optimally discover read/write conflicts on fields, the fields consumed/produced by different functions must have different (logical) positions, unless they are copies of each other. While Hueske et al. describe an API that allows to manually write functions and data flows that meet these requirements, their approach does not separate logical and physical schema. This forces each function to be aware of the full context and global schema: UDFs are consequently not specialized to a specific position in the data flow, but to the data flow as a whole. We believe that our approach complements the operator reordering techniques from Hueske et al. optimally, by automatically generating a suitable intermediate representation on which to operate.

In the example in Listing 5.7, assume that the PACT optimizer decided to reorder the data flow by pushing the filter below the join. This is possible because the join preserves all fields that the filter accesses (fields 3, 4, and 5 in the global schema). As a result, the “filter” UDF follows the “orders” data source (Figure 5.4 (b) ).

The final step in the optimization is the schema finalization, consisting of pruning unnecessary fields and compacting the schema. This phase takes place after the PACT optimizer has determined the execution strategies for the program and has potentially reordered the user-defined functions and operators. The pruning analysis is similar to data flow analysis in language compilers to eliminate unused variables [6]: We traverse the data flow sink to source, adding at each UDF/operator the variables that are accessed to a read-set, and pruning those that are produced but not in the successors’ read-sets. Finally, create the compact physical runtime schema by taking the remaining fields and mapping them to a dense tuple, starting with the fixed-length fields, then adding the variable-length fields. The UDF serializers/deserializers/comparators are then parametrized with information whether a field has been pruned and, if not, what its physical offset in the input record is.

Figure 5.4 (c) shows finalized schema. The data sink writes only a subset of its input fields (2, 6, and 7 in the global schema) - all other fields my be pruned in the predecessors. Similarly, the aggregation accesses only its grouping fields and the price field (1, 2, 6). The join forwards fields without accessing them otherwise. Following this, the pruning analysis will discard the fields for status, date, and prio (3, 4, 5) after the filter UDF, leaving these fields unset the data types produced by the join and the aggregation. In a similar way, the fields produced by the “lineitem” data source (0 and 1) are contained in the filter UDF’s declared input data type, but are not accessed by the filter function; the respective deserializers will consequently not set them. As a result, the filter UDF, whose parameter has the OrderWithLineitem type, may follow the “orders” data source that produces records of a different data type (Order). Similarly, even though the join operator’s UDF “(o, li) => OrderWithLineitem(o, li)” logically creates a concatenation of the entire order and lineitem type, it only joins a subset of the fields. This example illustrates how both reordering and pruning depend on the same interactions.
of UDFs with fields in the global schema and mirror the operation of language compiler
data flow analysis on a coarser level (fields instead of variables, side-effect free functions
instead of individual instructions). The example illustrates nicely why this abstraction
blurs the boundary between UDF programming and specifying algebraic operations.

Figure 5.4.: The different schemas created by the compiler for the example program from
Listing 5.7. The gray shaded boxed describe the fields forwarded at each point. The number inside the operator boxed denote the fields accessed and created by this operator.

5.5. Staging User-defined Functions, Code Analysis, and Code Generation

Our approach generates serialization/deserialization code for user-defined data types (as
they appear in the signatures of user-defined functions) and performs a shallow analysis
of the user code to determine which fields are accessed and which fields are preserved
unmodified. This requires to obtain some form of representation of the UDF code which
can be analyzed. Hueske et al. suggested to use a simple form of byte code analysis
on the compiled UDFs to obtain the information about accessed fields and fields that
are forwarded without modification [63]. This approach is a pragmatic solution for
the analysis of simple Java UDFs: The Java compiler offers no flexible hooks to inject
additional logic, and the PACT compiler has frequently only access to the byte code
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of a UDF. Since the here presented techniques need to modify and augment the user
code with generated glue code, we chose to make use of the Scala compiler’s flexible
architecture and to operate on the function’s abstract syntax tree (AST) directly.

In the recent years, there has been active research around two different classes of techniques
that are particularly suitable to lift user-defined code for analysis, rewriting, and code
generation: AST lifting/compile-time meta programming and lightweight modular staging.
The first class of techniques essentially allows programmers to hook into the language
compiler at certain phases and get hold of the AST of the compilation unit or a local
subunit (like an individual function) to modify and/or augment it, potentially using
tools that abstract from the AST representation. It is useful if the majority of the code
may remain unmodified and only parts need to be changed or augmented. One way
to realize this technique is to use the Scala compiler’s modular architecture and insert
custom compiler plug-ins between some of the compiler’s transformation phases. Such a
compiler plug-in has access to the entire AST of the compilation unit, as well as to various
information concerning the compilation context/environment. The plug-in implementer
is responsible for finding the relevant part of the compilation unit’s AST that he wants
to analyze or modify. For the architecture of our language, a compiler plug-in is a viable
solution, as it allows us to get access to the AST, analyze it, augment it with the glue
code, and have the later phases of the compiler perform their optimization and the final
byte code translation.

Another technique supporting compile-time meta programming, called Compiler Macros [35],
has only recently been added to the Scala compiler. In essence, it allows the program-
er to declare abstract functions with special signatures, where the compiler invokes a
handler function whenever it translates an invocation of this function. This handler gets
passed the AST of its parameters, allowing it to analyze user-defined functions in the
case where a parameter is a function or closure. Because the handlers are specialized
for macro definitions and directly invoked with the macro function parameters, they
need no mechanism to locate the part of the compilation unit’s AST that describes the
user-defined function or -data types. The macro infrastructure also supports tools to
get an AST of a pre-defined piece of code and to merge such (modified) pre-defined
ASTs with ASTs from UDFs, making it a powerful tool to analyze, rewrite, and augment
user-defined code.

An entirely different approach is implemented by the lightweight modular staging (LMS) [90]
technique. LMS follows the idea of generative programming, where instead of creating a
program, one creates a program generator that can then create highly specialized code for
a certain target environment. It replaces the types that the program normally works on
by special Rep types. These Rep types provide the same functions that the normal data
types support, but rather than implementing the actual logic/behavior, these functions
create a symbolic description of themselves. As a consequence, the programs written
against the LMS abstraction look like regular Scala programs, but, when invoked, create a representation of themselves in a form comparable to a simple AST. This AST is amendable for analysis and can be used to generate code. The goal of LMS is to allow for simple definition of code lifting libraries, in order to gain a high level of abstraction, but retain efficiency through specialized code generation. It is possible to realize the compile chain described in this chapter using LMS. Instead of a plug-in to the Scala compiler, the LMS library would lift the entire UDF code. Similarly, the key selectors could be lifted with LMS. The analysis for the data type mapping could happen in a similar way as described. It would however take place outside the Scala compiler, but rather directly before the global schema generation. At the point where we currently finalize the generated glue code, LMS would do its entire code generation.

While LMS is a good match for compiled DSLs that attempt to create highly specialized code, it not the perfect match for our requirements. The gravest problem is that LMS’s method of staging code does not support all language constructs. Even with specialized versions of the Scala compiler (Scala Virtualized [80]), several constructs, like class definitions or variable declarations, are not lifted. Furthermore, lifting user defined or third party classes requires manual effort (defining Rep types). While this may present only a minor inconvenience to experienced DSL authors (as they can be expected to understand the difference between staged and non-staged code), it likely exceeds the abilities of many end users, who may not be professional software developers. Our UDFs desire full coverage of all language constructs, seamless interaction with third party libraries, and that our UDF code needs no rewriting, but only augmentation with glue code. We therefore implemented our code generation for the first version of the Sky language using a Scala compiler plug-in, set to run after the type checker phase and before the lambda lifting phase. To detect sites that require data type analysis and code generation, we use Scala’s mechanism of implicit parameters. These implicit parameters are parameters that are automatically provided by the compiler, if found within a certain scope. In the signatures of the second-order functions, we define the utilities (e.g., serializers/deserializers) for the function’s data types as an implicit parameter. The compiler plug-in detects an unsuccessful search for an implicit utility and generates the sought utility. This has the advantage that custom utilities can be provided by the programmer through simply declaring them as an implicit value in scope.

In the most current version, we realize the data type mapping and glue code serialization using the compiler macro feature. Because macros are handlers that run in the Scala compiler when compiling a UDF or data flow description, they work very similar to the code in the compiler plug-in. Because the macro handlers are invoked whenever the compiler translates a call to a macro function and passed the local context of this invocation, we can omit the previously mentioned mechanism that uses implicit parameters to detect the call sites where parameter types need to be analyzed.
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5.6. A Performance Overhead Comparison

In this section, we discuss benefits and overheads of the Sky API compared to the classical Java-based API. Assessing the effectiveness of an API or language is difficult, as there are no hard measures to refer to. Regarding the effort for the programmer to write programs, the lines of code may give a rough tendency. However, across different programming languages (here Java and Scala), the number of code lines allows only for a limited comparison. From our personal experience with programmers that we taught both APIs, we can say that the Scala-based API leads in the vast majority of cases to better productivity, meaning faster time-to-result and fewer errors.

The techniques presented above allow the Sky API to raise the level of abstraction compared to the PACT API, while maintaining good performance. In the following, we give an evaluation of the performance impact of the individual techniques used in the compile chain, in comparison to a naïve implementation of the Scala API.

We choose three example programs with different schema characteristics: The Word Count program from Section 5.1 (Listings 5.1 and 5.2) has a very simple schema, consisting of a primitive type string in the first step, and String/Integer tuples in the second step. The second program is the relation query used as an example in Section 5.4.4. We slightly modify it here to apply the filter before the join (as in Listing Appendix B.3). The query has a wide schema, out of which few fields are needed such that it is possible to apply aggressive field pruning. The final test program is the step function of the K-Means clustering algorithm, as given in Appendix B. We use the non-iterative variant here to factor out the influence of iteration specific mechanisms (such as data caching). The function is highly compute intensive through the comparison of every data point with every centroid. During this computation, however, many fields remain unchanged and are simply forwarded by the functions.

We test each of the above described programs with various configurations of the compile chain, as shown in Table 5.2. The first configuration (NoOpts) corresponds to a naïve implementation of the Sky API on top of the PACT API. No special optimization is performed and the key selector functions are executed for every tuple like a regular function to extract the key. The next variant (K) analyzes the key selectors at compile time and saves the overhead of executing the key selector functions at runtime as well as the extra space otherwise occupied by storing the designated key. As a next step, we activate schema compaction (KC). This reduces the number of fields that the physical schema has. However, without knowing what fields a function will access and which ones are forwarded unmodified, the schema compaction cannot yet prune these fields. It mostly eliminates fields reserved in the global schema but are not set at runtime anyways (and remain null), reducing the sparsity of the schema. Effective pruning becomes possible when activating the next optimization (KCA), which uses function analysis,
respectively assertions, to deduce which fields of the input data types are accessed by the functions, which are discarded, and which are returned unmodified. This allows pruning of discarded fields as well as circumventing the (de)serializers for fields that are only forwarded unmodified. The final optimization (KCAM) uses mutable objects for the data types passed to the functions, rather than immutable types. This allows the deserializers to reuse the objects and takes some pressure off the garbage collector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoOpts</td>
<td>The program is executed without any schema optimization and key selector functions are executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Key Selector functions are analyzed at compile time and not executed at runtime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC</td>
<td>((K)) + Schema is compacted after the PACT compiler’s optimization, resulting in smaller schemata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCA</td>
<td>((KC)) + Code analysis or assertions give knowledge about which fields are accessed in a function and which are returned unmodified. This results in smaller schemata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCAM</td>
<td>((KCA)) + Mutable object are used and re-used when the user code functions are invoked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2.: Configurations for the experiments enabling and disabling selected features of the compile chain.

The experiments were run on a four node cluster. Each machine contained two quad core Intel Xeon E5530 processors running at 2.40 GHz, disk array capable of supporting sequential reads at up to 400 MB/s. Worker processes used 36 GB of available RAM, where 26 GB were reserved by the PACT runtime for sort- and hash algorithms. The remainder was available for utilization by user code functions. The HDFS replication factor was set to two and data files used 128 MB block sizes. The default degree of parallelism set for each job was 32. The Figures 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 show the experimental results. The blue bars (PACT4S) show the runtime of the Scala programs going through the here described compile chain. We add as a baseline the performance of the same programs written against the PACT API (Chapter 3), once implemented in Java (dark gray line) and once in Scala (red line), to assess the effects introduced by the language compilers.

The results of the Word Count experiments are shown in Figure 5.5. The algorithm processes roughly 10 GB of text. The unoptimized version has about 40% overhead when compared to the PACT implementation. Compile time analysis of the key selector functions shows the most significant performance gain in this experiment. The schema compaction adds marginal benefit, which is expected, given the very simple schemas of the Word Count program. With information about which fields are accessed (KCA), the reduce function does not deserialize the word strings any more, as the function only
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Figure 5.5.: Performance of the Word Count program with different features of the compile chain enabled. See Table 5.2 for a description of the different experiment configurations.

Counts the elements per group without looking at the elements themselves. Using mutable objects gives another minor performance gain.

Figure 5.6 illustrates the results of the experiments with the relational query, which processes the “Orders” and the “Lineitem” table from the TPC-H benchmark [100] with scaling factor 100, encoded as CSV files. The data size is roughly 16.5 GB for the order table and 74 GB for the line item table. With all optimizations disabled, the query takes almost three times as long. The key selectors contribute a relative small performance gain. The schema compaction alone only cannot do much, but with additional semantic knowledge about accessed and modified fields (KCA), it prune unused fields early, reducing the size of shipped data, the size of the join hash tables, and even the parsing overhead for the CSV files. With this optimization, the performance of the Sky program is en par with the hand optimized PACT programs. Using mutable objects instead of immutable ones does not contribute visibly to the performance.

The performance of the unoptimized K-Means step function is more than four times slower than that of the PACT implementations. Analyzing the key selector functions brings this overhead down a bit, while schema compaction yielded an additional 70% gain, relative to the baseline. As in the previous experiment, the greatest improvement is achieved by the analysis/assertions about field accesses and copies. In contrast to the relational query experiments, where knowledge about accessed and written fields allowed to prune unneeded fields, the program can here forward many fields directly from the input to the output in binary form, reducing the (de)serialization overhead. This is especially important in the Cross operation that computes the distances between the
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Figure 5.6.: Performance of a Relational Query (Appendix B.3) with different features of the compile chain enabled. See Table 5.2 for a description of the different experiment configurations.

centroids and data points, because this function is invokes very many times. Mutable types accounted for another 15% performance improvement.

In conclusion, the experiments show the value of the optimizations performed by the Sky compile chain. The programs from the still have a noticeable overhead, compared to their native PACT cousins. Possible reasons for this are plentiful: While the PACT API allows to write programs which work with no object allocation at runtime, the generated serialization code still creates objects, thus putting more pressure on the JVM’s garbage collector. Furthermore, the generated code goes through additional virtual method calls in the serializers and deserializers. These problems are, however, ultimately attributed to the specific implementation of the code generation, and not fundamental. The Java versus Scala baselines shows that the performance of Scala programs per se is highly competitive with that of Java programs.

5.7. Related Work

The related work to our approach can be divided into two broad categories: The first one deals with alternative designs for parallel programming language frontends and APIs. We will discuss alternative languages highlight which of the here motivated problems they address and what their techniques are. In the second part, we elaborate on alternative approaches to lift the user-defined function code, to analyze it, and to generate the glue code between the UDF and the runtime system.
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Figure 5.7.: Performance of the K-Means program with different features of the compile chain enabled. See Table 5.2 for a description of the different experiment configurations.

5.7.1. Other Language Frontend Designs

*Flume Java* [41] implements a fluent API for MapReduce in Java. Its design is very much determined by the effort to lessen the overhead induced by the inherent mismatch between Java’s imperative programming paradigm and the functional nature of the MapReduce model. The authors recognized that problem and motivate their approach as a pragmatic solution to the problem that fits into the predominant Java ecosystem. Flume Java performs some limited optimization (for example map function chaining), but its optimization potential is fundamentally limited by the key/value pair data model and the small set of primitives it adopts from MapReduce.

The *Spark system* [112] from the University of California, Berkeley, is the result of implementing a fluent syntax in a functional language. Similar to our solution, they use Scala as the host language and make extensive use of its rich data model and its ability to serialize closures. Spark gets rid of serialization glue code through a generic serialization library (Kryo [73]). In contrast, our approach features a well-defined data model based on the concept of algebraic types. This model is a central tenet of its design and serves as the foundation for several of its core features, such as field selectors and the transparent mapping to the logical record model, which in turn enables deep optimization. While simple programs look compellingly concise in Spark (and in fact bear great resemblance to those in Sky), its overly simple data model (key/value pairs) prohibits advanced optimization as supported by our system, like push-down of operations into the constant data path. For operations that require a key, programs must transform
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the data into a key/value pair. Sky's richer and well-defined data model, with its concept of field selectors, allows it to apply its built-in operators beyond simple 2-tuple data types. Spark's runtime does not support iterations per se, but it is feasible for Spark to write an iteration loop. The Spark client repeatedly pushes work requests to the runtime with comparatively low latency, caching intermediate data sets in main memory. Incremental iterations can only be emulated by explicitly copying unmodified elements of the solution set, which often adds significant overhead in later supersteps, where few elements change. Microstep iterations are not possible in this model.

Scalding \cite{92} implements a functional language frontend on top of the Cascading library \cite{37} for Hadoop \cite{106}. Like the solution presented in this chapter, it uses the Scala language to host the abstraction. Scalding provides a fluent syntax and uses standard mechanisms and serialization libraries to avoid much formal noise. Of particular interest is the tuple-oriented API, which provides some form of logical abstraction from the physical data model. All fields in the tuple data stream are always named, starting with the data sources that assign initial names to the fields of their produced tuples. UDFs state the names of the fields they consume and produce, allowing functions to operate on tuples irrespective of the number of fields present in the tuple. Each produced field is appended to the tuple unless the result name exists already and unneeded fields may be projected early. Because Scalding does not lift the code for analysis (at least of the parameter types and the return type), it is limited to the tuple data model and cannot perform compile-time type checks. In comparison, Sky's data model is much more expressive and is mapped by the compiler during the global schema generation, and unused field pruning happens automatically during schema compaction. Sky also avoids explicit stating of the read and written fields by performing code analysis to determine them. Furthermore, Sky supports iterations and performs much deeper holistic data flow optimization. The later is partly due to the fact that Scalding builds on Cascading and consequently the Hadoop stack, which limits the set of possible execution strategies.

ScalOps \cite{104} is an embedded Scala DSL designed for machine learning algorithms. Like all the other languages discussed here, it provides data parallel primitives such as map, reduce, CoGroup. Unlike the previously mentioned languages, but much like our approach, it features a lifted looping construct for iteration. The design of ScalOps' user-facing API is relatively similar to that of our Sky language. However, both frameworks differs significantly in their underpinnings. ScalOps targets the Hyracks platform. Its compiler turns programs into relational query plans via an intermediate Datalog representation \cite{33}. Loops are translated to recursive query plans, thus avoiding a client-side driver. While the authors published the specification and optimization via recursive Datalog programs, there is no published material available to date that describes ScalOps' approach to language embedding and the translation of lifted expressions to Datalog rules.
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5.7.2. Code Analysis and Code Generation

Serialization frameworks like Avro [12], Thrift [16] and the Protocol Buffers project [56], realize some form of code generation (specifically data types and data type utilities like serializers) without explicit support from the host language’s compiler. In their approach, the programmer declares types in an auxiliary interface definition language. Prior to the compilation of the actual user program that uses these types, the auxiliary schema files must be processed by some compiler to generate JVM byte code consumable by the user’s program. This approach not only complicates the compile chain and introduces an additional tool-set for the programmer to learn, it also severely complicates the analysis of program code interacting with these types. A good example for that is the analysis of the field selector functions, which would need to work against generated types and schema defined in an external file and language. These hassles can be avoided by working directly with the program’s abstract syntax tree.

The Jet Framework [3] defines a programming model for distributed data-parallel processing and embeds it into the Scala language. While the user-facing part of the framework is similar to Sky or Spark, its implementation is based on the concept of Lightweight Modular Staging (LMS), which was briefly discussed in Section 5.5. The essential differences between our approach and Jet boil down to a large extend to implication of choosing LMS to host the DSL, or using a compiler hook analyze the user-defined code. Jet performs aggressive optimization of the actual user function code, while our design incorporates an optimizer for holistic data flow optimization. Jet exploits LMS’ inherent side effect tracking to detect and prune unused fields from the data flow. Our global schema generation and compaction achieves a similar result. Both approaches require explicit knowledge about the function behavior. LMS assumes by default that operations are pure and provides a set of annotations that can be applied inline to a function definition to indicate its local side effects, such as object allocation or mutation. This is a suitable approach for languages that target an expert audience, or even DSL authors. Since our approach aims at being a general-purpose data analytics language, we take a conservative view and assume that functions are impure, guaranteeing correctness in the absence of either user-defined-, or analysis-derived specifications. Our semantic assertions are at a higher level of abstraction than low-level side effect annotations. Because Jet stages the user code, it can apply aggressive optimization, like chaining of operations together to reduce overhead. Through LMS, Jet also features an extensible code generation layer that allows it to target multiple different backends, currently Spark and Crunch. The price is that Jet restricts the language to what is supported by LMS, which currently excludes several constructs of the Scala Language, or requires manual wrapping into LMS Rep types. Current Jet attempts to lessen the burden on users by providing a script to parse Scala classes and generate the corresponding Rep types. Since the script only does an incomplete job, it would be interesting to see if a compiler plug-in could provide an
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automatic lifting facility robust enough to alleviate these concerns.

In essence, the design goals of the project are different. If you aim at generating efficient code for multiple target systems, lifting the user-defined code is a prerequisite. Jet with LMS provides a suitable architecture for that, but requires that concessions be made with respect to the richness of the languages type system. In contrast, our approach based on compile time code analysis and -generation places no restrictions on the language used in the user functions and still achieves very deep optimization, but cannot generate code for different platforms.

The Delite Compiler Framework \cite{32,91} aims at decoupling parallel programming language frontends from the execution engines. It allows for the creation of DSLs that compile to different systems and hardware platforms (currently Scala, CUDA, and C++). In contrast to Jet, Delite is not a DSL but framework for building DSLs, although the boundaries in this space can become somewhat fluid when the domain encompasses an entire programming paradigm. Similar to other language compiler frameworks (like for example LLVM \cite{75}), it transforms all languages into an common intermediate representation of primitives, from which it generates code for the specific target system or platform. This intermediate representation contains rich primitives for many data parallel operations, such as the second-order functions map, reduce, and zip, as well as a divide-and-conquer primitive used for looping/recursing. Delite uses LMS to define DSLs and translate them into the intermediate representation. Currently, its code generation layer focuses on multi-core parallelism and GPU offloading. However, since this layer is extensible, it is not difficult to imagine DSLs like Jet being built on top of Delite to target both in-memory and distributed data processing scenarios simultaneously. The discussion comparing our approach to Jet applies to Delite as well, given their common LMS underpinnings.

It is theoretically possible to move the code generation of the entire UDFs until after the data flow optimizer, or into to the runtime system. There are some projects that investigate technology related to that approach, all of them investigating techniques for just-in-time (JIT) compilation and code generation. The Truffle project \cite{107} created a virtual machine with self optimizing abstract syntax trees. The runtime takes code that is written in a very generic fashion (such as a context agnostic record model) and dynamically generates optimized low-level code for the hot paths (specific to the final position of the UDF in the plan). Truffle targets more dynamic environments. Given that the context of a UDF remains stable after the data flow optimization, compile time code generation techniques produce better results. First, they can fully exploit all schema information without a ramp-up phase to determine the hot path. Second, they need no safe-guards in the generated code to detect changes in the code paths and to “de-optimize” and start a new round of detecting hot paths.
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The QVM (Query Virtual Machine) project at Oracle Inc. investigates techniques to run user-defined code deeply linked with the database runtime. They make extensive use of just-in-time compilation techniques to generate code that merges the database operator implementation and interacting UDFs, having no runtime separation between database kernel and user code. Unfortunately, we do not know of any publications, yet, detailing the approach.

5.8. Conclusion

We have presented the design of the Sky domain-specific functional language for data analysis, embedded in the Scala programming language. The language is designed for fluent composition of programs with user-defined operations. The language design reduces program fragmentation and frees programmers from writing code to bridge between the algorithm and the executing system, thus severely reducing the programs formal noise. The compiler, consisting of a Scala compiler plug-in and a standalone Java step, creates efficient programs to be executed with the Stratosphere runtime.

The compilation process allows the Sky language to separate the surfaced data model (a large subset of Scala’s data model) from the data model used by the distributed runtime. Internally, the compiler uses data type analysis, code analysis, code generation, and schema generation and compaction to efficiently map the user-defined functions to Stratosphere’s runtime. The result is that functions and programs are very concise and reusable and at the same time efficient in the execution.

The here presented language is a major step forward for parallel programming APIs towards an abstraction level that is similar to that of relational query languages. At the same time some open issues remain. One big distinction to relational queries is that Sky programs need to always explicitly construct the result types of operations like joins (somewhat necessary for languages with such a flexible data model), where relational queries simply use the union logical attributes for the result schema. While it is possible to add default result types for some operations and data types (for example for the join of tuples), the result types would not retain the logical names of their parts. The realization of such a feature would need language support such as computed types, which are a complex feature and not available in Scala or any major programming language. An implementation of a similar mechanism inside the schema generator is possible, but forces the API to give up type-safety. The deep integration of the relational data model with the programming language’s data model inside the language’s type system is an open question for programming language research. Given the available techniques of today’s programming languages, we believe that the approach presented in this chapter is an elegant and strong solution.
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To the best of our knowledge, the techniques presented here are novel, especially in the way they are combined. We have discussed work related to the individual contributions of the thesis in the respective chapters. In this chapter, we would like to specifically discuss two related research projects and the systems they have built: The Asterix project and the Spark project. The discussion here focuses on the overall architecture of the systems, rather than on relationships between individual techniques. We will in how far these systems achieve similar goals and how the designs differ.

6.1. The Asterix Project

The Asterix Project is research and development effort headed by the University of California, Irvine (UCI). The current state is a first release of the system “Asterix DB”, which offers a complete data processing stack, from query language, optimizer, runtime, and storage. The Asterix architecture combines both classical parallel database techniques with techniques that more recently sprouted in the context of parallel runtimes for non-relational data.

Asterix DB supports the Hive and Pig query languages from the Hadoop ecosystem, as well as its own language “Asterix Query Language” (AQL) for semi-structured data. AQL builds on a data model that is similar to JSON, but with the possibility to define strict schemata and extensible schemata. The system uses a common optimizer framework “Algebrix” for all its supported languages. Algebrix is an extensible rule based query optimizer that works data model independent, but data model specific rules may exist. The data models are represented to the runtime through a set of utility classes that encapsulate serialization and field accesses, record manipulations, and operations like hashing and comparisons.

Our concepts of PACTs is related to this design: PACT acts as the intermediate representation of an optimizer that supports multiple query languages and programming APIs on top: Sky, Meteor, Pig, and a proof-of-concept adoption of the JAQL language. At the same time, we maintain PACT as a data-parallel UDF programming abstraction. The second-order functions define through their constraints the core set of logical-to-physical transformation rules that are enumerated by the optimizer. Additional
transformation rules come from two different sources: First, the latest version of the Stratosphere system uses the original PACTs as the basis of an operator hierarchy that specializes them to joins, aggregations, etc., for which logical transformation rules exist. Second, Hueske et al. have shown that elementary rules for reordering exist and that the conditions are deducible from read/write conflicts on attributes. These rules represent additional logical transformation rules. Overall, the Algebrix optimizer framework can perform more transformations, but requires in general more semantic knowledge; the approaches followed in Stratosphere aim to perform as much optimization as possible without explicit specification of higher semantics. Data model independence in the optimizer happens in an analogous way in both Algebrix and PACT. The schema finalization and code generation as described in Chapter 5 Section 5.4.4 realize the same gluing between the optimizer’s result and the data model dependent runtime operations.

The Asterix project runs its programs on the parallel query engine Hyracks [31], while we run programs written in Sky and PACT on the Nephele streaming system. Hyracks jobs are in general DAGs or operators (or stages of operators) while the Nephele system implements a DAG of data streams, with additional information about materializing/pipelining behavior of the task that consume and produce the streams. Both abstractions support controlled cyclic data flow graphs as needed for iterative/recursive computations. Because the execution engines are orthogonal to the query abstraction and query compilation techniques presented here in this thesis, the execution engines are to a large extent interchangeable.

Asterix DB offers a separate abstraction for vertex-centric computing (Pregel-style [78]) called “Pregelix”. Under its hood, the query execution is similar as the optimizer plan created for Pregel-style programs by the techniques described in Chapter 4.

The “ScalOps” machine learning language [104] is not a direct part of Asterix DB, but part of the research ecosystem of the Asterix project. It follows many similar goals as the Sky language presented in this thesis. From a language design point, many aspects are shared, such as using functions to extract the relevant keys. In contrast to the approach taken in Sky, there is no analysis of the data model and the key selector functions in ScalOps - the functions are executed at runtime, rather than translated into field references. Similarly, the current publications leave it open how the flexible data model in ScalOps, which is essentially that of the Scala language, is integrated with the runtime or the Algebrix optimizer. In Chapter 4 we present exactly these techniques using code analysis and code generation. A related publication by the same authors [33] describes a way to optimize machine learning programs when specified via recursive datalog rules. This optimization arrives at similar results as the techniques presented in Chapter 4. The published techniques are however more suited to design language abstractions than to expose them directly as a query interface. Additional discussions can be found in Section 4.6.2 and Section 5.7.
Among all projects we know of, the Asterix project and system are closest to the
techniques presented here. The system stacks of Stratosphere and Asterix are very similar
in their structure. In many fields the Asterix project has solved similar problems in a
different way and arrived at a comparable solution.

6.2. The Spark Project

The Spark project is part of the “Berkeley Data Analytics Stack” (BDAS), developed
at the University of California, Berkeley (UCB). At the project’s core is the Spark
system [112], which builds on second-order functions over distributed collections. On
top of Spark sit various extensions, such a SQL compiler (Shark [108]), an interface for
streaming-like programs (Spark Streaming [113]), and libraries with various templates
(for example vertex-centric graph processing). In contrast to the Asterix project and the
works presented here, the Spark Project is more a collection of interfaces and compilers
that have in common that they all execute on the Spark system, rather then sharing a
common language or algebra core.

The Spark system [112] forms the core of the project and the base of the analytics stack.
Spark’s abstraction centers around so called “Resilient Distributed Data Sets” (RDDs),
which represent the intermediate results and are transformed through operations that
are similar to the primitives of PACT. Spark programs are regular Scala programs that
use second-order functions on the RDD data type. These programs are not deployed
into the parallel runtime as a query data flow, but executed in batched fashion, one
operation after the other, as the program invokes them. Data types are serialized for
network transfer through either Java’s built-in serialization mechanism, or through the
Kryo framework [73]. Through that abstraction, Spark programs have out-of-the-box
a powerful control flow mechanism, which can implement loops and programs that are
composed incrementally, statement by statement in a shell-like fashion.

Spark’s goal is to provide a simple but powerful abstraction for distributed operations. The
API to define programs uses a key/value data model and translates set transformations
directly into a distributed operation. In contrast to that, our Sky language offers an
algebraic data model and field selectors functions in order to apply the available operations
to complex data models beyond key/value pairs. Sky maps these Scala programs to
PACT program specifications through generating a flat schema with logical global fields.
That way, programs can use more complex data models than in Spark and are still
amendable to the relational-style optimizations of PACT.

Shark [108] implements a SQL interface on top of Spark, translating SQL into a series of
transformation on the input data sets. The example of Shark shows nicely the differences
between the approach taken by Spark and the approach of our work and Asterix: While
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Shark comes with a domain specific optimizer for SQL, both Asterix and the PACT have a common optimizer that is abstracted below generic set primitives. The result is that the programs and higher level language front-ends implemented on top of PACT (Chapter 3) or Asterix’s Algebrix abstraction benefit directly form the optimizer. Sharing the optimizer between multiple front-end languages also implies that it is possible to holistically optimize programs consisting of parts written in different front-end languages.

In Spark, iterative programs are simply repeated invocations of the same functions over the previous result. This resembles the mechanism for iterative programs in Hadoop (loop outside the system), but the API makes them much more elegant. In addition, the intermediate results are kept in memory, which circumvents the overhead of repeated (distributed) filesystem I/O, when compared to Hadoop. In contrast, our approach in Stratosphere runs the loop inside the system, which gives it the ability to offer the workset iteration abstraction that does not need to touch the entire intermediate result in every iteration. Furthermore, the optimizer abstracted below the PACT model can automatically optimize iterations with respect to identifying loop invariant data and re-using data properties across supersteps.

In comparison to Stratosphere and Asterix, Spark resembles more a collection of efficient distributed tools, while the other two systems are centered around algebraic models that can deeply integrate the different front-ends and share system components like optimizers.
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Data analytics is becoming increasingly important for many companies and scientific institutions. In addition to simply scaling to larger data volumes, the fast developing field of advanced analytics requires to evaluate complex algorithms in parallel over data in various formats. Machine learning, data mining, and graph analysis algorithms are at the heart of this new direction of data analytics that aims at modeling the data with its hidden patterns and relationships, instead of only describing it with statistical moments. At the same time, the classical operations still play a major role. They are needed as part of traditional descriptive analytics, and in data exploration, transformation, cleansing, normalization. The later are often executed as part of data preparation phases such as ETL (extract, transform, load) for warehousing or to preprocess data before the training of statistical models.

The recent research efforts have suggested a series of systems which address the problems of bringing parallel analytics to different data structures, new types of operations, or complex iterative algorithms. In most cases, these systems specialize on certain types of operations and are only able to cover a very specific subset of operations efficiently. Parallel relational databases are highly efficient at SQL-style analytics, MapReduce related systems are good at handling unstructured data and non relational operations, graph analysis systems are efficient for the analysis of graph structures data and for certain machine-learning algorithms. Few systems have taken on the challenge to create abstractions and runtimes that are able to efficiently represent and execute problems across these domains. The techniques presented in this thesis support the creation of an abstraction for efficient analytical algorithms across the here states use cases.

The relationship between technologies based on the MapReduce idea and the technological fields of relational databases (and their offspring) has been rather controversial. While MapReduce opened up the field of parallel analytics to many new applications, the approach gave up many of the well-researched and time-tested benefits of relational databases - most importantly the benefits of schema and a declarative language that abstracts from execution-related details and can be automatically optimized. These benefits are widely considered important in making analytical applications testable, maintainable, and efficient. Because of giving up these features, MapReduce has often been labeled “a major step backwards”. Efforts to bring relational database techniques to MapReduce resulted in either giving up the generality of MapReduce, or in wiring
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relational operations and MapReduce style operations together in a work flow fashion rather than integrating them.

We believe that the concepts presented in this thesis allow to define a sweet spot between analytical relational databases and MapReduce techniques. They combine many of the advantages of both fields, offering many of the important benefits of the relational database approach without giving up the generality of MapReduce style systems. We employ techniques from the fields of databases and compiler construction to bring relational techniques to non-relational domain specific programs. Data type analysis and mapping and code generation bridge between the more general programs and the constrained algebraic database abstractions. At the same time, we present techniques that push the abilities of our abstraction beyond the ability of both MapReduce and relational databases, allowing programmers to write complex iterative algorithms efficiently. Our approach is based on a principled data flow abstraction for iterative algorithms. For algorithms that are typically stateful and incrementally improve the state, we suggested an abstraction based on worksets and deltas. We provided optimization techniques for iterative programs that deal with cross-loop optimization and loop-invariant data. The suggested abstraction is powerful, subsuming dedicated systems while offering competitive performance.

The here presented research results lead to a series of interesting follow-up questions:

- The techniques used to create the Scala-based functional programming front-end (Chapter 5) are not specific to Scala, or functional programming languages. It would be interesting to see in how far the here presented abstractions can be applied to a language like SQL. SQL could be extended with a complex data model and an adoption of the selector functions (for example in the form of simple path expressions). Using a lambda syntax for inline user-defined functions could result in a similarly general and concise abstraction as the one presented here. Beyond SQL, also other languages are interesting to consider. In the field of statistical analysis and machine learning, the R language is very popular. While not all R language features are easy to integrate with parallelizable functions (for example generic loops), some look like a good match for a data-parallel API.

- The abstraction presented here for iterative algorithms, especially for stateful iterative algorithms is very powerful. Yet, experience has shown that it is not the simplest to use for programmers that implement these algorithms. While it remains a powerful abstraction for the optimizer to reason about iterative algorithms, we plan to build various different APIs (more specialized an easier to use) on top of it. Examples a Pregel-style API, and an API for generic sparse dependency problems. By sitting on top of the workset abstraction, they fit into the optimization framework and can be embedded in PACT programs.
The distinction between bulk iterations and incremental iterations makes sense for many algorithms and from a system perspective. Ideally, however, the programmer would not have to worry about that distinction. In cases where the program exposes sufficient semantics about the computation, some techniques to automatically incrementalize iterative computations can be applied. It remains an open question in how a system can automatically exploit computational dependencies for more generic UDF program with less semantic knowledge about the computations.
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A. A Brief Introduction to Scala

This appendix gives a very brief introduction to the Scala language. It is not designed to teach the reader Scala, but rather help to bridge the Scala syntax towards other well-known programming languages, such as Java or C++, in order to make the Scala code samples used throughout this thesis understandable. We assume that the reader is familiar with Java or C++. For a comprehensive introduction to Scala, please refer to the book “Programming in Scala” [83].

The introduction will cover:

- Variables and assignments
- Generics
- Control flow
- Functions, function literals
- Higher-order functions, lambdas
- Object orientation, classes, case classes

Basics

Scala is a hybrid language, offering constructs from both functional programming and object oriented programming. As in other pure object-oriented languages, every data type is an object. As in functional programming, functions are objects, can be passed as parameters and be assigned to variables.

Scala’s basic type system is similar to that of Java and C++, offering the types Byte, Short, Int, Long (8-, 16-, 32, and 64 bit integer numbers), Float and Double (for 32 bit resp. 64 bit floating point numbers), as well as Char and String (for single characters resp. character strings) and Boolean.

Expressions (e.g., x+y, sum += t) appear the same way as in Java and C++. Scala allows operator overloading as a special case of functions that have are named like the operator. In fact, the basic operators are all implemented as functions on the built-in types. Scala determines operator precedence and associativity through a set of basic
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rules on function names. Expressions need not be terminated with a semicolon, as in Java or C++, as long as no other expression follows in the same line.

Variables and Assignments

Variables are declared following the pattern “(val|var) <name> :<type> = <value>”. Scala supports two types of variables: Variables with immutable assignments (val) and variables with mutable assignments (var). In comparison to Java and C++, “var” is like a regular variable, while “val” is like a “const” or “final” variable. The Scala compiler has powerful type inference, such that the variable type can often be omitted.

```
1 val half : Double = 0.5  // type explicitly set to Double
2 val full : Float = 1    // type explicitly set as Float
3 val product = half * full // type inferred as Double
4 val x = 1              // type inferred to be Int
5 x += 2                // error, immutable assignment
6 var line = "Home sweet " // type inferred as string
7 line += "Home"         // line is now "Home sweet Home"
8 val array: Array[String] = new Array(1) // create string array of size 1
9 array(0) = "some string" // contents changed, but not variable assignment
```

Generic Data Types & Tuples

Scala supports generic data types. These data types are specialized towards a type when they are instantiated. A simple example is the Array type, which is specialized towards the specific type of element that it holds. Generic parameters are given in square brackets [ ]. Generic types can also be inferred by the compiler in many cases. If types are mixed, the compiler uses the most specific common ancestor in the type hierarchy, which may be the root of the type hierarchy, the Any type (comparable to Object in Java, but also the super-class of value types like Int and Boolean).

```
1 val a : Array[String] = new Array("abc", "def", "ghi")
2 val b : = new Array(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) // type inferred as Array[Int]
3 val c : = new Array(1, 0.2, 0.3f) // type inferred as Array[Double]
4 val list = List("abc", 1, true) // type is List[Any]
```

A special generic type in Scala are tuples. Tuples are n-ary data types with possibly different types at each position. This contrasts them to arrays, which are sequences of the same data type. Tuples are first class language citizens and are defined in round
val t = (1, "blue", true)  // type is tuple (Int, String, Boolean)
val e : (Double, Long) = (5, 1)  // explicitly typed tuple
val s : String = t._2  // get the second field of tuple t
val v = e._1  // value of field 1 in tuple e
val list : List[(Int, Double)] = List( (1, 0.5), (2, 3) )  // list of tuples

parentheses: (a, b, c, ...). The fields tuples are named _1, _2, _3, ... until _n,
where n is the arity of the tuple.

Similar to C++, Scala's generics support annotations of covariance and contravariance,
to tell the compiler whether super-classes or subclasses are valid substitutes for a generic
type. For details, we refer the reader to [83].

Control Flow Constructs

Scala supports the usual control flow constructs, like if ... then ... else ..., while
loops, and for loops. Their syntax is given below by example. In Scala, all code blocks
return a value, including those in conditional expressions and loops. The returned value
is always the last statement in the block; if the last statement is a function, it is the
function's return type. That way, the if-then-else expressions can be used to assign values
to variables (similar to the ternary conditional operator <condition> ? <true> : <false>
in Java and C++). The return type may be Unit (which is the type returned
by functions with no return type, similar to void in Java and C++).

val configFile = if (configFile.exists()) {
  configFile.getAbsPath()
} else {
  configFile.createNewFile()
}

if (x > 0) println("positive")
else println("negative")  // return type if statement is Unit

while (it.hasNext) foo(it.next)

for (i <- 1 to 4) println(i)  // prints 1, 2, 3, 4
for (j <- List.range(1, 10)) println(j * 2)  // prints 2, 4, 6, ...

Functions

Functions in Scala are defined following the pattern def <name> (<parameters>) :
<return-type> = <body>. The parameters are a list of variable declarations.
Because of Scala's sophisticated type inference, the return type may be omitted in many
cases. Functions may return values, or Unit(), which is returned when the function
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has no actual return type. As such, `Unit()` is used in situations where Java and C++ would use the `void` keyword.

```scala
// this function has an inferred return type
def sumOfSquares(x: Double, y: Double) = square(x) + square(y) // returns 13

def abs(x: Double) = if (x >= 0) x else -x

// a function with return type Unit
def echo(msg: String) = println("Hello "+ msg)

// this function has an inferred return type
sumOfSquares(2, 3) // returns 13
println(sumOfSquares(2, 3)) // returns 13
```

In Scala, functions defined in classes need not be invoked with the dot notation `type.function()`. In most cases, the dot can be omitted. Similarly, if a function takes no parameters, the parentheses can be omitted. Functions without parameters hence appear like immutable variables. This is called the uniform access pattern.

```scala
// both statements are equivalent
println(System.currentTimeMillis())
println(System.currentTimeMillis())
```

Functions are objects in Scala and can be assigned to variables. The type of the variable is `<parameter types> => <return type>`, which denotes a function that turns the given parameters into the return type. This is illustrated by the following code snippet:

```scala
// define variable of function from Double to Double
var op : Double => Double = null

// assign the op function variable
op = square
op(4) // returns 16

// reassign the op variable
op = cube
op(4) // returns 64
```

In some cases, it is not necessary to define a function explicitly with a name, because its only use is that it will be assigned to a variable. This is analogous to declaring an anonymous subclass in Java, which happens when the only purpose of the class is to be instantiated once and being assigned to a variable. The declaration of anonymous
functions follows the function literal syntax `<parameters> => <body>`. Note that the parameter list may be empty.

```scala
1 // variable with explicit type function Int to Int and anonymous
2 // function body
3 val times2 : Int => Int = (x: Int) => 2*x
4 times2(5) // returns 10
5
6 // variable with inferred type "Int => Int"
7 val times3 = (x: Int) => 3*x
8 times3(5) // returns 15
9
10 // function with explicitly type (no parameters) to Long.
11 val time : () => Long = () => System.currentTimeMillis
```

**Higher-Order Functions**

Higher-order functions are functions that take other functions as arguments. Functions whose arguments are not functions themselves are called first-order functions. Functions whose arguments include first-order functions are called second-order functions, and so on. The functions passed as arguments may be regular named functions, variables with functions assigned to them, or directly inline defined anonymous functions. The latter are often called *lambdas*. The following code snippet illustrates that at the example of the foreach function, defined on lists. This second-order function invokes the given function once for every element and supplies the element to that function. It expects a function with one argument which is of the type of the list’s elements. If a function is the only parameter, it may be wrapped in curly braces (like a code block) instead of round parentheses.

```scala
1 // standalone function
2 def printElement(x: Int) = println("element " + x)
3
4 // anonymous function
5 val printer = (x: Int) => println("element " + x)
6
7 val lst = List(1, 2, 3)
8
9 // all three statements do the same
10 lst.foreach(printElement)
11 lst.foreach(printer)
12 lst.foreach(x => println("element " + x))
13
14 // prints:
15 // element 1
16 // element 2
17 // element 3
18
19 // this does not compile, as the foreach function expects a
20 // function with one parameter
21 lst.foreach((x, y) => println("element " + x))
22
23 // this does not compile, as the foreach function expects a
24 // function from Int to Unit
25 lst.foreach((x: String) => println("element " + x))
```
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Second-order functions are particularly common on the processing of collections. Among the most common second order functions are:

- **filter**: Each element is tested whether it passes a boolean condition.
- **map**: Each element of the collection is individually transformed.
- **flatMap**: Each element of the collection is individually transformed. If the result is multiple elements, the resulting collection is flattened.
- **reduceLeft/reduceRight**: Incrementally combines two elements of the list until the list has only a single element.

```scala
val lst = List(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

lst.filter(_ < 3) // result is List(1, 2)  

lst.map(_ + 1)   // result is List(2, 3, 4, 5, 6)  

lst.reduceLeft(_ + _) // result is 15

val strings = List("abc", "def")

strings.map(_.toCharArray())  // --> returns List([a,b,c],[d,e,f])  

strings.flatMap(_.toCharArray())  // --> returns List(a,b,c,d,e,f)
```

For function literals, scala has a shortcut notation for the parameters passed to the functions. The underscore character `_` acts as a placeholder for the parameters. The first underscore takes the place of the first parameter, the second underscore the place of the second parameter, and so on. Using the underscore notation, the function literal needs not specify a parameter list any more. The statements from the previous example can be rewritten as the following:

```scala
val lst = List(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

lst.filter(_ < 3) // result is List(1, 2)  

lst.map(_ + 1)   // result is List(2, 3, 4, 5, 6)  

lst.reduceLeft(_ + _) // result is 15

val strings = List("abc", "def")

strings.map(_.toCharArray())  // --> returns List([a,b,c],[d,e,f])  

strings.flatMap(_.toCharArray())  // --> returns List(a,b,c,d,e,f)
```

As mentioned earlier, Scala’s functions come with syntactic flavors that allow programmers to omit dots and replacing parentheses. When chaining function calls, this gives the impression of a scripting language, more than a functional or object oriented language.
The basic mechanics of object orientation in Scala are very similar to those in Java. For simplicity, we will not discuss Scala’s concepts of Traits and mix-in inheritance here. As far as the examples in this thesis are concerned, the most important difference between Scala and Java is that Scala’s syntax is much more concise. The following examples illustrates that. In addition Scala features so called case classes. These work very similar to regular classes, but come with extra utility methods and can be used for pattern matching (not covered here).
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B. Additional Code Samples

This chapter of the appendix lists additional code samples in different languages.

Word Histogram Building

```java
public class Map extends Mapper<LongWritable, Text, Text, IntWritable> {
    private final IntWritable one = new IntWritable(1);
    private Text word = new Text();

    public void map(LongWritable key, Text value, Context context) {
        String line = value.toString();
        StringTokenizer tokenizer = new StringTokenizer(line);
        while (tokenizer.hasMoreTokens()) {
            word.set(tokenizer.nextToken());
            context.write(word, one);
        }
    }
}

public class Reduce extends Reducer<Text, IntWritable, Text, IntWritable> {
    public void reduce(Text key, Iterable<IntWritable> values, Context context) {
        int sum = 0;
        for (IntWritable val : values) {
            sum += val.get();
        }
        context.write(key, new IntWritable(sum));
    }
}

public class WordCount {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        Configuration conf = new Configuration();
        Job job = new Job(conf, "wordcount");
        job.setOutputKeyClass(Text.class);
        job.setOutputValueClass(IntWritable.class);
        job.setMapperClass(Map.class);
        job.setReducerClass(Reduce.class);
        job.setInputFormatClass(TextInputFormat.class);
        job.setOutputFormatClass(TextOutputFormat.class);
        FileInputFormat.addInputPath(job, ...);
        FileOutputFormat.setOutputPath(job, ...);
        job.waitForCompletion(true);
    }
}
```

Listing B.1: A program computing a simple word histogram, implemented in the Hadoop MapReduce API [106].
Relational Query - Style of TPC-H [100] Query 3

Listing B.2: A relational select/project/join/aggregate query in the style of the TPC-H Query 3 [100], expressed in SQL.

```sql
SELECT l_orderkey, o_shippriority, sum(l_extendedprice)
FROM orders, lineitem
WHERE l_orderkey = o_orderkey
AND o_orderstatus = "..."
AND YEAR(o_orderdate) > ...
AND o_orderpriority = "..."
GROUP BY l_orderkey, o_shippriority;
```

public class FilterO extends MapStub {
    private String prioFilter; // filter literal for the order priority
    private int yearFilter; // filter literal for the year

    this.prioFilter = param.getString("PRIO_FILTER", "0");
}

public void open(Configuration param) {
    this.yearFilter = param.getInteger("YEAR_FILTER", 1990);
}

public void map(PactRecord record, Collector<PactRecord> out) {
    PactString status = record.getField(1, PactString.class);
    PactString prio = record.getField(2, PactString.class);
    PactString date = record.getField(3, PactString.class);

    if (status.getValue().equals("F") &&
        prio.getValue().startsWith(prioFilter) &&
        parseInt(date.getValue().substring(0,4)) > yearFilter)
    {
        out.collect(record);
    }
}

@ConstantFieldsFirstAll
public class JoinLiO extends MatchStub {

    public void match(PactRecord o, PactRecord l, Collector<PactRecord> c) {
        o.setField(5, l.getField(1, PactDouble.class));
        c.collect(o);
    }
}

@Combinable
public class AggLiO extends ReduceStub {

    public void reduce(Iterator<PactRecord> values, Collector<PactRecord> c) {
        PactRecord rec = null;
        double partExtendedPriceSum = 0;
        while (values.hasNext()) {
            rec = values.next();
            partExtendedPriceSum += rec.getField(5, PactDouble.class).getValue();
        }
        rec.setField(5, new PactDouble(partExtendedPriceSum));
        out.collect(rec);
    }
}

public class TPCHQuery3 implements PlanAssembler {

    public Plan getPlan(final String... args) {
        FileSource orders = new FileSource(RecordInput.class, "hdfs://...");
        orders.schema(...); // read relevant attributes into fields 0 to 4
        FileSource lineitem = new FileSource(RecordInput.class, "hdfs://...");
        lineitem.schema(...); // read relevant attributes into fields 0 to 1
        MapContract filterO = new MapContract(FilterO.class, orders);
        filterO.setParameter("YEAR_FILTER", 1993);
        filterO.setParameter("PRIO_FILTER", "5");
        MatchContract joinLiO = new MatchContract(JoinLiO.class, filterO, lineitem);
        ReduceContract aggLiO = ReduceContract.builder(AggLiO.class)
            .keyField(PactLong.class, 0, 0, filterO, lineitem);
        FileSink result = new FileSink(RecordOutput.class, "hdfs://...", aggLiO);
        result.schema(...); // write fields 0, 4, 5
        return new Plan(result, "TPCH Q3");
    }
}
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K-Means Clustering

```scala
// case class for the type of a point
case class Point(x: Double, y: Double, z: Double) {
  def this() = this(0, 0, 0); // auxiliary constructor
  def computeEuclidianDistance(other: Point) = {
    val Point(x2, y2, z2) = other;
    math.sqrt(math.pow(x - x2, 2) + math.pow(y - y2, 2) + math.pow(z - z2, 2))
  }
  def +(that: Point) = Point(x + that.x, y + that.x, z + that.z)
  def /(div: Int) = Point(x/div, y/div, z/div)
}

// case class for the type of a point with a distance to a centroid
case class Distance(dataPoint: Point, clusterId: Int, distance: Double)

// program composition
def getPlan(pointPath: String, clusterPath: String, output: String, iters: Int) = {
  val dataPoints = DataSource(pointsPath, CsvInputFormat[(Int, Point)]())
  val clusterPoints = DataSource(clusterInput, CsvInputFormat[(Int, Point)]())

  // define the step function
  def computeNewCenters(centers: DataSet[(Int, Point)]) = {
    val distances = dataPoints cross centers map {
      case ((pid, point), (cid, cent)) =>
        Distance(point, cid, point.computeEuclidianDistance(cent))
    }
    val nearestCenters = distances groupBy {
      case (pid, _) => pid
    }
    nearestCenters map {
      case (_, Distance(p, cid, _)) => (cid, p, 1)
    }
    val newCenters = nearestCenters groupBy { _._1 } reduceGroup {
      case (id, point, count) = x.reduce( (a,b) => (a._1, a._2+b._2, a._3+b._3) )
      (id, point / count)
    }
    newCenters
  }

  // invoke the iteration
  val finalCenters = clusterPoints.iterate(numIterations, computeNewCenters)
  val result = finalCenters.write(clusterOutput, CsvOutputFormat())
  override def outputs = output <~ result
}
```
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